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Abstract
In direct-drive inertial confinement fusion, laser beams are used to ablate a capsule and
implode it via the rocket effect. Time-gated images of the x-rays emitted by the capsule
were used to experimentally study the hydrodynamic coupling of laser energy to the target.
The mass ablation rate, the target trajectory, the laser absorption, and the conduction-zone
length were simultaneously measured in spherically symmetric (1-D) implosions. These
observables completely constrain the coupling models in simulations. They showed that
the long-standard Spitzer-Härm thermal transport model with a time-dependent flux-limiter
resulted in a significant underestimate of the mass ablation rate and the length of the
conduction zone. Simulations that used models for nonlocal electron thermal transport
and for cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) recently developed at the Laboratory for Laser
Energetics reproduced all measurements. However, the CBET required a gain modification
that was not explained by theory. Additional experiments were conducted to isolate the effect
of CBET on hydrodynamic coupling and quantify this modification. Laser beams incident
on the equator of the target were turned off and the polar beams were repointed to illuminate
the target uniformly (in a polar-drive configuration), nearly suppressing CBET at the poles
and increasing its effect at the equator. Angularly resolved mass-ablation-rate and target
trajectory measurements were used to compare the hydrodynamic coupling with and without
CBET. Results on the pole were used to validate the hydrodynamic coupling without CBET
in simulations, and a factor on the CBET gain was determined by matching the measured
equatorial trajectories. The gain factor was necessary to reproduce the measurements in
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xiv

all configurations and was found to vary with the laser intensity in polar-drive implosions.
This suggests that additional physics is needed in the model to fully capture the effect of
CBET.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Executive Summary
Direct-drive inertial confinement fusion is a method of energy production that is of
interest as an alternative to fossil fuels. In this method, lasers are incident on a mm-scale
spherical shell filled with deuterium (D, or 2 H) - tritium (T, or 3 H) fuel. The lasers ablate the
outer shell material, causing ejection of mass that drives the remaining the shell inward by
conservation of momentum in a spherical rocket effect. Ideally, this implosion compresses
the D-T fuel to densities and temperatures like those found in the Sun, sufficient to trigger
thermonuclear ignition and generate runaway fusion reactions that produce more energy
than initially supplied by the laser system. However, these ignition conditions prove evasive
due to outstanding questions in the transfer of laser energy to the target shell and then the
D-T fuel, and due to implosion nonuniformities caused by target defects and variations in
illumination.
This Thesis work studies the physics involved in the initial hydrodynamic coupling of
laser energy to the target shell. Incident laser energy is absorbed in the coronal plasma
surrounding the target (formed from ablated shell material), up to the critical density
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determined by the laser frequency. From the region of absorption, the energy is transmitted
by electron thermal transport to the target outer surface, or ablation front, where it drives the
ablation process [1]. However, energy absorption is compromised by cross-beam energy
transfer (CBET), which scatters incident laser light out of the plasma along the paths of
outgoing rays from other beams before its energy is deposited [2–5], decreasing the drive
pressure on the capsule by ∼40% in simulated implosions [6].
This Thesis describes a new method that was developed to constrain the amount of laser
energy reaching the target and inform models of electron thermal transport and cross-beam
energy transfer. Simultaneous measurements of the ablation-front trajectory and the mass
ablation rate of the shell provide the remaining shell mass (Mshell ) and the shell velocity
(3s ), from which the kinetic energy of the shell is determined as EK =

1
2
2 Mshell 3s

[1].

These measurements were made using 2-D images of the x-rays emitted by the coronal
plasma while the laser was incident. When target shells consisted of two layers of different
materials, images showed two high-intensity rings of emission after the laser burned through
the higher-Z outer layer. The location of the inner ring was related to the position of the
ablation front in the equatorial plane of the target [7], and the location of the outer ring
corresponded to the position of the interface between the two layers in the plasma. A
time-series of images was used to measure the trajectories of both of these features, and
the time when the second peak emerged from the ablation front was used to measure the
burnthrough time of the outer layer. This gave the average mass ablation rate of the material
and instantaneous mass remaining in the shell [8]. By varying the thickness of the outer
layer, the mass ablation rate as a function of time was determined [9].
To facilitate comparisons between experiments and simulations, a radiation post-processor
was developed to calculate synthetic images from hydrodynamic simulation data [10]. Results from spherically symmetric (1-D) experiments were compared with 1-D implosion
simulations to show that a nonlocal thermal transport model (rather than a flux-limited
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model) was required to simultaneously match the measured mass ablation and shell velocity [11]. The angularly varying mass ablation rate and ablation-front trajectory were
measured in experiments that used a 2-D polar-direct-drive laser configuration [12] to generate regions of low-CBET and high-CBET in the same implosion [13, 14]. This allowed
the effects of cross-beam energy transfer on the energy coupling to be isolated from other
coupling physics. Two-dimensional simulations of the implosions showed excellent agreement with the measured trajectories at all angles when a CBET model based on Randall’s
equations [2] was included with a multiplier on the CBET gain factor.
These measurements were performed on the OMEGA Laser System [15] and at the
National Ignition Facility [16, 17] to access a wide range of plasma conditions, laser
intensities, and laser-beam geometries. A CBET gain multiplier was required to match
the data in all of the configurations tested, suggesting that additional physics effects, such
as polarization effects, laser intensity variations caused by diffraction and refraction, or
shortcomings of extending the 1-D Randall model to 3-D, should be explored to explain the
differences in observed and predicted laser drive [9]. Studies of CBET when these effects are
included are being performed with the wave-based code LPSE [18, 19]. New studies are also
being conducted to measure the plasma parameters in the corona near the primary regions
of energy transfer. These parameters both influence and are influenced by the detailed
coupling physics, and a better understanding will help determine any compromising effects
they might have on the energy-transfer calculations [20].
The following introduction will elaborate on the motivation for this Thesis and on the
physics involved.
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1.2 Nuclear Fusion
In the quest for energy sources to serve as alternatives to fossil fuels, humankind has
increasingly pursued solar, hydrokinetic, geothermal, and nuclear power. While many of
these options have already been implemented, nuclear fusion as a controlled energy source
still proves elusive. Verified to be powerful, as it drives the Sun, the high densities and
temperatures that enable fusion reactions prove challenging to reproduce on Earth without
the critical mass and accompanying gravitational confinement of particles that occur in stars.
However, because of the benefits such an energy source would provide—minimal radioactive
waste or carbon-dioxide emissions and no danger of nuclear proliferation, together with the
abundant fuel already present on Earth—research into various methods of generating fusion
power persists and serves as the subject of this Thesis.
Nuclear fusion is the process in which two small atomic nuclei merge to form a larger
nucleus of a new element—not to be confused with nuclear fission, in which a large nucleus
(atomic mass number A > 56) divides to form two smaller daughter nuclei. Both of these
reactions operate on the principle of Einstein’s well-known relation E = mc2 , where E is
energy, m is mass, and c is the speed of light [1, ch. 1].
Protons and neutrons are at a lower potential-energy state when bound in a nucleus than
when they exist as free individual particles. As a result, combining them into a nucleus
releases net energy, though it may take considerable energy to overcome the repulsive
Coulomb force and bring them close enough together that they bind via the strong force.
Upon binding, the reduction in energy appears as a reduction in the mass of the system,
as part of the mass of the individual particles is converted into energy and released as a
photon or as kinetic energy of the particles involved. The energy released is quantified

as the change in mass of the particle system: ∆E = mi − mf c2 , where mi is the initial

collective mass of the free particles and mf is the final mass of the bound nucleus. This is
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often referred to as the binding energy B = ∆E [1, ch. 1].
The reaction most commonly pursued in modern fusion experiments (and exclusively
discussed in this Thesis) is

D + T → α (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV),

(1.1)

where α represents a 4 He nucleus, D is the hydrogen isotope deuterium (2 H), T is the isotope
tritium (3 H), and n represents a neutron. This reaction is often chosen because it has the
highest probability of occurrence (by two orders of magnitude) of the high-energy-yield
fusion reactions and more easily achievable initial reactant energies (possible with kinetic
energy of the D-T center-of-mass ε ≤ 150 keV) [1, ch. 1].

1.3 Lawson Criterion
To employ fusion reactions as an energy source in a viable power plant, the reactions
must be generated in such a way that significantly more energy is produced than is originally
input into the system. This power-balance requirement defines the conditions of the D-T
fusion reactants that must be reached, as published by J. D. Lawson in 1957 [21]. Since
prime fusion conditions (for example, ε ∼ 10 keV) are currently difficult to sustain for long
periods of time, a pulsed power-generation scheme is considered, where the fuel is brought
to the appropriate density and temperature to generate reactions and then allowed to relax,
in a cyclic fashion. Ideally, both the power released in the reaction (as kinetic energy of
the products) and the power used to energize the fuel during the cycle could be collected
as thermal energy and converted into electricity with an efficiency η. If a parameter R is
defined as the ratio of the energy generated by the reactions ER to the energy input into the
system Ein , then for a viable power plant, η (R + 1) > 1 at minimum. A reasonable heat
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conversion efficiency is 1/3, which gives R > 2. The energy generated by the reactions can
be written as the reaction power PR acting over a sustained reaction time τ [21], with

PR = B nD nT hσ3i(T)

(1.2)

where B is the energy generated in each reaction (17.6 MeV for D-T, related to the binding
energy), nD(T) is the number density of each isotope species (nD = nT = 1/2 ni ), and hσ3i
is the average cross-section, or probability of the reaction occurring, as a function of fuel
temperature T [1].
The energy input required to produce the reactions is the amount of energy it takes
to heat the plasma to an appropriate temperature T (so Etherm = 3N kBT, where kB is the
Boltzmann constant and N is the total number of ions involved), plus the amount of energy
lost by the fuel (and subsequently replaced) during the reaction time [21]. Assuming ideal
non-conductive confinement, the main loss mechanism is bremsstrahlung radiation, which
depends on the fuel conditions as
p
PB (ni, T) = CB ni2 kBT

(1.3)

where PB is the radiated power per unit volume and CB = 5.34 × 10−24 erg cm3 keV−1/2 s−1
for a hydrogen plasma [22]. Thus, for a volume V of fuel held at a constant density ni and
temperature T for a time τ, the energy ratio R can be written as
PRV τ
PBV τ + 3niV kBT

(1.4)

B 14 ni2 hσ3i(T)
.
√
CB ni2 kBT + 3ni kBT/τ

(1.5)

R=
or
R=
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Figure 1.1: For the D-T reaction, R as a function of temperature T is shown to determine
the minimum fuel parameters required for energy gain (taken from Ref. 21).
Dividing all terms by ni2 then gives
R=

B hσ3i(T)/12kBT
.
√
CB kBT/3kBT + 1/ni τ

(1.6)

Finding R > 2 and choosing an optimal but unachievable infinite density-time product
ni τ provides a minimum temperature for the D-T fuel of ∼3 keV, as shown in Fig. 1.1.
Varying ni τ to find the minimum value at which the T-R curve still surpasses R = 2 gives
a minimum allowable product of 1014 s · cm−3 . This minimum ni τ value is often referred
to as the Lawson criterion and used as a goal for fusion programs to evaluate themselves
against, using their measured Lawson parameter of ni τ. As the value of ni τ depends on
the temperature reached, sometimes the parameter is reframed as the product ni τT ∝ pτ,
where p is the fuel pressure [1].
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1.4 Inertial Confinement Fusion
There are several methods by which researchers strive to generate the fusion-favorable
fuel conditions of high densities, high temperatures, and low thermal conduction. The
hydrogen fuel in the required hot, dense state is a plasma, where the electrons in the
material have been stripped from the ions and can move freely. The material as a whole
maintains a net-neutral charge but with increased electrical conductivity. The plasma is
typically contained and compressed using either a "magnetic-confinement" or an "inertial
confinement" scheme. In magnetic-confinement fusion, strong magnetic fields are generated
in the plasma (usually using external solenoids or superconducting magnets) so that particle
motion is limited to helices that follow closed magnetic field lines at a distance from any
solid walls enclosing the plasma. In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), a small amount
of fuel is compressed by the implosion of a dense outer shell. Each compression uses
up the fuel in the capsule and destroys the outer shell, making this an inherently pulsed
power-generation mechanism. This Thesis focuses on the inertial confinement scheme of
generating fusion reactions.
Inertial confinement fusion can be further divided into three primary approaches:
indirectly laser-driven, directly laser-driven, and magnetized-liner inertial fusion.

In

magnetized-liner inertial fusion (MagLIF), a metallic cylindrical shell (liner) surrounds
D-T fuel. Electric current is run along the length of the shell, which generates a j × B force
(where j is the current running through the liner and B is the magnetic field generated by the
current in nearby regions of the liner) that drives the shell to implode and compress the fuel
inside. The fuel is pre-heated using a laser to help it reach fusion conditions quickly (and
with reduced compression), and pre-magnetized with Helmholtz coils to help retain charged
fusion products and trap the energy generated in the fuel to feed new fusion reactions [23].
In indirectly laser-driven inertial fusion ("indirect-drive"), a spherical capsule is filled
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with D-T and placed inside a cylindrical metal hohlraum, typically made of gold. Lasers
enter through holes in the ends of the cylinder to illuminate its sides with high-intensity
(I = 1016 W/cm2 ) radiation. This generates an x-ray bath that heats the target, ablating
or burning off the outer layer of the capsule. This expulsion of mass drives the remaining
capsule inward in a spherical rocket effect, causing an implosion that compresses the D-T
fuel inside to fusion conditions [24].
In directly laser-driven fusion ("direct-drive"), lasers directly illuminate a spherical
D-T–filled capsule. The high-intensity radiation is absorbed in the ablated shell material
that forms a plasma corona around the capsule, and electron thermal transport carries
absorbed energy to the surface of the target. There, it drives continued ablation of the shell,
which propels the remaining capsule inward via the rocket effect. The D-T fuel inside is
compressed and fusion reactions are generated [25, 26].
As evidenced by our continued dependence on other energy sources, none of the methods
described here has demonstrated the ability to generate more energy than is used to initiate
the reactions. Each shows promise but also has its challenges. MagLIF has a higher
theoretical efficiency than laser-driven fusion because converting electrical energy into
magnetic energy and then kinetic energy of the shell is more direct than converting electricity
into laser light and then x-rays or thermal energy that ablates the target which finally
compresses the D-T. Difficulties in coupling laser energy into the target to heat the fuel,
the presence of hydrodynamic instabilities, and challenges surrounding the use of D-T fuel
currently prevent high energy gains [27]. (The experiments also tend to be destructive
and currently require a great deal of target-chamber reconstruction after each experiment.)
Indirect-drive laser fusion loses some energy in converting the laser light to x-rays, but
the x-rays drive ablation efficiently and help minimize hydrodynamic instabilities in the
target. However, laser-plasma interactions between many overlapping beams propagating
through complex plasmas make predicting and understanding laser-energy deposition in
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these implosions difficult. The inherent complications in the drive method result in a
multi-variable optimization problem for the experimental designs. Direct-drive laser fusion
loses some illumination efficiency because it deposits the energy driving ablation farther
from the target surface, experiences increased hydrodynamic instabilities, and suffers from
the scattering of incident laser power due to lower-intensity laser-plasma interactions [1].
More importantly, this approach retains the simplicity of spherical symmetry and direct
conversion of laser light into heat, while remaining easily diagnosable. The straightforward
initial understanding of this technique leaves clearer paths open for progress in optimizing
the implosions. The work described here focuses on the direct-drive approach to inertial
confinement fusion.

1.5 Direct-Drive Inertial Confinement Fusion
Modern direct-drive ICF experiments typically involve the symmetric illumination of a
mm-scale spherical capsule with ultra-violet laser beams. The capsule shell is formed from
an ablator material like polystyrene (CH) and coated inside with a layer of D-T ice. The
premier facility on which to conduct these experiments is the OMEGA Laser [15] as a result
of its favorable beam construction and large available energy-on-target (∼30 kJ of 351nm–wavelength light, delivered by 60 beams symmetrically arranged around a spherical
target chamber). Polar-direct-drive experiments [12] like those described in Sec. 3.2.3 are
also performed on the National Ignition Facility [16, 17], which has a less versatile beam
configuration (192 laser beams, arranged in rings around the top and bottom of the target
chamber for indirect-drive experiments) but a 2-MJ ignition-scale energy output.
As direct-drive experiments begin, the laser light incident on the target ionizes and ablates the outermost capsule material through multi-photon absorption. As material ablates,
the freed particles expand away from the target surface to form a coronal plasma, with a den-
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sity profile that decreases approximately exponentially with radius [Fig. 1.2(b)]. The laser
energy propagating into this plasma is then absorbed through the inverse-bremsstrahlung
process via electron-ion collisions. In the absence of laser-plasma instabilities, nearly all
of the light is absorbed as it propagates to the critical electron density that defines the
maximum depth to which the laser light can penetrate. This limit is set by the frequency
of the laser photons as nc = me ωℓ2 /4πe2 , where nc is the critical electron density, me is the
electron mass, ωℓ is 2π times the laser frequency, and e is the unit electron charge (so for
λℓ = 351 nm or ωℓ ≈ 5 × 1015 s−1 , the light can only propagate in electron densities of up
to ∼1022 cm−3 ).
From the absorption region, the energy is carried to the surface of the target through
electron thermal transport [Fig. 1.2(a)]. This is the diffusion of electrons with higher thermal
energy into nearby regions, which transfers energy to lower-temperature surroundings as
the new electrons collide and equilibrate. The distance that each electron travels before
depositing its energy is described by its mean free path. Higher-energy electrons have longer
mean free paths, which leads to deeper and faster penetration of energy into colder regions
of the plasma than would be found if the moving electrons were assumed to penetrate to the
same depth no matter what their individual energies. This leads to the complex transport
physics [1] described more in Sec. 2.1.1.
The energy that reaches the surface of the target drives the ablation process [Fig. 1.2(a)].
The mass expelled acts like exhaust from a rocket engine, propelling the remaining shell
inward by conservation of momentum. This rocket effect can be approximated using the
simple rocket equation calculated from conservation of momentum:

d
dt (M3)

= 0, where M

is the total initial mass of the system and 3 is the initial velocity. This can be expanded to
d3
3 dM
dt + M dt = 0 and arranged more specifically as

d3s
dM
3ex = −Mshell ,
dt
dt

(1.7)
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where dM/dt is the mass-ablation rate, 3ex is the exhaust velocity, Mshell is the remaining
shell mass, and d3s /dt is the resulting acceleration of the shell. This provides the force
acting on the shell, which can be divided by the surface area of the ablation front at the
target surface to determine the ablation pressure Pabl [1].
The resulting inward motion of the shell is eventually stopped as the pressure build-up
in the capsule center causes deceleration. The kinetic energy of the capsule is converted
through pdV work (where p is pressure and V is volume) into internal energy of the fuel.
The goal is to compress and heat the D-T gas in the center of the target enough that it
generates significant fusion energy, or "ignites", while maintaining an areal density of the
remaining shell high enough to stop the α particles created by the fusion reactions. These
α particles deposit their energy in the cold D-T fuel surrounding the central "hot spot" and
ablate more fuel into the center. This fuel reaches fusion conditions and the chain of fusion
reactions ideally generates enough energy to more-than-account for the energy that went
into initially accelerating the shell [1, 28], so that energy gain is achieved.

1.5.1 Challenges in Direct-Drive ICF
There are many factors that have compromised the demonstration of energy gain in
direct-drive ICF. First, no symmetrically-configured laser currently exists with enough
energy to generate the fuel compression necessary. Thus, the current goal is to demonstrate
energy generation on available systems that would scale to energy gain on a system of the
required size, to justify such a laser-construction project [6, 29]. Even this scaled energy
generation is compromised by various phenomena that decrease the total laser energy
reaching the target. For example, multiple laser beams crossing in the coronal plasma incite
cross-beam energy transfer [2] (Fig. 1.3), which scatters away laser energy incident on the
target before it can be effectively absorbed and thereby decreases the ablation pressure acting
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Figure 1.2: (a) Laser photons (purple) are absorbed in the coronal plasma (orange) up to
the critical density (nc ), after which point energy is carried by thermal electrons (e− ) to the
remaining target (green) where it drives mass ablation (green circles with velocity shown
by black arrows). (b) The electron density profile in the coronal plasma and solid shell is
shown for a standard CH-target implosion, with the quarter-critical density radius (nc /4,
orange dot-dashed line), critical density radius (nc , light-blue dotted line), and ablation front
position (blue dashed line) indicated.
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Figure 1.3: Cross-beam energy transfer is depicted, where low-intensity rays (blue lines)
from the outer edges of one beam (turquoise rectangles) refract around the target to seed the
stimulated-Brillouin scattering of higher-intensity incoming rays (red lines) from another
beam.
on the target by up to 40% [6, 30]. Mitigation strategies are under development but require
verified understanding of this laser-plasma interaction before they are fully implemented on
existing or future laser systems [31, 32]. Energy is also lost in the transfer of laser energy
from its initial absorption region to the ablation surface of the target (through the area
known as the "conduction zone"). This process must be well-understood to determine the
total laser energy converted into kinetic energy of the shell and eventually internal energy
of the fuel.
Additional complications arise from small-scale nonuniformities in the shell surface
early in time that grow via the Rayleigh-Taylor instability [33, 34]. These nonuniformi-
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Figure 1.4: Moderate Rayleigh-Taylor nonuniformity growth decompresses the CH shell
(shown as higher density regions) in a 2-D DRACO simulation.
ties can feed through the shell and mix highly radiative heavier ablator elements into the
fuel, which increases energy losses and compromises the reaction conditions [35]. Catastrophic growth can produce perturbations in the shell radius on the same length-scale as the
thickness of the shell, breaking through the shell completely and allowing fuel to escape
confinement [36]. Moderate nonuniformity growth decompresses the target shell during the
implosion (Fig. 1.4), which reduces the central hot-spot pressure [37, 38]. The seeding of
initial nonuniformities is mitigated by electron thermal transport, which through its isotropic
diffusion smooths variations in the intensity profiles of individual laser beams that would
lead to uneven ablation [1, 39]. Ablation reduces the growth rate of the nonuniformities
that are imprinted, as the exposed outermost surfaces of the target ablate more quickly than
the inner pockets that formed, and the surface is smoothed [40]. These coupling physics
therefore play additional, subtler roles in achieving fusion ignition, further motivating a
refined understanding.
This Thesis experimentally studies the physics of hydrodynamically coupling laser en-
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ergy to the target to improve on the current understanding of cross-beam energy transfer
(CBET) and electron thermal transport. These energy-coupling models were tested as they
operated together in 1-D experiments that measured the mass-ablation rate, target trajectory,
and conduction-zone length. The effects of CBET were isolated from thermal transport
physics in 2-D mass-ablation-rate experiments so that the models could be evaluated independently. The thermal transport model is rigorously tested with an ongoing study designed
to measure the plasma parameters near the conduction zone.

1.5.2 Integrated Coupling Experiments
To constrain the energy coupled to the shell as a function of time, images of the x-rays
emitted by the coronal plasma surrounding the target were used to measure the rate of
mass ablation and the resulting shell trajectory of an imploding target. These parameters
determine the kinetic energy of the shell EK = 21 Mshell 3s2 , given by the remaining shell
∫
mass [Mshell = Mi − (dM/dt) dt, where Mi is the total initial mass and dM/dt is the mass

ablation rate] and the velocity of the shell 3s taken from the trajectory. The kinetic energy

is eventually converted into internal energy of the fuel through pdV work to generate fusion
reactions [1].
Previous measurements of the mass ablation rate in direct-drive experiments were made
by backlighting the target shell with x-rays and measuring the absorption in the shell using
2-D monochromatic x-ray images. The absorption depended on the optical depth through
which the x-rays traveled. The absorption as a function of position was Abel-inverted to
give the density and shell thickness of the solid target, from which the remaining mass
was calculated [41, 42]. These measurements were limited to 10% accuracy due to Abelinversion errors, perturbations of the shell caused by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and
uncertainties in the modeling of the opacity. Other experiments used a layer of high-
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Z material (where Z is the average atomic number of the material) buried at a known
depth in the target shell. When the shell outside of this layer ablated, the high-Z layer
emitted brightly, and from the timing of the emission, the average mass ablation rate was
determined [43, 44]. However, perturbations in the shell resulted in a premature signal,
limiting the measurements to 10% accuracy.
Radiography was also previously applied to measure the shell trajectory [41, 42], but
this technique is sensitive to noise, is generally limited to making measurements of the
implosion after the drive laser turns off, and often involves redirecting beams from driving
the implosion to powering the x-ray backlighter. This can limit the irradiation symmetry
and energy available to drive the implosion.
The technique presented in this Thesis uses images of the x-rays naturally emitted by the
coronal plasma surrounding the target to measure the rate of mass ablation and the resulting
shell trajectory in an implosion to high accuracy. Experiments used targets with a higher-Z
outer coating over a lower-Z inner ablator. The higher-Z material emitted more strongly in
the &1-keV x-ray regime than the lower-Z material for similar densities and temperatures.
After the laser burned through the outer layer, this emission difference produced a drop in
intensity between the two materials that marked the position of the material interface as it
moved through the corona away from the target surface. This position measurement was
combined with an established technique to measure the ablation-front location from the
same x-ray self-emission images [7]. A time-series of these images was used to determine
the trajectories of the ablation front and of the interface between the two materials. The time
when the material-interface trajectory initially emerged from the ablation-front trajectory
indicated the time that the laser burned through the outer layer of the target. From the
known initial mass of the outer layer and the time it took for the laser to ablate it, the average
mass ablation rate of the material was determined [8].
The experiments were performed for two types of targets and a range of outer-layer
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thicknesses and laser intensities to study the variation in the mass-ablation rate and the
effects on overall energy coupling to the target. Results from spherically symmetric (1-D)
experiments were compared with 1-D implosion simulations to show that a nonlocal thermal
transport model (rather than a simpler flux-limited model) was required to simultaneously
match the measured mass ablation and shell velocity [11]. The comparison also showed
that a modification to the cross-beam-energy-transfer model was needed to fully reproduce
the energy coupling. However, since the experiment primarily measured the total energy
coupled, the need for modified coupling might also have resulted from errors in the ablator
mass, thermal-transport model, or equation-of-state calculations [9].

1.5.3 Isolated-CBET Experiments
The effects of cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) on the energy coupling were determined largely independently of thermal-transport processes by comparing measurements
of the mass ablation rate and shell trajectory between regions of significant and negligible
CBET in the same implosion. CBET occurs when outgoing rays from one laser beam
refract around the target and beat together with incoming rays from another beam. This
sets up an ion-acoustic wave in the coronal plasma with a density profile that behaves like
a moving grating. Incoming light reflects off this grating along the path of the original
outgoing refracted rays before it can be absorbed in the plasma [2]. This transfer of energy
from incoming beams to outgoing beams can deprive the target of as much as one-third of
the incident laser energy, which decreases the mass ablation rate, implosion velocity, and
eventual energy coupled to the fuel [4]. The amount of energy transferred by the instability depends on the intensities of the interacting beams near the quarter-critical density
(ne = nc /4) in the plasma [Fig. 1.2(b)]. In a symmetric implosion, this transfer happens
symmetrically around the target due to the symmetric illumination and beam configuration
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[Fig. 1.5(a)].
Cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) was initially demonstrated in experiments using
planar targets [45, 46]. In indirect-drive ICF experiments, this mechanism was used to
transfer kilojoules of laser energy from the polar to the equatorial drive of an imploding
target to improve capsule symmetry [47–49], but uncertain plasma conditions and the large
amplitude of the ion-acoustic waves driven by the high intensities of individual beams
(I ∼ 1015 W/cm2 ) have challenged the ability to obtain an accurate predictive model [48–
50]. These experiments also identified the ability of CBET to rotate the polarization of
the beams, suggesting that polarization might also affect the level of CBET that occurs and
that it should be included in the modeling [51, 52]. Direct-drive experiments have used
scattered-light spectra and shell-trajectory measurements to demonstrate the existence of
CBET [3], estimate its level [4, 5, 53], and test mitigation strategies [30].
To distinguish between the effects of cross-beam energy transfer and thermal transport
on energy coupling to the target, mass-ablation-rate experiments with higher-Z–over–lowerZ targets were performed in a laser configuration that provided distinct low- and high-CBET
regions in the same implosion, so that the energy coupling between these regions could be
compared and the differences determined. A polar-direct-drive configuration [12] was used,
where a ring of laser beams encircling the equator was dropped and the remaining beams
were repointed toward the equator to preserve nominal drive uniformity, which reduced
detrimental CBET at the poles while enhancing it at the equator [Fig. 1.5(b)] [13, 14].
The combination of low- and high-CBET conditions in the same target implosion, together
with similar energy absorption locations resulting in similar thermal transport between the
two regions, allowed for the effects of CBET on the energy coupling to be determined
when simultaneous measurements of the angularly resolved mass ablation rates and shell
trajectories were made. Comparison of these measurements with 2-D simulations showed
that a multiplier was needed on the cross-beam-energy-transfer gain coefficient to reproduce
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Figure 1.5: (a) A schematic of the symmetric direct-drive laser configuration is shown
with representative beams. The unabsorbed energy from the low-intensity outer rays of
beams (blue arrows) interact with incident rays from other beams (red lines) to scatter
energy before it can be absorbed. (b) Dropping the equatorial beams (blue) and repointing
the polar beams (red) toward the equator removes the seeds for CBET at the pole while
providing higher-intensity seeds for CBET at the equator, resulting in increased energytransfer there [black line in (c)]. (c) The difference in ablation pressure (blue line, right
axis) was calculated from 2-D DRACO simulations performed with and without the CBET
model for the highest-intensity polar-direct-drive OMEGA experiments (t = 0.8 ns).
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the observed mass ablation rate and shell trajectories in both the high- and low-CBET
regions, and that the multiplier varied with laser configuration and intensity [9]. The
precise justification for the multiplier is still under investigation, but recent simulations
suggest that it could be due to problems with calculating the intensity of beams passing
through their turning points (essentially, the locations where they reflect or strongly refract
in the plasma) using ray-based models [18, 19].

1.5.4 Thermal Transport Experiments
The laser absorption and electron thermal transport are studied with experiments performed to measure the detailed hydrodynamic profiles (temperature and density vs. radius)
between the nc /4-density surface and the ablation front in the coronal plasma (Fig. 1.2).
These measurements provide the length of the conduction zone, which determines the
spatial smoothing of deposited laser energy on its way to the ablation front and affects
the energy losses resulting from thermal diffusion away from the target surface. Images
of the x-rays emitted by the plasma during the implosion were measured using different
filters to determine the emission in different frequency ranges at a given time. The coarse
emission spectrum that was measured as a function of position will be used to determine the
temperature of the plasma at each location. From the measured emissivities and inferred
temperatures, the density at each location in the plasma will be determined using opacity
tables. (This method will be described in more detail in Sec. 3.2.4.) Images taken at
several times during the implosion will be used to determine the evolution of the profiles.
These measurements will provide new information about the hydrodynamic parameters in
the conduction-zone region that is notoriously challenging to probe, with densities too high
for optical techniques like Thomson scattering to penetrate [54] and temperatures too high
for significant absorption to enable x-ray radiography [42]. This allows benchmarking of
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current simulations at a fundamental level not often achieved in integrated experiments.
Initial comparisons of measured and simulated x-ray emission profiles show good
agreement at all radii for experiments performed with a simple low-intensity square pulse
(average on target of I = 2-4×1014 W/cm2 ). This suggests that the hydrodynamic parameters
are well-modeled in this regime. When the intensity was increased to 8-10 × 1014 W/cm2 ,
the simulated self-emission profiles seem to overestimate the emission near the ablation
front at low photon energies (∼1.4 keV) and underestimate the emission at high energies
(∼4 keV). This suggests that the radiation temperatures near the ablation front are higher
than expected from 1-D simulations using current energy coupling models. Further analysis
is still ongoing, but these higher temperatures could suggest that a correction on the meanfree-paths over which electrons travel is needed in the present nonlocal thermal transport
model [55].
The following sections of this Thesis will describe these findings in more depth. Chapter
Two will detail the theory and modeling of the electron-thermal-transport and CBET physics.
Chapter Three will describe x-ray self-emission theory, diagnostics, and measurement
techniques. Chapter Four will expound on the results of the experiments performed, and
Chapter Five will discuss the conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Energy-Coupling Physics
To motivate this Thesis, it is important to develop an understanding of the energy
coupling physics involved in direct-drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF). As described in
Ch. 1, direct-drive implosions are driven by lasers incident on a coronal plasma surrounding
a solid target. The laser light is absorbed in the plasma up to the critical electron density
via inverse bremsstrahlung and carried to the ablation surface by electron thermal transport.
Laser absorption is compromised by cross-beam energy transfer (CBET), which scatters
significant light out of the plasma before it penetrates deeply enough to deposit its energy.
The electron thermal transport and scattering of laser light through CBET are not wellunderstood or characterized. Testing the thermal transport and CBET models implemented
in simulations at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics is the focus of this Thesis. The
primary method for calculating heat transport that has been implemented in integrated,
full-scale simulations of direct-drive implosions is the Spitzer-Härm approximation for
thermal transport [56] with a time-dependent flux-limiter, which is varied to match the
measured trajectory of the target shell [57]. In these simulations, CBET and nonlocal
effects in the energy transport are neglected. Recently, new models for cross-beam energy
transfer [4, 5, 58] and nonlocal thermal transport [55, 59, 60] were implemented to eliminate
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the need for an artificial coefficient (flux-limiter). These nonlocal and CBET models are
essential steps toward predictive capability for ICF simulations. This capability is key
in calculating experimental designs that can reach fusion ignition, and particularly for
extending results achieved on the OMEGA Laser to future larger facilities where ignition
may be possible. The next sections will describe the coupling physics in more detail.

2.1 Interactions of Lasers with Hot Plasmas
A plasma is formed when enough energy is added to a material to dissociate the electrons
from the ions. These plasmas generally have neutral net charge and are treated as a two-fluid
system, with a fluid of light, negatively charged electrons and a fluid of heavy, positively
charged ions. These fluids interact with each other through Coulomb forces and particle
collisions. When each fluid is in thermal equilibrium with itself, the random motion of
its particles can be described with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities as the
particle distribution function and characterized by a temperature Te or Ti (for electrons and
ions, respectively). Laser light incident on a plasma with no initial magnetic field propagates
as an electromagnetic (EM) wave with a characteristic frequency,
ω2 = k 2 c2 + 4πne e2 /me,

(2.1)

where ne is the bulk electron density (ne = Z̄ni , where Z̄ is the average ionization state
of the ions and ni is the bulk ion density), k is the wave number of the EM wave, e is the
charge on one electron, me is the mass of one electron, and c is the speed of light [61,
p. 143]. The plasma frequency is defined as ωe2 = 4πne e2 /me , and the plasma has an
p
index of refraction (n ≡ kc/ω) of n = 1 − (ωe /ω)2 . This shows that the waves become
evanescent as ωe → ω, or as ne → nc [1].
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Laser absorption occurs because the electrons in the plasma begin to oscillate with the
passing EM wave. Accelerated electrons collide with the relatively massive ions and retain
the energy from their acceleration instead of returning to their original state, thereby leeching
energy from the wave and increasing the local temperature via the inverse bremsstrahlung
process. This is described mathematically as IL (x) ∝ exp (−K s), where IL is the intensity of
the electromagnetic wave, s is the position coordinate in the direction of light propagation,
and K is the collisional absorption coefficient:
νei ne
K=
c nc

,r

1−

ne
nc

(2.2)

(defined in Ref. 1, p. 378). The electron-ion collision frequency (in a fully ionized plasma)
is defined as

√
4 2π ne Zi e4 ln Λe
,
νei =
3 me1/2 (k B Te )3/2

(2.3)

with Zi as the ion charge or atomic number, ln Λe as the Coulomb logarithm (Λe ≈ 9ND /Zi ,
3 is the number of electrons in the Debye sphere of radius λ
where ND = 4/3πne λDe
De =
p
Te /4πn0 e2 , which describes the radius of the sphere for which the charge of an ion is com-

pletely cancelled out by nearby electrons with average uniform density n0 and temperature

Te [62, ch. 1]), kB as Boltzmann’s constant, and Te as the electron temperature (described
in Ref. 1, p. 366 & 378).

2.1.1 Electron Thermal Transport
The laser energy that is absorbed is converted into thermal energy of the plasma and
transported from the deposition region to the surface of the target through conduction by
electrons. Electron transport can be calculated from the electron distribution function in
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the plasma using the Fokker-Planck kinetic equation [63;1, p. 198]:


∂f
eE
∇v f v(v · ∇v f )
+ Cee ( f )
+v· ∇f −
· ∇v f = A∇v ·
−
∂t
me
3
33

(2.4)

(here, bulk motion and density gradients in the plasma have been neglected). The electron
distribution function depends on position, velocity, and time, and is given by f (x, v, t),
where v is the velocity (with magnitude 3), t is time, E is the electric field, me is the
electron mass, A = (2πnZe4 /me ) ln Λe , ln Λe is the Coulomb logarithm for electron-ion
collisions, and Cee ( f ) describes electron-electron collisions. This highly nonlinear equation
proves too computationally expensive to use in integrated simulations of experiments, and
the full electron distribution function is difficult to determine—it is typically approximated
locally as a Maxwellian distribution, but this only formally represents materials in thermal
equilibrium and does not provide the diffusion of excess local thermal energy studied here.
Approximate solutions of this equation calculated from hypothetical distribution functions
are used to determine the effects of electron thermal transport on the hydrodynamics of
integrated laser-plasma experiments. A few of the methods of approximating the thermal
transport will be described in the coming sections.

2.2 Time-Dependent Flux-Limited Transport
The first and most wide-spread thermal transport model is known as flux-limited SpitzerHärm transport. In this approximation, a small temperature gradient is assumed that
generates a small perturbation in the electron distribution function. This perturbation results
in the diffusion of electrons into other areas of the plasma, carrying their energy with them.
They equilibrate locally and deposit their energy, heating the surrounding areas. Because
this approximation assumes a small temperature gradient, large gradients lead to unphysical
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transport, and an artificial limit must be imposed on the energy allowed to flow out of a
particular region. This is implemented with a "flux-limiting" multiplier that varies with
time. Because of the computational simplicity of this method, it is commonly implemented
and has been used as the first approximation of thermal transport in radiation-hydrodynamic
codes like LILAC [64], DRACO [36], FLASH [65], and HYDRA [66].

2.2.1 Classical Spitzer-Härm Transport
The classical model used for electron thermal transport and derived from Eq. 2.4 is
that developed by Spitzer and Härm in 1953 [22, 56]. Following the derivation described
in Ref. 62 (p. 144-145), a plasma containing a temperature gradient dT(z)/dz is assumed,
with an electron distribution function represented by a Maxwellian (Eqn. 2.6) with a small
perturbation. The perturbation is described using a Legendre-polynomial decomposition,
and the first two terms are used to provide similar orders of magnitude with reasonable
directionality. Thus, the distribution function is

(2.5)

f = f0 (3) + f1 (3) cos θ

where f1 cos θ is the perturbation, 3 is the individual particle velocity, θ is the angle between
the gradient direction and the electron velocity, and f0 is the typical Maxwellian distribution
for an isotropic system in equilibrium:
32
f0 (3) =
exp
−
2 (z)
2 (z)
(2π)3/2 3th
23th
n

!

(2.6)

p
where n is the electron density and 3th = T/me with T(z) as the varying temperature given

in units of energy. This distribution function is inserted into Eq. 2.4, and first order terms
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(those linear in cos θ) are collected to give
∂ f1
∂ f0
eE ∂ f0
2A
+3
−
= − 3 f1 .
∂t
∂z
me 3 ∂3
3

(2.7)

If the plasma is assumed to be in a steady-state (time-dependence is ignored), then this
equation can be solved to give the first-order perturbation as


eE ∂ f0
3 4 ∂ f0
.
−
f1 (3) = −
2A ∂z
me 3 ∂3

(2.8)

Requiring charge neutrality in the bulk plasma implies the presence of no net electric
current even in the presence of this transport. For electrons with uniform velocity in
∫
the ẑ direction, the current would be defined as Jz = −ene 3z . Since ne = f d3 3, the

current carried by the electrons described by the perturbed distribution function becomes
∫
Jz = −e( f1 cos θ)(3 cos θ)d3 3 = 0. These pieces can be combined to provide a solution
for f1 depending solely on the temperature gradient:

"
#
8
∂T(z)
32
34
−
.
f1 = f0
2 (z)
4 (z)
4me A 3th
∂z
3th

(2.9)

The flow of energy resulting from a group of electrons with uniform velocity 3z and
average energy carried by each particle uth = me 3z2 /2 would be Q = uth ne 3z . The energy
flow due to the perturbation on the distribution function can similarly be calculated as
∫
Q = (me 3 2 /2)( f1 cos θ)(3 cos θ)d3 3, with the same quantities averaged over the appropriate
velocities and particle distribution. Using Eqn. 2.9, this becomes

Q = −κ

4T 5/2
∂T(z)
, κ=
1/2
∂z
Ze4 me ln Λe

(2.10)
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where κ is the thermal conductivity. For low-Z materials, electron-electron collisions can
be important, and the conductivity is multiplied by a corrective term of g(Z) ≃ (1 +
3.3/Z)−1 [62, p. 144-145].
Thus, a relatively simple form for the heat transfer in a plasma with temperature gradient
in one direction is obtained. The transfer depends primarily on the local temperature and
temperature gradient, but some dependence on the density is included in the Coulomb logarithm. Central to this Spitzer-Härm approximation is the assumption that this perturbation
is small. To find where this assumption breaks down, the ratio of f1 to f0 can be examined
in the region where f1 is maximized. For the perturbation peak at 3/3th ≈ 3.7, this ratio
gives
| f1 |
10Q
≃
≤ 1,
f0
n3thT

(2.11)

which can be rearranged to give a limit of Q ≤ 0.1n3thT. The quantity n3thT can be
interpreted as the free-streaming flux Q f , or the amount of energy contained in the plasma
(as kinetic energy of the electrons) flowing at the thermal velocity (near the average velocity)
of the electrons. This is the maximum energy that could reasonably flow out of the plasma
and serves as a useful reference point in discussing thermal transport [1, p. 198-200].
Experimental measurements of thermal transport from Bell in 1985 [67] show that
the Spitzer thermal transport calculation works well for temperature-gradient scale-lengths
LT = d[ln(T)]/dz that are large compared to the mean free path of the electrons λe , as in
LT /λe > 50. For shorter gradient lengths (steeper gradients), the thermal transport saturates
below even the 0.1Q f value for which the approximation could be valid. This occurs because
the electrons begin to behave in a "non-local kinetic way", as described by Ref. 1. The
nonlocal effects result from variations in the distance over which different energy groups
of electrons freely travel without interacting with another particle (their mean free path).
The mean free path intrinsically depends on the density of other particles near the traveling
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electron and their collision cross section as viewed by the electron (like the cross-sectional
area of a target as seen by a projectile in a classical system, the cross section describes
the probability of collisions). For Coulomb collisions considered for thermal transport, the
cross section inversely depends on the velocity with which the electron travels. Since the
electrons considered have a range of velocities (as described by the distribution function),
they also have a range of mean free paths. This means that the energy that they deposit (on
average) is deposited in different locations depending on their original energy or velocity—
higher-energy (velocity) electrons travel further before they interact, and so they can deposit
energy significantly further away from the deposition region of the lower-energy electrons.
This spatially re-distributes the electrons, their energy, and their charge over regions longer
than the temperature gradient scale-length over which heat would be expected to flow and
alters (limits) the continued flow of the lower-energy electrons. Altogether, this is known
as nonlocal thermal transport [1], and ways of calculating its effects will be described in the
coming sections.

2.2.2 Flux-Limited Thermal Transport
The simplest way of maintaining a physical level of heat flux in the presence of nonlocal
thermal transport and large temperature gradients is to limit the flux using a "flux-limiter",
Traditionally, flux-limiters have been empirically determined from experiments like Bell’s
in 1985 [67]. In this transport approximation, the flux is taken to be the minimum value
between the Spitzer heat flux (Q S ) and the free-streaming flux (Q f ) multiplied by the flux

limiter fL (Q = min Q s, fL Q f ). Typical values of the flux-limiter lie between 0.03 and

0.1 [1]. A single flux-limiter is often not sufficient to match measured data or more-detailed

Fokker-Planck thermal transport simulations, so time-dependent flux-limiters have been
implemented [57]. In simulations of direct-drive experiments, the flux-limiter is varied
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during the course of a simulation to match the measured shell trajectory. However, such
models can lead to unphysical hydrodynamic profiles as energy is limited from propagated
in from the critical surface [5]. The simulations can also overestimate the kinetic energy
of the in-flight shell since they conceal other missing coupling physics like CBET, which
decreases the net absorbed energy [11]. This ad hoc modeling technique also does not
provide predictive calculations of implosion results and is therefore limited in its usefulness.

2.3 Nonlocal Transport & Cross-Beam Energy Transfer
In the quest for predictive models for the energy coupling, two main thrusts have been
made. One focused on developing a model for thermal transport that would self-limit the flux
in areas of large temperature gradients and account for the altered diffusion of energy caused
by nonlocal effects. Developments in this area will be described first below. The other
thrust focused on ensuring that the proper amount of energy is being absorbed. Once CBET
was shown to scatter significant light out of implosions, efforts to model this effect were
strengthened. Two of the models currently used are described below. Comparisons between
experiments and simulations show that nonlocal thermal transport alone overestimates the
target drive, but when it is used in conjunction with a CBET model, the energy coupling is
reproduced [5].

2.3.1 Nonlocal Thermal Transport Models
One early way to account for the nonlocal transport was to calculate the Spitzer-Härm
thermal flux and then convolve it with a delocalization kernel of ∼ exp(−x/λe )/λe , where
λe is the electron mean free path or stopping length, as described by Luciani, Mora, and
Virmont [68]. The exponential kernel succeeded in redistributing the energy flux over larger
nearby areas, but allowed electrons to penetrate past their stopping length in an unphysical
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way, leading to energy deposition too deep in the target shell. The nonlocal thermal transport
model used in the one-dimensional radiation-hydrodynamics code LILAC takes a different
approach [55, 59]. Rather than starting from the Fokker-Planck kinetic equation (Eqn. 2.4),
it analytically solves the 1-D Boltzmann equation for the electron distribution function
f (x, u, t) with the Krook approximation for the collisional operator [69, p. 316],
3 x ∂x f + (eE x /me )∂3 f = −νei (3)( f − f0 )

(2.12)

where f0 is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for the electrons (Eqn. 2.6) with an added
correction due to the applied laser field, νei is the electron-ion collision frequency (Eqn. 2.3),
and 3 is the electron velocity. A substitution of f0 for f is made in the second term on the
left-hand side to find an integral solution for f . The main disadvantage of such a model
is the lack of particle and energy conservation because of the energy-dependent collisional
frequency. The conservation properties in this model are recovered by renormalizing
the local density and temperature used in evaluating the symmetric part of the electron
distribution function. The heat flux calculated from f also allows electrons to penetrate to
depths greater than their mean free paths to deposit their energy. To correct this unphysical
result and bring the simulated thermal transport into better agreement with experiments,
a cutoff for the deposition length is derived and implemented. This model was integrated
into the full 1-D hydrodynamic code LILAC, and simulations showed good agreement with
shock-timing experiments [55, 59] and with symmetric implosions when a model for crossbeam energy transfer was also included [4, 5]. This Goncharov nonlocal model was used
in the 1-D simulations presented throughout this Thesis.
For two-dimensional radiation-hydrodynamics simulations, a similarly effective but
more computationally efficient thermal-transport model is needed. The implicit SchurtzNicolai-Busquet (iSNB) nonlocal heat transport model [60] was chosen for implementation
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in the 2-D code DRACO. It is based on the Schurtz-Nicolai-Busquet model [70], which shows
that the delocalization-kernel method can be recast as a multi-group1 transport equation
and approximated as a diffusion equation for the heat flux. The equations are solved using
an implicit method for improved stability. This method also uses adjusted mean free path
lengths and provides good comparisons in 1-D with the Goncharov model [60]. This iSNB
model was used in the 2-D simulations presented in this Thesis.

2.3.2 Cross-Beam Energy Transfer
The theoretical foundation of cross-beam energy transfer was laid by Randall in 1981
when he mathematically described the phenomenon of energy transfer between normal
incident and reflected rays of a laser beam [2]. He proposed a situation in one linear
dimension where an EM wave from a laser beam is incident on an underdense plasma
containing a density gradient that increases up to the critical density defined by the laser
frequency. The EM wave undergoes some absorption via inverse bremsstrahlung as it
propagates toward the critical density, where the remaining laser light is reflected. The
returning EM wave then beats together with the incident wave in the underdense plasma.
The resulting |E | 2 has a sinusoidal form with a phase χi equal to the difference in the phases
of the individual EM waves, or
χi = χ− − χ+

(2.13)

where χ− is for the incident wave (that starts at position xl ) and χ+ is for the returning wave
(reflected from the critical surface xc ). These are determined based on the total path length
1In multi-group methods, electrons are grouped by energy so that the effective mean free path used for
each group is more representative than the average mean free path for entire distribution function or heat flux.
The groups are combined as necessary to determine the total thermal flux, electric field, and temperature.
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traversed by each EM wave as

χ− (x) =
χ+ (x) =

∫

x

xl

∫

k− dx − ω0 t + const

(2.14)

k+ dx + χ− (xc ) + const

(2.15)

x

xc

where k± is the EM wave number given by the local density (plasma frequency) as described
in Section 2.1. The variation in |E| 2 with position generates a ponderomotive force that
pushes ions out of higher-E-field regions. This generates an ion wave with the same phase
as the beat wave. This sinusoidal ion-density perturbation behaves as a grating to reflect
incident light out of the plasma. For crossing laser beams with equal frequencies, the density
perturbation has the highest growth rate when the perturbation and the ponderomotive term
both move at the sound speed of the plasma, so that the |E| 2 term acts as a standing wave
relative to the plasma and the ponderomotive force can act for a longer time. The bulk
plasma velocity varies (slowly) as a function of space, and the density perturbation and thus
energy transfer grow resonantly where the bulk velocity 30 = cs the sound speed. Thus,
most of the scatter occurs at this Mach 1 surface [2].
Overall, the energy transfer between the two waves is described with the differential
equation
∂I± I±
I± I∓
=
,
±
∂x
La
Ls

(2.16)

√
where I+ (−) is the normalized intensity of the scattered (incident) wave and I± = ε|A± | 2 /A20 ,
where ε = 1 − n0 /nc , A± is the vector potential for the respective EM wave where
E = 1/c [∂A/∂t], and A0 is the magnitude of the vacuum vector potential. The inverse bremsstrahlung absorption gain length (related to Eqn. 2.2) is La , and the scattering
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gain length Ls is given by

Ls−1

2
k0 n0 m3q
=
4 εnc Te

! 

3Ti
1+
ZTe



νi
ωs

 −1

P(η),

(2.17)

where k0 is the vacuum wave number of the EM wave, n0 is the bulk (background) ion
density, m is the ion mass, 3q is the vacuum quiver velocity = eA0 /me c, Ti is the ion
√
temperature, Te is the electron temperature, νi is the ion-wave damping rate, ωs = 2k0 εcs
is the sound frequency. Finally, P(η) is a resonance function that describes the ion-wave
growth, with argument η that relates the local bulk plasma velocity, sound speed, and beat
frequency of the EM waves: η = [(ω− − k− 30 ) − (ω+ − k+ 30 )]/ωs = 30 /cs + ωi /ωs (with ωi
as the beat frequency).
In the context of direct-drive ICF, this phenomenon takes a slightly different form. Rather
than reflected light from one beam interacting with incident light from the same beam, light
from the edge of one beam refracts around the target and interacts with incoming light from
the central regions of a different beam. Thus, the incoming beam serves as the energy source
or "pump" (I− ), while the outgoing light plays the part of the "probe" (I+ ) that accumulates
energy throughout the process. These interactions are particularly concerning because they
scatter energy from the center of the incident beam, where light penetrates more deeply
before being absorbed (Fig. 1.3). This light otherwise drives the implosion most efficiently,
since less energy diffuses away from the ablation surface because propagation depends on
(∼4π) electron thermal transport over a shorter distance. Thus, scattering from this region
has a larger effect on the ablation pressure and hydrodynamic efficiency than scattering
from other regions in the plasma. The localization of the scattering effect changes the laser
beam profile experienced by the target [4, 32].
Transfer occurs between many different beams and at many interaction angles. The incoming and outgoing light have similar frequencies and still predominantly interact near the
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Mach 1 surface, where the electron density accompanying the ion density is approximately
nc /4 [4]. In these complex geometries, the transfer is still constrained by the conservation
of energy and momentum between the two EM waves and the ion wave,

ωi = ω− − ω+

(2.18)

ki = k− + k+

(2.19)

and the η parameter only considers the component of the wave number in the direction of
the fluid flow (η = [ki · v0 − ωi ]/[ki cs ]). The differential equation governing the intensity
changes is otherwise unchanged because the intensities are scalar quantities.
The sheer number of interactions poses a challenge in the calculation of CBET effects
in direct-drive implosions and limits the calculations to computational simulations. The
determination is further complicated because the interactions along the path of an outgoing
EM wave depend on the interactions earlier in its path, which were the interactions along
the outgoing path of a different wave—such that CBET calculations for many beams in a
complex configuration must often iteratively converge on the final solution, adding significant computational cost. The ways that different integrated radiation-hydrodynamic codes
incorporate CBET into their function are described in the following subsections.

2.3.2.1 CBET Modeling in 1-D LILAC
In the 1-D code LILAC, incident laser beams are modeled as bundles of rays [4]. Each
ray carries a specific amount of power (energy/∆t, the time step in the simulation), so that
for each interaction an intensity (=power/area) is calculated using the area defined by the
distance between rays (and the cumulative power in that ray group). The evolution of the
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intensity for each ray bundle is described with
Õ
dIi
= Ii
Li−1
j
dℓ
j

(2.20)

where I0 is the initial intensity, Li−1
j is the CBET gain length over interacting beams j (and
incorporates I (−)
j ), and ℓ is the path the light travels. More formally,
1 ∆S0
I0 j
Li−1
j ∝ ζpol √
ε ∆S

(2.21)

where the ray group conserves power as I0 ∆S0 = I∆S (for initial intensity I0 and area ∆S0
p
√
and local intensity and area I and ∆S). The index of refraction is given by ε = 1 − ne /nc ,

where ne and nc are the electron density and critical density. ζpol is a correction term derived
in Ref. 50 to take into account the random polarization assigned to each ray to simulate
polarization smoothing [71]:
ζpol = 1/4 × [1 + (k̂i · k̂ j )2 ] = 1/4 × [1 + cos2 θ i j ]

(2.22)

where θ i j is the angle between the propagation directions k̂i, k̂ j of the two interacting rays
[4, 5, 50, 72].
This model (and all ray-based methods) for CBET has an inherent problem at the turning
points of beams. The CBET calculation depends on intensity, and the intensity is defined
by the distance between rays. Near the turning point of the beam, the rays cross, sending
the distance between them to zero and the intensity to infinity [Fig. 2.1(d)] (this is related to
the physical phenomenon of the light focusing near its turning point due to the geometry of
the system). Additionally, the decrease in index of refraction ε along the ray path near the
turning point increases the wave speed as a function of position. This causes wavefronts
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to "stack up" and increases the intensity near the turning point, as seen from Eqn. 2.21.
Thus, even for normally incident beams approaching a turning point at the critical surface,
the intensity goes to infinity unphysically [Fig. 2.1(c)]. To enable CBET calculations with
a ray-based method, a limit on the intensity is enforced. It is derived in Ref. 62 (p. 34) as


E 2 /E02
from the maximum intensity reached by normally incident wave at the critical
max

density of a plasma with a linear intensity gradient, as this problem has an analytic solution.
It is implemented in the model as
L −1 ∝ min

(

E2
E02

!

max

)
1 ∆S0
I0 j .
,√
ε ∆S

(2.23)

This model shows good agreement with experiments when the maximum allowed intensity


2
2
is adjusted to be 0.5 E /E0
.
max

In a full implosion calculation, spherically symmetric illumination with smooth beam

profiles like the average experimental profile are used. A 2-D ray-tracing routine is used to
calculate the results for all possible crossings in 3-D, which are summed to give the final
energy transfer [5]. This model is integrated in with the absorption as a function of radius.
To conserve energy in the CBET calculation, the energy transfered in individual CBET
interactions is rescaled so that the total energy in and out of a thin spherical layer of the
coronal plasma with thickness ∆R and radius R is balanced. This is done at each radius to
conserve energy for each time step in lieu of a model that depletes the energy in the rays as
they propagate, saving several iterations of calculations. Once the 2-D energy deposition is
calculated, it is averaged to provide information about the driver for the 1-D hydrodynamic
implosion [4].
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Figure 2.1: (a) Interactions between two smooth laser beams and (b) two speckled laser
beams might produce different levels of CBET, even with the same spatially averaged
intensities. (c) Ray-based (red curve) and wave-based (blue dashed curve) models calculate
different intensities near the turning point of a normally incident beam, which could affect
energy transfer. The wave-based model agrees precisely with the analytical solution (green
curve). (d) Differences in transfer near a turning point has been demonstrated in LPSE [19]
for a configuration with a normally incident beam transferring energy to an obliquely
incident beam in a plasma flow with velocity 1.4 times the sound speed and with a density
that increases with x-axis location. (e) Similar final magnitudes of the E field of the pump
beam in (d) are calculated using a ray model and a wave model (LPSE) for CBET, but (f)
the final magnitude of the seed-beam E field is calculated to be a factor of two greater by
the wave model than by the ray model.
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2.3.2.2 CBET Modeling in 2-D DRACO
The CBET model in the 2-D hydrodynamic code DRACO begins with a 3-D ray tracing
model, with rays incident on the 2-D (r, z) hydrodynamic data at all azimuthal angles.
Rather than using intensities defined by the distance between rays, the energy of the probe
ray (power×simulation time step) and the cumulative weighted energy per cell is used for
the pump intensity. The probe ray then changes energy as
E = E0 [edτIB edτCBET − 1],

(2.24)

with dτIB describing the absorption and
dτCBET ∝ ζpol P(η)Ipump ds

(2.25)

describing the energy transfer (with ζpol = 1/2 for mixed polarization beams or used as
defined in Eqn. 2.22) included as a factor to account for the polarizations of the interacting
beams). The value for Ipump is calculated using an angular spectrum representation, where
the energy, direction, and color of all of the background pump beams in a particular
hydrodynamic cell are represented with a weighted average of these values over the cell
volume. For example, the intensity calculation is determined by accumulating (ray energy)
× (ray path length through the cell) / (cell volume) for each ray segment traversing the
cell. The probe beam’s interactions with all of the other rays are then calculated in a
single step, reducing the computational expense from the single-ray-to-single-ray interaction
model. To conserve energy throughout the entire plasma at each time step, a proportionalintegral-differential controller is used to iterate over the calculated transfers in nearby
cells. The maximum energy that each ray can carry is limited to its initial energy to
simplify convergence, which may impact the transfer slightly. Overall, the calculated 3-D
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energy transfer and absorption are then averaged azimuthally and applied to evolve the 2-D
hydrodynamics in the rest of the code [58].

2.3.2.3 CBET Modeling Limitations
Both of the models described make simplifying assumptions to enable the energy transfer
calculations. In LILAC, while the underlying principles of the energy-conservation method
are sound, the use of a rescaling method instead of a pump-depletion model may spatially
redistribute energy incorrectly, which could change the calculated efficiency of the deposited
light. The pure-ray method has difficulties near the turning points of rays, where they get
infinitesimally close together, implying an infinite intensity that must be clamped (with
an empirically determined factor imposed on the derived maximum intensity). Incorrect
intensities even over these narrow regions could affect the energy transferred [18, 19].
Both the LILAC and DRACO models assume smooth beam-intensity profiles, where most
experiments use beams with high-frequency, large-amplitude variations in intensity due to
distribute-phase-plate smoothing. Interactions between small-scale, high-intensity regions
of different beams could enhance CBET beyond what is currently calculated, particularly
if the interactions are driven into a nonlinear regime [Fig. 2.1(a)&(b)] [19, 73, 74]. The
DRACO model, in particular, washes out any small-scale effects due to its decomposition of
the ray properties onto the hydrodynamic grid. There could also be physics missing in the
extensions of the 1-D Randall equations [2] to 3-D geometries and varying polarizations
relied on in both methods [4, 58]. Both generally neglect kinetic effects besides ion-wave
damping and bremsstrahlung absorption which could potentially influence the ion-wave
propagation and thus the energy transfer [4]. Many of these complications are under
investigation with a computational EM-wave solver that resolves the small spatial and
temporal scales relevant to laser-plasma interactions but not typically to hydrodynamics [18,
19]. In the meantime, the approximate solutions that have been implemented to account for
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Chapter 3
X-Ray Self-Emission as a Diagnostic
The primary diagnostics used in the experiments described in this Thesis measure xray self-emission—the x rays emitted by the coronal plasma surrounding the target in the
course of an implosion. The primary instrument used was the x-ray framing camera (XRFC),
which captures a series of images each time-gated over 40 ps. These images were used to
measure the trajectory of the ablation front of the target, the mass ablation rate of the outer
layer of the target, and the plasma density and temperature in the corona as a function of
time. These measurements were used to differentiate between time-dependent-flux-limitedthermal-transport, nonlocal-thermal-transport, and cross-beam-energy-transfer models used
in hydrodynamic simulations of spherically symmetric implosions. Experiments measured
the angularly resolved mass-ablation-rates and trajectories in implosions that used a laser
configuration that isolated CBET to test the CBET model implemented in 2-D DRACO
simulations. The following sections will describe the XRFC instrument, the techniques
employed in the different experiments, and the physics of x-ray self-emission. The physics
results inferred from these measurements will be discussed in Ch. 4.
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Figure 3.1: Line-integrated emission from the coronal plasma (purple) surrounding the
target (blue) is imaged through a pinhole array and energy filter (center) onto a four-strip
photocathode/MCP/CCD system (right side).

3.1 X-ray Framing Cameras
3.1.1 Overview
The primary measurement device used in these experiments was the x-ray framing camera (XRFC). It was set up as a pinhole imager, where emission from the target was imaged
through an array of pinholes onto an imaging plane (see Fig. 3.1). This plane consists of
four gold photocathode strips coated on a multi-channel-plate–photomultiplier-tube (MCPPMT, or MCP), seen in Fig. 3.2. X-ray photons incident on the photocathode generate
electrons, which propagate through the space inside cylindrical leaded-glass channel walls
of the amplifying MCP when an accelerating voltage is applied. The electrons then interact
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Figure 3.2: X-rays incident on the photocathode (yellow) free electrons, which are multiplied
in the leaded-glass MCP (blue) channels and interact with a phosphor (green) to generate
photons imaged with a fiber-coupled CCD or film pack (purple). The gating -V pulse
propagates from right to left here to allow electrons to pass through the MCP and generate
images.
with a phosphor to generate photons that are imaged onto film or a CCD. Time-gated images
are achieved by using a short voltage pulse to accelerate electrons from only a small portion
of the photocathode at a time. The pulse propagates along the photocathode strip, so that
electrons at the end of the strip near where the pulse starts are collected at an earlier time
than those at the far end of the strip [75–77]. The gain in the MCP depends on the voltage
in the pulse, which is adjusted by varying a +VDC bias also applied across the strip. For
the configuration used in most of the experiments here, a series of three or four time-gated
images are collected on each strip, and the four photocathode strips are triggered at different
times to collect images over the course of the implosion [78]. More details of the camera
configurations used for the experiments described in this Thesis can be found in Table 3.1.

3.1.2 Absolute Timing
The absolute timing of the XRFC (the time it triggers relative to the start of the laser
pulse) is determined from the measured onset of x-ray production from the laser-pulse
interacting with a target. This was determined on each individual laser shot by comparing
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Figure 3.3: The x-ray filters used in the experiments in this Thesis for ablation-front,
mass-ablation-rate, and conduction-zone-parameter experiments. (a) 25 µm Be (black
curve) is the standard for ablation-front measurements in CH targets with the OMEGA-6x
configuration, while 0.3 µm of Al with 1.0 µm of polypropylene (blue curve) was used
for cryogenic CD-over-DT experiments with the OMEGA-6x Cryo configuration. Filters
of 250 µm of Be (red) and 25 µm of Be with 25 µm of Saran (green) were added for Siover-CH mass-ablation-rate experiments (OMEGA-6x). (b) Passband filters of 15 µm Al
with 12 µm Be (green), 12 µm Ti (red), and 12 µm Fe with 150 µm of Be (blue) were
used for conduction-zone-parameter experiments with the OMEGA-4x configuration. (c)
To calculate the full spectral response of the system, the filter transmission is multiplied
with the spectral response of the MCP shown here (taken from Ref. 79). For energies from
5-10 keV, the response is assumed to be flat. The low levels of emission in this frequency
range suggest that the response here is inconsequential.
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Parameter
Image Gate Time
Inter-Image Timing
Magnification
Target-Pinhole Distance ℓ1
Pinhole Diameter

O-2x
40 ps
50 ps
2×
9.1 cm
10 µm

O-4x
40 ps
50 ps
4×
7.6 cm
25 µm

O-6x
40 ps
50 ps
6×
4.0 cm
10 µm

O-6x Cryo
40 ps
50 ps
6×
8.5 cm
20 µm

47
N-2x
100 ps
100 ps
2×
32 cm
25 µm

N-4x
100 ps
100 ps
4×
25 cm
60 µm

Table 3.1: Comparison of the x-ray framing camera parameters used on OMEGA (O) and
the NIF (N). The filters associated with different configurations are shown in Fig. 3.3(a)&(b).
the timing of the high-voltage pulse that triggers the first photocathode strip on the XRFC
with the timing of a fiducial pulse that serves as a reference for the laser beam pulse timing
(∆tAT ) [78]. This time difference was calibrated with a specific experiment.
In the absolute-timing calibration experiment, the rise of the laser pulse interacting
with a gold sphere was measured directly on the XRFC. A 4-mm-diam. Au sphere was
illuminated with all 60 UV laser beams, using a 1-ns long flat-top (square) laser pulse with
equal energy in each beam. The large sphere diameter was chosen to allow spatial resolution
of the x rays created by each laser spot focused on the target surface. The gold material
radiates with an x-ray intensity of
Ixr ∝ IL3.4

(3.1)

where IL is the intensity of one laser beam [80]. Each XRFC was positioned at the center
of a hexagon of six laser beams (or a pentagon of five) and set up in the OMEGA-2x
configuration (Tab. 3.1) with a filter that blocks photons with energy <1 keV [the 25-µm Be
filter shown in Fig. 3.3(a)]. Two of the six beams in the hexagon turn on 400 ps before
the other four to provide a constant x-ray flux that was used to flat-field each image. The
XRFC imaged the six beam spots during the rise of the main laser pulse [see the top of
Fig. 3.5]. The x-ray intensity measured in each spot wa related back to the laser intensity
through Eqn. 3.1. The laser intensity IL for each spot was normalized to the total energy
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Figure 3.4: On the left, the P510 diagnostic measures optical output from a laser beamline
(black) and a pulsed fiducial (green) to determine their relative timing. On the right, an
oscilloscope measures an electrical signal generated by the fiducial (green) and a feed from
the electrical pulse that triggers the MCP (yellow) to determine their relative timing (∆tMCP ).
An experiment was performed to measure ∆tAT , the absolute timing between the laser pulse
and MCP acquisition, and ∆tMCP simultaneously to determine the standard system timing
Tsys between them (∆tMCP = Tsys + ∆tAT ). This provided the calibration used for future
experiments. This technique allows the easily measured variations in ∆tMCP to be readily
converted into ∆tAT .
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in the corresponding beam EL to account for small differences between beam intensities
(Inorm = IL /EL ). The intensity in each of the four delayed beams is normalized to the
intensity in the nearest of the two steady beam spots to account for variations in intensity
along the imaging strip (to provide a flat-field so that IFF = Inorm /Inorm,FF ). The normalized,
flat-fielded intensities calculated for the four laser spots over a few images are then aligned
with the rise of the laser pulse, which provides the calibration for ∆tAT . The results of one
comparison are shown in Fig. 3.5(a). Using this method and comparing between several
shots, timing accuracy of δt = 3σ∆t ± 10 ps was determined [Fig. 3.5(b)] (where σ∆t is the
standard deviation in the absolute-timing calibration number Tsys in Fig. 3.4) [78].

3.1.3 Relative Timing
In the four-strip framing cameras, each strip is individually activated with a separate
high-voltage pulse. The four pulses are generated based on a single trigger pulse that is
split to trigger four separate pulsers. The pulses generated are sent through a delay box
that determines the relative arrival times of the pulses that activate the different strips, as
shown in Fig. 3.6(a). The relative timing between the pulses generated by two different
pulsers was measured with a 8-GHz oscilloscope on a day of calibration experiments. First,
a single pulse was split and sent through two channels of the delay box (without any delay
added), and the arrival times were measured to calibrate the fixed electronics in the system
and measure any path length differences. Then, the separate pulsers for those two channels
were triggered simultaneous, and the signal after passing through the system was measured
to. This was repeated five times, with the camera turned on, triggered, and turned off every
45 minutes to simulate normal use with the shot cycle on the OMEGA Laser. A maximum
drift of 8 ps was observed, primarily from the pulser jitter, giving an accuracy of ±4 ps, as
shown in Fig. 3.6(b). From the five repeated measurements, a timing jitter to 3σp of ±2.5
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Figure 3.5: (a) The rise of the normalized laser intensity determined from the x-rays emitted
by an illuminated gold sphere are compared with the optical laser pulse rise (dashed blue
curve) to determine the absolute timing of the XRFC. Two beams started 400-ps early to
provide the flat field for each image. The series of images used for the measurement is
shown at the top of the figure. (b) The absolute-timing calibration measured on two different
days of experiments (the open and solid squares correspond to two different campaigns).
The standard deviation of the variation in the timing is shown (dashed lines). The figure
was taken from Ref. 78.
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ps was determined [78].
This measurement was confirmed using a novel technique. Two XRFCs were set up
to image the same implosion. One of the cameras used a synchronized delay box (where
the delay between each of the channels was set to 0). It then imaged the ablation front
of an implosion, and small variations in the ablation-front radius (measurable to ∼1 µm,
as described in Sec. 3.2.1) were used to determine slight differences in the start times
of the strips [Fig. 3.6(d)]. Then, calibrated delay cables were installed for the different
channels (nominally of 250 ps for strip 2, 500 ps for strip 3, and 750 ps for strip 4) and both
cameras were used to measure the ablation-front trajectory in an implosion, using equivalent
imaging start times. The ablation-front radii were determined in both sets of images, and
the measurements from the strips of the second camera were shifted in time to align with the
measured radii from the calibrated first camera [Fig. 3.6(c)]. This comparison was done on
three different implosions, leading to an error in timing of δ(∆t) = ±2.5 ps. The interstrip
timing measured with this method agreed well with the method previously described, as
shown in Fig. 3.6(b) [78].

3.1.4 Magnification
The magnification of the imaging system is determined by the distances between the
target and pinholes and the image plane and pinholes. As depicted in Fig. 3.1, the linear
propagation of rays from the coronal plasma through a pinhole to the image plane sets up
similar triangles on the target side and image side of the system. Figure 3.7 shows more
closely that the image height h2 can be determined from the original target height h1 as
h2 /ℓ2 = h1 /ℓ1 , or h2 = (ℓ2 /ℓ1)h1 , for a magnification of M = ℓ2 /ℓ1 with separations of ℓ1
and ℓ2 between the pinholes and target and the pinholes and image plane, respectively.
To account for the limited precision with which the pinholes and imaging plane can be
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Figure 3.6: (a) In normal operation of the XRFC, a single trigger pulse is split to trigger
four separate pulsers, which pass high-voltage pulses through four channels of a delay
box to the individual photocathod strips of an XRFC. (b) Interstrip timing measurements
performed offline with an oscilloscope (red points) agreed well with those obtained from
ablation-front trajectory measurements (blue points). (c) Comparisons of the ablationfront trajectory measured with two different cameras were used to verify interstrip timing
measurements (blue crosses are from the calibrated first camera; closed points are from
the uncalibrated second camera; open points are corrected measurements from the second
camera). Differences between the requested and actual interstrip timing were δt(1−2) = 115
ps, δt(1−3) = 152 ps, and δt(1−4) = 190 ps between strips (1-2), (1-3) and (1-4) (arrows).
(d) Small differences in the ablation front radius measured on different strips (indicated by
point shape) with strip delays set to 0 were used to determine residual delays of 10 ps, 7 ps,
and 18 ps between strips (1-2), (1-3), and (1-4), respectively. The figure was taken from
Ref. 78.
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Figure 3.7: An object with height h1 is imaged through a pinhole with diameter a to generate
an image with height h2 . The magnification of h2 is determined by ℓ1 and ℓ2, the distances
between the object and pinhole and the pinhole and image plane, respectively. An angle θ
can be defined to describe the ratio of h2 and ℓ2 . Rays from a point-source at the center of
h1 produces a geometric projection of the pinhole with height b on the image plane.
positioned with respect to the target (±100 µm), the locations of images in the imaging
plane were used to precisely determine the experimental magnification (Fig. 3.8). Multiple
images were created in the imaging plane by a pinhole array, with spacing between pinholes
known to ∼1 µm. The spacing between the images D is related to the spacing between
pinholes d through similar triangles with the target at the vertex, so that d/ℓ1 = D/(ℓ1 + ℓ2 ).
With the magnification defined as M ≡ ℓ2 /ℓ1 and the image position determined from the
precisely measured centers (∼1 µm) of round images of the target, the spacing between
images measured on the camera D = d(ℓ1 + ℓ2 )/ℓ1 = (1 + M)d, which gives M = D/d − 1.
Thus, the magnification was calibrated on each experiment, without dependence on the
precision and repeatability of the positioning of the diagnostic in the target chamber.
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Figure 3.8: The target (blue circle) generates images (blue) on the detector with a separation
D, determined from the relative spacing d of pinholes (red) in the pinhole plane and the
magnification M = ℓ2 /ℓ1 .

3.1.5 Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution of the XRFC depends on a combination of the point-spread
function of the pinhole and the binning effect of the finite-diameter electron channels in
the MCP. The optimum pinhole size to use was determined by finding when the geometric
projection of the pinhole is equal to its diffraction limited spot-size [78]. As shown in
Fig. 3.7, for a pinhole of diameter a, the projected size b on the image plane is found
through similar triangles: a/ℓ1 = b/(ℓ1 + ℓ2 ), or b = a(ℓ1 + ℓ2 )/ℓ1 = a(1 + M). The
diffraction spot-size was approximated by the radius of the central spot of the Airy function,
which serves as the solution for on-axis Fraunhoffer diffraction from a round aperture. The
commonly used relation for this is sin β = 1.22λ/a, where λ is the wavelength of the light
and β is the angle subtended between the central axis and the first minimum in the Airy
pattern (equivalent to θ in Fig. 3.7 if the radius of the Airy peak is h2 /2). In the small
angle approximation, sin β ≈ tan β = (d/2)/ℓ2 , where d is the diameter of the central
peak. These relations were combined to give d = 2.44λℓ2/a. Equating d and b, we find
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2.44λℓ2/a = a(1 + M), so that a =

p
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2.44λℓ2/(1 + M). For a common configuration on the

OMEGA laser system of M = 6×, ℓ2 = 6ℓ1 = 24 cm, and λ = 1.24 nm (x-ray energy of 1
keV), the optimal pinhole size is 10 µm. Larger pinholes can be used to increase the flux
reaching the camera, which decreases the spatial resolution, but improves the signal-to-noise
ratio.
The precise total spatial resolution of the system (described by the point-spread function
PSF or instrument function) was calculated from the diffraction spot of the pinhole and the
measured binning effect of the MCP [81]. Their effects are combined most simply using
the concept of the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) common in Fourier optics, which
is defined here as the Fourier transform of the more vernacular point-spread function. Once
the MTF for each component was determined, they were multiplied and the inverse Fourier
transform was applied. The MTF for the pinhole camera was calculated in the Fraunhofer
(far-field) approximation as demonstrated in Ref. 82:

F̃( f ) = F̃g ( f ) Bessinc[πd(1 + z2 /z1 )] f F̃g ( f )

(3.2)

Bessinc(β) = J1 (β)/β

(3.3)
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(3.4)

where f is the spatial frequency in the transform, λ is the frequency of light, z1 (z2 ) is the
distance between the pinhole and the target (image plane), d is the pinhole diameter, and J1
is the Bessel function of the first kind. The MTF of the MCP was measured directly and is
given in Ref. 81 as
F̃MCP ( f ) = α1 exp[−(σ1 f )2 ] + α2 exp[−(σ2 f )2 ]

(3.5)
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Figure 3.9: The angularly averaged profile from calculated 2-D PSFs are shown for various camera configurations described in Tab. 3.1: OMEGA-6x (black), OMEGA-6x Cryo
(yellow), OMEGA-4x (blue), NIF-2x (red dashed), and NIF-4x (green curve).
where α1 = 0.89 ± 0.01, α2 = 0.22 ± 0.01, σ1 = 105.4 ± 0.4 µm, and σ2 = 2356.8 ± 0.4 µm.
These two functions are multiplied together, and the inverse Fourier transform is applied to
generate the PSF for the system. The PSFs for the configurations used in this Thesis (as
described in Tab. 3.1) are shown in Fig. 3.9. These were verified and more complex PSFs
(e.g, for cameras in the Fresnel limit) were calculated using the ray-tracing code FRED [83].

3.2 Measurement Techniques using Self-Emission
The XRFCs were used to measure the self-emission from imploding ICF targets to
determine the energy coupling in a variety of experiments. The imaging and analysis
techniques that were employed will be described in the following sections. The first
described will be ablation-front trajectory measurements in spherically symmetric targets.
Building on this technique, similar measurements with targets that had a higher-Z coating
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over a lower-Z material were used to measure the trajectories of the ablation front and
material interface simultaneously, indicating the mass-ablation-rate of the outer material.
This technique was combined with measurements of the light scattered out of the implosion
to determine the length of the conduction zone in the corona. The extension of the massablation-rate method to an angularly varying configuration will then be described. This
section will conclude with details of a new method under development to determine the
plasma parameters in the conduction zone.

3.2.1 Target Trajectory & Velocity
One of the primary applications of x-ray self-emission imaging was measuring the target
ablation-front radius and velocity to high accuracy [7, 78]. The self-emission shadowgraphy
technique was used [Fig. 3.10(a)], where the coronal plasma surrounding the target provides
a wide background of emission, and the cold, solid target blocks (absorbs) the central portion,
creating a steep intensity gradient at the edges of the target that can be used to determine
its size.
This works particularly well for direct-drive ICF implosions because the emissivity of the
coronal plasma peaks just outside the surface of the target, contributing to a sharp intensity
gradient at the ablation-front radius. The x-ray intensity measured at the diagnostic plane of
the camera is given by the emissivity of the plasma line-integrated along the line-of-sight of
the camera [Fig. 3.10(a)]. The radiation is primarily produced by collisions (electromagnetic
interactions) between electrons and ions in the hot, dense plasma (bremsstrahlung radiation).
The bremsstrahlung emissivity, or energy emitted per unit path length at a given frequency
ν, varies as



Zi3 ρ2
hν
,
ǫν ∝ √ exp −
k BT
A2 Te

(3.6)

and follows an approximately blackbody spectrum (Fig. 3.11), where ρ is the mass density,
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Te is the electron temperature, Zi is the average ionization state in the plasma, A is the number
of nucleons in each ion, h is Planck’s constant, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant (derived in
Sec. 3.3.1). This dependence on ρ and Te results in high emission in the high-density region
near the ablation front of the target [the outer surface where the ablation process occurs,
defined as the location where Te = 150 eV (Fig. 3.10)]. This emission has a peak in spectral
intensity near hν = 1 keV for kBTe ∼ 400 eV (Fig. 3.11) [the peak location is determined
from Wien’s displacement law: λpeak ≈ (3 · 10−3 m K)/(11605 eV / K · kBT), where kBT
is the material temperature in eV]. When the images are measured with a filter that blocks
all emission below 1 keV [Fig. 3.3(a)], a rapid drop in emission intensity is observed as the
temperature at the ablation front drops below ∼150 eV and the peak in intensity shifts below
the filter transmission [Fig. 3.10(b) & (c)]. A long line-integrated distance through the highdensity plasma contributes to a peak in intensity (via limb brightening) at the diagnostic
plane of the framing camera. The intensity gradient on the inside of this peak (nearer to
the target center) is steepened by absorption in the target shell that blocks emission from
behind the shell, so that this inner-gradient position provides a high-precision measurement
of the position of the ablation front, which serves as a measurement of the radius of the
target outer surface [7]. (The physics involved in the emission is described in more detail
in Sec. 3.3.1.4.)

3.2.1.1 Image Analysis & Accuracy
The high precision in the experimental implementation of the ablation-front-radius
measurement is achieved through a multi-step process. For each image, an estimate of the
location of the image center was made. The image was then interpolated onto a polarcoordinate grid (r, ψ) centered on this point. Each radial profile of the intensity was then
angularly averaged over 5◦ to provide smoothing over the width of the instrument function
in the region near the ablation front of the target [arc length ℓ = R∆ψ → ∆ψ = ℓ/R, so
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Figure 3.10: (a) Emission from the coronal plasma (green) surrounding the solid shell of
the target (orange) was imaged through a pinhole onto an x-ray framing camera. (b) The
density (red curve) and temperature (blue dashed curve) of a CH shell and the surrounding
coronal plasma in a 1-D simulation of a direct-drive ICF implosion. The ablation front of
the target was signaled by a sharp increase in density and decrease in temperature, and is
marked by the black dotted line. (c) The combination of density and temperature, along
with the target geometry, generates the intensity calculated at the diagnostic plane (black
curve; for emission >1 keV), which shows a gradient at the ablation front (black dotted
line) that is sharpened by absorption in the target shell (the black dashed curve shows the
intensity without this absorption).
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Figure 3.11: The blackbody emission spectrum described by the Planck function (Eqn. 3.11)
is shown for temperatures of 100 eV (blue) and 400 eV (black), with peak locations that
follow Wien’s displacement law.
for an instrument function with a ∼20-µm full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM), ℓ ∼ 20
µm and target radius R ∼ 250 µm for an angle to average over ∆ψ ∼ 5◦ ]. Because the
intensity gradient marking the position of the ablation front is steep and occurs over only a
few microns, the mid-intensity point Imid of each averaged profile was found to be a robust
indicator of its position [Imid = 0.65(Imax − Ic ) + Ic , where Ic is the minimum intensity
point at the center of the image and Imax is the maximum intensity along the profile, located
at the peak just outside the ablation front]. The gradient radii for all of the angles were
compared, and a new location for the image center was calculated to minimize deviations
from the average radius. This process iterated until the image center shifted by <0.1 µm
(usually fewer than three times) [78].
Once the final image center was determined, the average gradient-radius was calculated
from the radii at all angles. The error in the measurement of the gradient position at
each angle was determined from the signal-to-noise ratio on the gradient and the length
of the gradient to be σR ≈ ±2 µm [Fig. 3.12(a)] [78]. The position determined at each
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Figure 3.12: (a) The 5◦ -averaged intensity profile measured along the dotted black line
on the inset self-emission image is shown (gray curve), together with the 360◦ -averaged
profile (black dashed curve). The profile calculated from the simulation in Fig. 3.10(b)
with a radiation post-processor was convolved with the instrument function from Fig. 3.9
for comparison (red curve). The ablation-front position, determined from the mid-intensity
point, is shown with the black dashed vertical line. (b) Variation in the position of the
mid-intensity point relative to a circle with the same center and average radius is shown for
all angles (red curve). Figure taken from Ref. 78.
angle provided another independent measurement of this radius, so that the final error
√
in the average radius over the whole image was determined by σR / N < 1µm, with
N = 360◦ /5◦ = 72 measurements [Fig. 3.12(b)].
The same analysis was performed on synthetic images calculated from simulations of
CH implosions, imaged with 10-µm pinholes (Fig. 3.9) and a 25-µm-thick Be filter to
block all emission below ∼1 keV [Fig. 3.3(a)], to determine the relationship between the
measured gradient location and the ablation-front position in the target. Synthetic images
that did not include the instrument function showed a gradient that aligned precisely with the
ablation front, but the images convolved with the instrument function showed a consistent
inward shift of 4 µm for the gradient position relative to the ablation-front location [78].
This shift is easily taken into account in the comparison of measured gradient radii with
simulated ablation-front radii and has been incorporated in the analysis discussed later
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in this Thesis. The shift depends on the pinhole size and photon frequencies measured,
so that this comparison was performed whenever the experimental configuration (pinhole
size, frequency filter, or ablator material and thus emission temperature) was substantially
changed.
These original ablation-front measurements form the basis of other applications of x-ray
self-emission measurements, as will be described in Sec. 3.2.2 and 3.2.2.4.

3.2.2 Mass Ablation Rate
X-ray self-emission imaging was applied in a new way to simultaneously measure
the mass ablation rate and ablation-front trajectory in a series of direct-drive implosions
(Fig. 3.13). The technique builds on the limb brightening and varying-emissivity effects that
contributed to the precision of the ablation-front measurement by leveraging the difference
in emission between materials with different atomic number Z (described in more detail in
Sec. 3.3.1.4). Targets were used that had a higher-Z outer layer and a lower-Z inner layer,
so that once the outer layer fully ablated, the coronal plasma consisted of a higher-Z plasma
outside of a lower-Z plasma [Fig. 3.14(a)]. From Eqn. 3.6, the bremsstrahlung emissivity
of a plasma goes as ǫν ∼ Zi3 , so that there is a significant decrease in emission at the
transition from the higher-Z to the lower-Z plasma [Fig. 3.14(c)]. This resulted in a peak in
the measured self-emission at the material interface that was tracked as it propagated away
from the ablation front of the target. The emissivity effects that generated a sharp intensity
gradient near the ablation front in the method described in the previous section were still
present. The simultaneous measurements of the trajectories of the interface and the ablation
front from a time-series of self-emission images provided a measurement of the time that
the outer layer fully ablated, based on the time that the two trajectories initially separated.
The addition of the measurement of the outer-layer burnthrough time to the high-accuracy
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measurement of the ablation-front trajectory allowed the total kinetic energy transferred to
the target to be determined. These measurements significantly constrained the simulations
and provided a benchmark for the energy-coupling models used in simulations, as described
in Ch. 4. Furthermore, experiments that varied the thickness of the higher-Z outer layer
were used to provide a time-resolved measurement of the mass ablation rate based on the
known mass of the outer layer and the burnthrough time.

3.2.2.1 Synthetic Analysis to Track the Material Interface
Simulations of a cryogenic experiment on the OMEGA Laser were performed to develop
this method. The 2-D DRACO simulations [36] used a CD-over-DT shell with an outer
radius of 865 µm and layer thicknesses of 7.4 µm of CD and 52.2 µm of DT ice, with a
time-dependent-flux-limited thermal conduction model. The simulated ablation front and
CD/DT interface locations were defined from the simulated hydrodynamic parameters to
be at the radii where the temperature rapidly drops (Te < 150 eV) and the volume fraction
of DT/CD = 0.5, respectively. These locations were calculated from angularly averaged
hydrodynamic profiles [averaged over polar angle θ for an (r, z) coordinate system] and
compared to the intensity-feature locations determined from synthetic self-emission images.
One-dimensional profiles of the x-ray emission (calculated as viewed from the z axis) were
generated from the simulations using the experimental camera parameters for an Omega-6x
cryo configuration: 20-µm pinholes (the PSF is modeled as a 20-µm-FWHM Gaussian
shown in Fig. 3.9), 40-ps time gating, and a two-layer filter consisting of 0.3 µm of Al and
1 µm of polypropylene to block x-ray photons with energies below ∼700 eV [Fig. 3.3(a)].
The profiles were treated like a 5◦ -averaged experimental profile described in Sec. 3.2.1.1
to determine the best indicators of the ablation-front and interface locations.
Figure 3.15 shows the position of the ablation front determined from synthetic selfemission profiles where the maximum intensity is located near the ablation surface of the
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Figure 3.13: (a),(c),(e) Self-emission images and (b),(d),(f) lineouts averaged over the
entire image measured [(a),(b)] ∼200 ps before the CD burnthrough, [(c),(d)] during the CD
burnthrough, and [(e),(f)] when the DT emission dominates the CD emission. The position
of the measured intensity peak (green line) and inner gradient (green line) are plotted on
the images.
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Figure 3.14: (a) Line-integrated x-ray self-emission from the target with a high-Z–over–
low-Z (CD-over-DT) corona is imaged through a pinhole and filter onto a time-gating microchannel plate. (b) The simulated density (red lines—solid for mass density normalized to
3.1 g/cm3 ; dot-dashed for ion density normalized to 7.9×1023 cm−3 ) and temperature (black
line) profiles are shown for a CD-over-DT experiment after the CD was ablated, with the
ablation front position (purple dashed line) indicated and the interface (gray dotted line)
between the two materials shown by the jump in ion density derived in Section 3.3.1.4.
(c) The normalized emissivity (black) and intensity at the diagnostic plane (red) calculated
from the density and temperature in (b) using LTE opacity tables show peak values near
the interface and ablation front. (No instrument function is included in the x-ray intensity
profile calculation to illustrate the steep gradients at the ablation surface and high-Z/low-Z
interface.)
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Figure 3.15: The trajectories for the simulated ablation front (dark blue line) and the
ablation front measured from synthetic profiles [closed circles for peak (I) and open circles
for gradient measurements (II); light blue dashed curve] show very good agreement. The
position of the simulated CD/DT interface without perturbations (green curve) agrees well
with that determined from self-emission profiles (light green points and dashed curve). The
CD/DT interface determined from profiles of a simulation with perturbations (red points and
curve) gives a similar burnthrough time to the uniform case (gray dashed line for perturbed;
black dashed line for uniform).
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target [as in the experimental images in Figs. 3.13(b) and 3.13(f)]. Slightly different than
the case in Sec. 3.2.1, at early times (Region I), the primarily DT target shell is optically thin
to the CD emission measured, and the lower-energy filter lets through more CD emission
near the ablation front, decreasing the steepness of the inner gradient and shifting the most
consistent indicator of the ablation front position to the peak in the emission profile (this
slightly reduces the precision compared to the mid-intensity indicator in Sec. 3.2.1.1). The
best correlation with the ablation front position was seen when an outward shift of 3 µm
was applied to the peak position, to account for slight changes in the shape of the profile
due to the instrument function (Region I). With the shift, this adjusted peak location agrees
with the simulated ablation front position to ±1 µm.
At late times (Region II), the shell is optically thick to the DT emission, providing a
sharper inner intensity gradient to the peak due to the absorption of the x-rays emitted
behind the target, and the ablation front is again determined from the mid-intensity point
on the inner gradient (as in Sec. 3.2.1.1) [7]. Just after the laser burns through the outer
CD layer (Region III), a transition between the CD-only [Fig. 3.13(b)] and DT-dominated
[Fig. 3.13(f)] emission profiles is observed [Fig. 3.13(d)]. During this time, the DT begins to
ablate, but the higher-Z CD emission is brighter than that of the DT and obscures the ablation
front. As the CD moves outward from the ablation surface to lower densities, the relative
difference between the CD and DT emission is reduced. Once the CD emission reaches the
same level as the DT emission, the emission around the ablation surface is dominated by
DT and the ablation front radius is well-defined by the inner gradient location (Region II).
The mid-intensity (inner-gradient) position late in time required a 12-µm outward shift to
align with the ablation surface to an accuracy of ±1 µm.
Figure 3.15 shows that after the laser burns through the outer layer of the target, the
CD/DT interface moves away from the ablation surface. The highest emission from the CD
is located at the interface between the ablated CD and DT, as this is where the CD density is
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greatest and has the longest line-integrated emission (and thus the most limb-brightening).
Thus, after the CD burnthrough, an outer intensity peak emerges in the emission images
that marks the CD/DT interface location (Fig. 3.14). The position of the material interface
is best tracked by the CD peak location with a 3-µm shift in Region III, which reproduces
the simulated position to ±2 µm.
At late times, when the separation between the CD interface peak and the DT ablation
front peak is significant (Region IV), the experimental CD emission peak grows broader
because of the growth of perturbations at the interface [Fig. 3.13(f)]. To account for this,
a robust criterion was developed to determine the position of the CD emission peak and
thereby identify the interface location independent of the level of perturbation [Fig. 3.16].
With this criterion, the maximum difference in measured intensity over a distance of 30 µm
along the outer edge of the CD peak in a radial intensity lineout is determined, and a line
with the slope given by this difference is calculated back toward the center of the target. The
interface position is determined to be at the point where the measured intensity deviates
from the value of this fit by 10%. (No shift is needed to account for the instrument function
for points in Region IV, and the position of the interface is reproduced to ±2 µm.)
The CD burnthrough time is marked by the departure of the CD/DT interface from
the ablation front. After the positions of the ablation front and material interface were
measured from each image, they were plotted with the time at which the image was taken
to determine the trajectory of each. Third-order polynomial fits were calculated for the
two data sets to accurately determine the separation of the trajectories over the entire time
interval considered. (The fit for the interface included the initial ablation-front points,
because before CD burnthrough occurred, the CD/DT interface was approximately marked
by the ablation front.) The time of separation of the fit lines indicated a burnthrough time
of 1910 ps [Fig. 3.15], only 5 ps later than the actual simulated burnthrough time.
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Figure 3.16: Self-emission lineouts (solid lines) and volume fractions of DT (dotted lines)
calculated at t = 2200 ps for the uniform case (green curve) and the perturbed case (blue
curve). The criterion to determine the peak is illustrated in black—the line has the maximum
slope over 30 µm observed in this region, and the bracket marks the 10% deviation in
intensity that denotes the interface radius.
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3.2.2.2 Robustness of the Method to Shell Nonuniformities
Synthetic analysis of simulation results demonstrate that this method is robust to
Rayleigh-Taylor induced mix at the ablation surface. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show the effects of perturbations at the ablation surface on the self-emission measurements. A second
DRACO simulation was run using the same target, laser pulse, and heat-transfer parameters
as before, but including nonuniformities similar to those measured on the target (in the form
of ice roughness and target offset) and laser imprint up to mode ℓ = 150 [a late-time density
profile is shown in Fig. 3.17(b)]. When the perturbations were added to the simulation,
the CD emission peaks observed later in time (Regions III and IV) were lower in intensity
and broader than those calculated from the simulation that did not include perturbations
[Fig. 3.17, or Fig. 3.16 with instrument function included]. The flatter emission profiles
are a result of the balancing effects of the increasing amount of CD between the ablation
front and CD/DT interface (described by the volume fraction) and the decreasing plasma
density with increasing radius. At t = 2200 ps, the position of the interface determined
from the outer peak is 256 µm when perturbations are included in the simulation and 252
µm when they are not included, whereas the actual simulated position of the unperturbed
interface is 253 µm. (At times after this, the perturbation effects grow too large, and the
peak determined by the criterion decouples from the simulated interface location, as shown
by the cross-box points in Region IV of Fig. 3.15. The decoupling is indicted by the change
in concavity of the curve interpolating between the points.) Applying the same methods as
used before, a CD burnthrough time 25 ps earlier than the time for the unperturbed case is
obtained.
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Figure 3.17: (a) From the simulation of the smooth CD-over-DT implosion, the density
near the DT remaining shell is shown within the red curve (colorbar in the lower right
corner), with the volume fraction of CD vs. DT shown outside the red curve to indicate the
interface location (volume fraction colorbar in the upper right corner). (b) For the simulation
including perturbations, the density of the remaining shell (inside red curve) shows small
perturbations that elongate as the plasma expands, as shown by the larger variations in the
CD/DT interface indicated by the volume fraction (outside red curve). (c) The calculated
intensity at the diagnostic plane shows sharp peaks for the uniform implosion and smoothed
features for the perturbed implosion (d) (ablation front position in red dotted line, interface
position marked with black dashed line).
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Figure 3.18: (a) Laser pulse shape. (b) Measurements of the location of the ablation
front (closed circles for peak and open circles for gradient measurements) and the CD/DT
interface (closed diamonds for shifted peak intensities and open diamonds for outer gradient
points) are shown as a function of time, along with the third-order polynomial fits for the
trajectories (blue dotted line for the ablation front and green for the CD/DT interface). The
CD burnthrough time, defined as the departure of the fits, is marked (black dotted line).
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3.2.2.3 Mass-Ablation-Rate Measurements in a Cryogenic Experiment
The self-emission profiles were used to simultaneously measure the trajectories of the
ablation front and the interface between the higher-Z outer layer and lower-Z inner layer
of an imploding capsule. The time for the laser beam to burn through the outer layer was
measured to an accuracy of 50 ps. This time provides measurements of both the mass
remaining (26.1-µg initial inner mass) at and the average mass ablation rate (19.7-µg initial
outer mass divided by the elapsed time) up until the burnthrough time. A 3.5% error in
the measured remaining mass was inferred from the timing uncertainties and the simulated
evolution of the shell mass. The experimental measurements indicate that the CD was
completely ablated by 1.72 ns, corresponding to an average mass ablation rate of 11.5
µg/ns. By using different outer-layer thicknesses, the time interval for averaging can be
reduced and the average mass ablation rate as a function of time obtained.
These results were generated using the procedure discussed in Sec. 3.2.2.1 was applied to
images measured in the accompanying experiment (Fig. 3.13) to determine the trajectories
shown in Fig. 3.18. The peak locations in Regions I and III were determined from each 5◦ averaged profile in each image with a standard variation of σp = 2 µm. These positions were
averaged as N ∼ 60 independent measurements to give a resulting measurement accuracy
√
for the average peak location of σp / N < 1 µm. The mid-intensity point (inner gradient)
of the inner peak used to indicate the ablation-front position in Region II was similarly
√
located with a standard variation of σi = 5 µm and σi / N < 1 µm. The position of the
outer peak in Region IV was determined using the same technique as discussed above to
√
give σi = 5 µm and σo / N < 1 µm. The time when the fit lines separated was used to the
measure a burnthrough time of 1715 ± 50 ps [Fig. 3.18(b)]. A reasonable estimate of the
accumulated errors (±3 µm for each point based on the measurement and systematic error)
was used to determine the uncertainty in the measured burnthrough time.
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3.2.2.4 Conduction-Zone Length
The mass-ablation-rate measurement technique was used in conjunction with measurements of scattered light to determine the length of the conduction zone in the plasma during
an implosion. The conduction zone is defined as the region between the ablation front of
the target and the critical density in the plasma, where electron thermal transport governs
the conduction of energy from the laser absorption region to the shell. The length of the
conduction zone is significant because it is sensitive to the thermal transport model used [4],
affects the efficiency of thermal transport, and governs the smoothing of laser-beam intensity profiles that seed the Rayleigh-Taylor instability [84]. It is also difficult to measure,
because its outer edge (the critical density in the plasma) is in a region that is inaccessible
to optical probes because of the high electron density and to x-ray radiography because of
the high temperature and low opacity.
The technique described here employs higher-Z-over-lower-Z (CD/DT) targets to measure the trajectory of the material interface as it expands outward into the plasma, together
with the ablation-front trajectory. Complementary time-resolved measurements of the light
scattered off of the critical-density surface in the plasma show a distinct shift when the
material at the critical surface changes from CD to DT (or higher- to lower-Z). The timing
of this shift gives the time when the interface reaches the critical density surface. The
separation between the interface and ablation-front positions at this time then gives the
instantaneous length of the conduction zone (Fig. 3.19). This was compared with the length
in simulations to serve as a benchmark of thermal-transport models.
3.2.2.4.1 Full-Aperture Backscatter System The scattered light measurements are
made using the Full-Aperture Backscatter Stations (FABS) [3]. During a symmetric implosion, light is scattered isotropically out of the plasma around the target chamber due
to refraction in the coronal plasma and laser-plasma instabilities (e.g., cross-beam energy
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Figure 3.19: The measured ablation surface (squares) and CD-DT interface (diamonds)
locations are shown, with the third-order polynomial fits used to determine their full trajectories. The time that the CD was ablated (2.34 ns) was determined from the time when
the trajectories initially separated (dot-dashed line). The rapid increase in wavelength shift
at 2.8 ns shows the time that the CD-DT interface crosses the critical density surface. The
5% intensity contour was used to determine the maximum wavelength shift that signals
the change in material at the critical surface (dashed curve). The separation between the
interface and ablation-front trajectories at this time gave the instantaneous length of the
conduction zone. The figure was taken from Ref. 11.
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transfer). A fraction of the scattered light propagates back through the final focusing optics
of laser Beams 25 and 30 and into two measurement ports on the target chamber between
beam optics. The light that was collected was split and measured with absolutely calibrated, time-integrated calorimeters and a 1.5-m spectrometer. The spectrometer directs
the frequency-resolved light onto a streak camera, which sweeps the 1-D signal in time
across a CCD so that a time- and spectrally resolved measurement was made. The signal on the spectrometer was calibrated with the total scattered energy measured on the
calorimeters to determine the scattered power as a function of time. The total scattered
energy in the implosion was calibrated to 5% (with the use of three additional calorimeters),
and the streaked, scattered spectrum was measured with 100-ps (FWHM) temporal and
0.3-Å (FWHM) spectral resolution [3, 11].
3.2.2.4.2 Scattered-Light Description The light scattered from the critical density surface can most easily be understood as reflecting off of a spherical moving mirror (though
it is technically explained through the refraction of light in a 3-D medium with a variable
index of refraction due to the changing electron density). Early in the implosion, as the
coronal plasma was forming from newly ablated material, the critical surface moved with
an outward velocity, and a Doppler shift to higher energy (blue shift) was measured in the
scattered light. Later in the implosion, the target moved inward with an increased velocity
due to the consistent laser drive, and the established critical surface maintained a consistent
distance from the ablation front, moving inward also. This generated a red-shift in the
light that was scattered later in time [6, 85]. Throughout the implosion, light was scattered
from both the central and outer portions of beams, and the measured spectrum includes
contributions from different parts of nearly all of the beams involved in the implosion. The
light that was most normally incident on the critical surface (from the centers of beams)
experienced the greatest frequency shift, so the light contributing to the most extremely
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shifted edges of the streaked spectrum had a clear source.
The significant feature measured in the scattered light from the conduction-zone-length
experiments was a sudden change in the maximum red-shift experienced by these central
rays (Fig. 3.19). When the material at the radius of the critical density surface in the
higher-Z (CD) layer suddenly changed, the electron density at that location also changed.
This can be seen from a simple hydrodynamics argument: For a continuous plasma, the
pressure across the material interface is continuous due to conservation of momentum. The
pressure is approximated from the ideal gas law as PV = N kBT → P = ni kBTi + ne kBTe
for electron density ne , ion density ni , and electron (ion) temperature Te(i) . Since ne = Zni ,
ne,DT 1 + 1/(2ZCD )
=
<1
ne,CD 1 + 1/(2ZDT )

(3.7)

for Ti ∼ Te /2 [6]. As the material at the interface shifts from higher- to lower-Z, the local
electron density suddenly decreases. This change in the electron density results in a jump
in the critical density surface to a position deeper in the lower-Z part of the corona. At
this location closer to the ablation surface, the inward velocity of the plasma (and thus
critical surface) was greater, and the scattered light correspondingly acquired an increased
red-shift [6].
For a precision measurement of the time that this occurs, the 5% intensity contour of the
scattered light (shown in Fig. 3.19) was used to determine the maximum shift experienced
by the central rays. A steep slope in this contour appeared around 2.8 ns, and the point
halfway (in wavelength) along the rise of the shift from 1.7 Å to 3 Å was used to determine
a time for the material transition at the critical surface of 2.87 ns. This time was adjusted
to account for the distance between the critical surface and the actual turning point of the
laser light based on 1-D hydrodynamic simulations that reproduced the trajectory well, so
that the interface was determined to reach the critical surface at t = 2.8 ± 0.05 ns. The
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separation between the interface and the ablation front was determined from the fits to the
measured trajectories to be 110 ± 20 µm at this point in time. This corresponds to the length
of the conduction zone at 2.8 ns. The error bar on this length measurement was determined
from the simulated variation in the separation of the ablation front and interface over the
uncertainty in the temporal measurement [11].

3.2.2.5 Mass Ablation Rate in Si-over-CH Targets
Because of the cost and experimental complications involved in cryogenic implosions, a
more accessible platform (but still ICF-relevant) for continued experiments was developed.
One-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations were run with several combinations of ablator
materials. Beryllium and CH were the best potential lower-Z inner layers, with pure carbon
and Si-doped CH (CHSi, of interest to ignition designs that use the Si to raise the electron
temperature and mitigate laser-plasma instabilities) of different atomic percentages initially
investigated for the outer layer. Synthetic images generated from these simulations showed
little difference in self-emission between the Be and CH for the inner layer, and indicated
that the differences between these lower-Z materials and either C or CHSi were insufficient
to produce a measurable interface in the presence of any target surface perturbations. Thus,
CH was chosen for the inner layer because of the ubiquity of this ablator and relative ease of
production, and an outer layer of Si was chosen to provide sufficient difference in Z. Initial
experiments showed good measurement of the interface as it propagated away from the
ablation front, as evidenced in Fig. 3.20. The next chapter will discuss the physics results
of warm symmetric Si-over-CH mass-ablation-rate experiments.
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Figure 3.20: Self-emission x-ray images taken of a CH target coated in 3.5-µm of Si (a)
before and [(b),(c)] at two different times shortly after the laser burns through the Si layer
are shown with their corresponding averaged radial profiles. The positions of the measured
ablation front (red dashed line) and the Si/CH interface (dashed–dotted black line) are
included.

3.2.3 Isolation of CBET in Polar-Drive Experiments
While the spherically symmetric mass ablation rate experiments constrain the total
energy coupled to an ICF target during an implosion, they cannot distinguish between
errors in the thermal transport and laser coupling physics. Angularly resolved massablation-rate experiments were designed to isolate the effects of cross-beam energy transfer
from thermal transport and other physics effects so that the CBET model could be verified
independently. A polar-direct-drive configuration [12] was used, where a ring of beams
encircling the equator was dropped and the remaining beams were repointed toward the
equator to maintain relatively even illumination and drive [Fig. 1.5(b)]. This reconfiguration
reduces (nearly eliminates) CBET at the poles while enhancing it at the equator [13, 14].
The combination of low- and high-CBET conditions in the same target implosion allowed
for the effects of CBET on the energy coupling to be determined from comparisons of
the simultaneous measurements of the angularly resolved mass ablation rates and shell
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trajectories in the different regions. These experiments were performed using Si-coated
CH shells with varying thicknesses of Si and laser energy on target. They were performed
on both the OMEGA Laser and the National Ignition Facility to test the scalability of the
CBET model to ignition-relevant conditions.

3.2.3.1 Laser & Camera Configuration
One particular experiment and its accompanying simulations will be used to illustrate
this method. It was performed on the OMEGA Laser [15] with forty 351-nm laser beams of
equal energies, arranged in the polar-direct-drive configuration, with three rings of beams
around each pole of the target chamber. The beams were repointed toward the target equator
by 5◦ for the two rings of beams closest to the pole and 20◦ for the ring closest to the equator,
using the angle definitions and pointing description from Ref. 86. The 2-D beam profiles
were shaped with distributed phase plates [87] that provided second-order super-Gaussian
laser spots on target (e−1 radius of 183 µm). This configuration limits the intensity of the
refracted outgoing light that interacts with incoming polar beams, significantly reducing
CBET at the pole. The repointing increases the flux of unabsorbed light propagating through
the equatorial coronal plasma, which enhances CBET at the equator. The implosions were
designed to have nearly uniform drive around the target when CBET was not taken into
consideration, so differences in measured drive between the pole and equator are attributed
to CBET. The laser pulse consisted of a 0.7-ns foot, ramping up to a 0.6-ns square pulse
that drove the target to its final velocity (Fig. 3.21). The total energy on target was 16 kJ, for
I ≈ 1.4 × 1015 W/cm2 , where I is the peak overlapped intensity defined as the maximum
power during the laser pulse divided by the initial surface area of the target. The target was
a spherical 20-µm-thick CH shell coated in 2.4 µm of Si (ρSi = 2.15 g/cm3 in simulation),
with an outer radius of 320 µm.
Measurements of the x-ray self-emission were made using three four-strip x-ray framing
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Figure 3.21: The laser pulse shapes are shown for the OMEGA (red solid curve) and NIF
(blue dashed curve; right and upper axes) experiments.
cameras (see Sec. 3.1) [75, 76]. Images were taken from the equator and the pole so that
both the variation in ablation rate and ablation-front trajectory with polar angle and the
azimuthal symmetry of the implosion could be observed. The two equatorial cameras were
offset by 11◦ in polar angle from the equator (synthetic images show a negligible effect in
measured intensity-feature positions due to the offset), and one additional camera imaged
directly from the pole. Different filters were used for the images throughout the course of
the experiments: (1) 25 µm of Be, (2) 250 µm of Be, and (3) 25 µm of Be with 23 µm of
Saran [Fig. 3.3(a)]. The filters were varied to optimize imaging of the interface between the
Si and CH in the corona and of the ablation front at different times. The 25-µm Be filter
(blocking x rays <1 keV) was found to optimally image the CH ablation front late in time
because of the lower temperature at the ablation-front. The 250-µm Be filter (blocking x
rays <2 keV) was optimized to image the Si/CH interface as it expanded away from the
ablation front because of the higher temperature in the corona. The combination of Be and
Saran (blocking x rays <1.6 keV) provided a good compromise between the two.
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3.2.3.2 Angularly Resolved Image Processing
Figure 3.22 shows x-ray self-emission images taken from the equator after the laser
burns through the Si layer. The intensity features visible in the images show the positions
of the ablation front and Si/CH interface, which form two concentric ellipses with opposite
ellipticity. The ablation-front ellipses show larger shell radii at the equator compared to the
pole, demonstrating that the laser drive and corresponding ablation pressure were lower at
the equator compared to the pole. The smaller separations between the Si/CH interface and
ablation-front ellipses at the equator, compared to the pole, indicate that the laser burned
through the Si later at the equator, so that it has not had as much time to expand away. The
expansion of the Si/CH interface away from the target and compression of the ablation front
as a function of time can be seen through the series of images.
In the quantitative analysis of angularly resolved images, the intensity profiles at the pole
and equator are each averaged over 40◦ (20◦ at each pole or each side of the equator). From
the averaged profiles, the ablation-front and material-interface positions are determined
predominantly as described in Sec. 3.2.2. Minor changes to the method were made for the
Si/CH targets. The inner-gradient was used to locate the ablation front both before and after
the Si layer was ablated because the greater opacity and higher-energy filter generated a
steeper gradient than in the CD/DT experiments. Steeper gradients near the Si/CH interface
also resulted in a decrease of the gradient length used in the criterion in Region IV from
30 µm to 20 µm. The instrument function of the XRFC (defined predominantly by the
pinhole size and shown in Fig. 3.9) introduced a small systematic shift (∼2 µm) between
the position of the inner gradient and the actual position of the ablation front for the steeper
Si and CH intensity profiles [8]. This shift was determined by comparing the locations in
simulations and in corresponding synthetic images convolved with the instrument function.
The uncertainties in the shifts are estimated to be ±1 µm for the ablation front and ±2 µm
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Figure 3.22: X-ray images taken after the burnthrough of a thin Si layer at (a) t = 0.7, (b)
0.8, and (c) 0.9 ns in an experiment having the highest intensity (14 × 1014 W/cm2 ) are
shown. The images indicate earlier burnthrough at the poles of the target (top and bottom
of image) than at the equator. The increased separation of the Si/CH interface (solid line)
and ablation front (dotted line) at the poles implies a greater time of expansion for the Si
from the ablation front. This increased drive results in the smaller ablation-front radius
measured at the pole than at the equator.
for the Si/CH interface.
Figure 3.23 shows the ablation-front and interface trajectories determined from a series
of experimental images including the ones in Fig. 3.22. The measured trajectories were
compared with those calculated in 2-D DRACO simulations run with models for nonlocal
thermal transport and cross-beam energy transfer. The Si burnthrough time for each pair of
ablation-front and interface trajectories was determined from the time that each trajectory
pair separated. To accurately determine the burnthrough time, several simulations of the
experiment were performed that will be described further in Ch. 4. The simulation that
simultaneously reproduced both the measured ablation-front and interface trajectories at
a particular angle was used to determine the Si burnthrough time at that location. The
accuracy of the measurement corresponds to the variation in the burnthrough time for the
simulated trajectories that are within the error bars of the experimental measurements (±2
µm for the ablation front locations and ±4 µm for the Si/CH interface positions). The
measured values for this experiment were 0.59±0.04 ns for the equator and 0.52±0.04 ns
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for the pole. The later burnthrough time at the equator, compared to the pole, agrees with
the lower mass ablation rate at the equator suggested by the individual images in Fig. 3.22.
The measured ablation-front radii of 140±2 µm for the equator and 111±2 µm for the pole
at 1.49±0.01 ns indicate a lower average ablation pressure at the equator compared to the
pole, which leads to a slower velocity.
The average mass ablation rate of the Si at each location from the start of the laser
pulse to the Si burnthrough time was determined by dividing the ablated mass per unit area
(calculated from the initial Si mass and target surface area) by the time it took the laser to
burn through the Si layer at that angle. A time-resolved mass ablation rate was determined
by varying the thickness of the Si outer layer to determine the time-averaged mass ablation
rate at different times during the implosion. These results, together with the physics results
from this and other polar-direct-drive experiments, will be shown in Ch. 4.

3.2.4 Future Work: Coronal Density & Temperature
A technique was designed to measure the density and temperature of the coronal plasma
near the critical density. This region is difficult to probe because of the high temperatures
that make it too transparent for most radiography measurements and the high densities
that make it opaque to optical measurements. The parameters are significant because
they both affect and depend on the laser-plasma interactions and thermal transport that are
occurring. The new technique uses the x rays emitted by the coronal plasma in a spherical
implosion, imaged with three different filters [Fig. 3.3(b)] at the same time to determine the
energy spectrum of emission as a function of radius (Fig. 3.24). Absorption in the corona is
negligible, so that the measured x-ray intensity outside of the inner-gradient location (∼ Rabl ,
the ablation-front radius) is simply the Abel transform of the emissivity, as described in
Sec. 3.3.1.4.1. Thus, the inverse Abel transform is applied to the measured intensity and
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Figure 3.23: Measured Si/CH interface (blue circles) and ablation-front (blue squares)
trajectories from three cameras are plotted for the (a) pole and (b) equator for the highest
intensity OMEGA polar-drive experiment with 2.4 µm of Si. Error bars for the radius
measurements are smaller than the data points (±2 µm for the ablation front measurements
and ±4 µm for the Si/CH interface measurements). Trajectories from simulations performed
with no CBET model (green), the standard CBET model (blue), and the CBET model with
the best-fitting gain multiplier (red: fCBET = 2.7) are shown. Good agreement between
the measurements and all models was obtained at the pole where CBET was minimal. The
vertical dashed lines show the burnthrough time for the simulation of the corresponding
color at the given angle.
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Figure 3.24: (a) The integrated x-ray intensity as a function of photon energy measured
through three different filters: 15 µm of Al (green solid curve), 12 µm of Ti (red dashed
curve), and 12 µm of Fe (blue dotted curve). Measured 2-D images from the corresponding
spherical CH-shell implosion are shown for the different filters in (b) for Al, (c) for Ti,
and (d) for Fe. [See Fig. 3.3(b) & (c) for separate filter transmission and MCP spectral
response.]
used to determine the emissivity of the plasma. As discussed previously, in LTE plasmas
this takes the form



Zi3 ρ2
hν
,
ǫν ∝ √ exp −
k BT
A2 Te

restated from Eqn. 3.6 (also described in more detail in Sec. 3.3.1.4.1).
When the emissivity is measured in two known frequency ranges (from co-timed images
with different filters), a ratio of the measured emissivities can be used to cancel out density
dependence and find a relation that depends only on the temperature at a given radius
(Fig. 3.25). This is compared with the value of the ratio calculated from the filter responses
and a full opacity table for the material to determine the temperature as a function of
position in the plasma. The measured emissivity and inferred temperature are then used to
reconstruct the density profile in the plasma, from which the conduction-zone length can
be determined (Fig. 3.26). Rather than providing a single measurement of the length based
on a particular target property (the CD/DT interface position) as described in Sec. 3.2.2.4,
this measurement could be made at any time in the implosion.
Initial experiments to test this method were performed, but the full temperature- and
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Figure 3.25: (a) The emissivity (Abel-inverted x-ray intensity) measured through the Al
(blue) and Ti (green) filters as a function of radius, along with the ablation front (red dashed
line) and critical density position (blue dashed line), is calculated from 1-D simulations.
(b) The ratio of the Ti-filtered emissivity to the Al-filtered value as a function of position is
determined. (c) The ratio as a function of temperature is calculated from LTE opacity tables
and the filter transmission function. (d) The relationship plotted in (c) is used to reconstruct
the temperature as a function of radius from the values in (b) (red dashed curve). This
compares well with the original simulated temperature profile (black curve).
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Figure 3.26: (a) From the emissivity measured with a Ti filter (red) and the reconstructed
temperature profile (simulated profile shown in black), the density profile can be reconstructed. (b) The reconstructed points (red squares) agree well with the profile in the original
simulation (black curve).
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density-profile reconstruction is still in progress. As a first look at the conduction-zone
parameters, Fig. 3.27 shows images and their angularly averaged intensity profiles measured
at different times in a 1-ns square-pulse, CH shell implosion with an on-target intensity of
(I = 1 × 1015 W/cm2 ) and filtration of 15-µm Al (to allow through low-energy 1.4-keV
photons). The snapshots of the implosion at three different times show the expansion of
the density profile early in time as the coronal plasma forms. This was observed in the
2-D images from the broadening of the bright (red) emission outside of the ablation front
(shown in dark red) as time progressed, and in the 1-D profiles in the outward shift of and
decreasing slope in the intensity outside of the emission peak that marks the ablation-front
position.
Fig. 3.28 shows the detailed shapes of synthetic and measured x-ray intensity profiles
(normalized to their peak values) from three different filters to provide an initial comparison of the simulated and experimental plasma parameters in low- and high-intensity
experiments. In the low-intensity experiment [Fig. 3.28(a),(b),(c)], the emission measured
with all three filters was well-reproduced by the simulations. In the high-intensity experiment [Fig. 3.28(d),(e),(f)], good agreement is seen in the Ti-filtered profiles (intermediate
photon energies). However, the simulated Al-filtered profiles either underestimate the emission at the peak near the ablation front or overestimate emission from further out in the
corona. This could be caused either by higher temperature from the ablation front than
expected (so that the emission peak shifts away from ∼1 keV) or faster plasma expansion
in the experiment, leading to higher densities and higher emission further away from the
ablation surface. (This basic analysis cannot differentiate between the two states without
intensity-calibration of the profiles.) The Fe-filtered profiles show the opposite trend between experiment and simulation. The simulation either overpredicts emission from the
corona or underpredicts it at the peak. The lower emission outside of the ablation front
peak (than predicted with experiment) suggests that the disagreement was not caused by
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Figure 3.27: A series of self-emission images taken with a 15-µm Al filter at (a) 0.3 ns, (b)
0.4 ns, and (c) 0.6 ns in a 1-ns square-pulse, high-intensity (I = 1 × 1015 W/cm2 ) CH-shell
implosion. Their corresponding 360◦ -angularly averaged intensity profiles are shown in
(d), (e), and (f).
faster plasma expansion but by higher temperature at the ablation front.
Implementation of the reconstruction method previously described will further illuminate the comparison between the profiles and allow the sources of disagreement (thermaltransport or other physics models) to be investigated more fully. Next steps for the reconstruction method include high-fidelity deconvolution of the instrument function from the
intensity profiles, and calibration of the intensities measured with different filters through
comparison with other x-ray diagnostics.

3.3 X-Ray Self-Emission Modeling
To better understand the images measured with the XRFCs, a radiation post-processor
was written to generate synthetic images from radiation-hydrodynamic simulations of ICF
experiments. The code was written to handle inputs of 3-D hydrodynamic data, to fill a gap
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Figure 3.28: Experimental (red) and synthetic (blue) x-ray self-emission profiles are shown
from 0.6 ns into a 1.0-ns square-pulse CH-shell implosion with [(a),(b),(c)] low average
intensity (I = 2 × 1014 W/cm2 ) and [(d),(e),(f)] high intensity (I = 1 × 1015 W/cm2 ) on
target. The images use different filters [shown in Fig. 3.3(b)] to probe difference emittedphoton energies: [(a),(d)] 15-µm Al for low energies (1.4 keV), [(b),(e)] 12-µm Ti for mid
energies (3 keV), and [(c),(f)] 12-µm Fe for high energies (4.5 keV).
in post-processing capability. It works to rapidly generate images from a large number of
simulations with a minimum of user interaction, compared to the commercial codes available
(see Sec. 3.3.1.4.3). The code also lends transparency to the physics involved in generating
the images, enabling studies like the one in Sec. 3.2.4. The following describes the physics
that goes into calculating these images and their implementation in the post-processor.

3.3.1 Development of an X-Ray Post-Processor in Three Dimensions
3.3.1.1 Radiation Transfer Equation
While the laser in an ICF implosion is on, the coronal plasma surrounding the target is
continually heated and reaches electron temperatures of up to a few keV. The hot coronal
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plasma then radiates energy ER that can be described with a spectral intensity Iν as
dER = Iν (r, Ω, t) Ω · dA dΩ dν dt,

(3.8)

where dER is the infinitesimal radiated energy emitted in direction Ω over frequency range
dν and time dt, and transported through the area dA and solid angle dΩ. The transfer of this
energy through the plasma can be described using the radiation transfer equation, which is
written in terms of the spectral intensity:


1 ∂Iν
c2
Iν − ρκν Iν
+ Ω · ∇Iν = ρην 1 +
c ∂t
2hν 3

(3.9)

where the left-hand side describes the flux of spectral intensity out of a given volume
as a function of time and the right-hand side includes terms for emission (first term with
bracket) and absorption (second). (Photon scattering is negligible for the coronal conditions
considered here.) The emission is governed by ην the coefficient of spontaneous spectral
emission, or emissivity, per unit mass and ρ the mass density, and includes spontaneous
and stimulated emission in the first and second terms in the bracket, respectively. The
absorption is governed by κν the spectral mass absorption coefficient, or opacity, per unit
mass [1].
For the typical plasma parameters in the corona (Te ∼ 1 keV, ne ∼ 1022 cm−3 ), the
primary mechanism of emission is the electromagnetic interaction ("collision") of free
electrons with nearby ions, producing bremsstrahlung emission. (For low- to mid-Z materials described here, the plasma is typically highly ionized enough that free-bound electron
and bound-bound electron interactions—where the term before the hyphen describes the
initial state of the electron and the term after describes the final state—are negligible in
measurements of the bulk continuum emission.) The emissivity can be derived from the
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probability of the free-free interaction occurring, given by the collision cross section σ that
describes the number of interactions per target ion per unit time for one incident electron
per unit area per unit time. The probability of an interaction generating a photon of a
particular energy depends on dσ/dν, where ν is the frequency of the photon generated by
the collision. The total probability of a photon with a particular energy hν being generated
∫∞
is ∝ 3 f (3) 3 [dσ/dν] d3 3, or the probability for this interaction given the number of elecmin

trons with velocity great enough to generate such a photon (3min ) and the average electron

velocity. If a Maxwellian distribution of electrons is assumed, then the total energy emitted
at a given frequency per unit mass per unit time per unit angle from these free-free electron
interactions ( ff ) is calculated to be
ff
ην



Zi2 ne
16π e6
hν
= √
exp −
p
kBTe
3 6π me 2 c3 kBTe /me Am p

(3.10)

for a plasma of a material with ion mass Am p (where A is the number of nucleons and m p
is the proton mass), ionization state Zi , and electron temperature Te [1, p. 348].
3.3.1.2 Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium
A convenient assumption to make in the discussion of radiation transfer is one of local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). This approximation is valid in plasmas where collisions
between electrons and ions occur often enough that the particle energy distributions thermalize locally into a Boltzmann curve and can be represented with a single local temperature
T(r, t) (the accompanying photon distribution need not be in equilibrium with the particles) [1, pp. 201-203]. This can also be thought of as requiring that the plasma have a density
high enough that energy level populations for any bound electrons are determined primarily
through collisional interactions rather than interactions with the background radiation field.
A guideline for determining whether a plasma is in local thermodynamic equilibrium is
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√
√
presented in Ref. 88 as ne ≫ 1019 kBT(∆E)3 m−3 (or 1013 kBT(∆E)3 cm−3 ), where kBT
is the temperature and ∆E is the maximum binding energy considered for the ions present
in the plasma (both in eV) [88, pp. 203]. For a fully-ionized carbon plasma, ∆E = 284.2 eV,
which gives a required electron density of ne = 7 × 1021 cm−3 for an electron temperature
of kBTe = 1000 eV . For comparison, a hydrogen plasma with ∆E = 13.6 eV and the
same electron temperature would require an electron density of ne = 8 × 1017 cm−3 for the
approximation to hold. Thus, for a CH plasma in the high density region near the target
ablation front (ne > nc, nc ≈ 1022 cm−3 ), where most of the self-emission was measured,
this approximation holds.
Considering a plasma in complete thermal equilibrium (with a radiation field in equilibrium with the particles present), the spectral intensity generated is described by the Planck
formula for blackbody emission Iνp , where

Iνp (T) =

2hν 3
1
2
c exp(hν/kBT) − 1

(3.11)

(sample spectra are plotted in Fig. 3.11). From Eqn. 3.9, there is no net flux from the unit
volume being described when it is in total equilibrium with its surroundings, so plugging
in Iν = Iνp gives



ην 2hν 3
hν
,
= 2 exp −
κν
kBTe
c

(3.12)

Kirchhoff’s law relating the plasma emissivity ην and opacity κν . Since this relation does
ff

not depend on Iv , it can be assumed to hold generally for LTE plasmas, and based on ην
(Eqn. 3.10) the free-free opacity is determined to be [1, pp. 201-203, 347-349]
ff

κν = 2.78

Zi3 ρ
cm2 /g.
√
A2 Te (hν)3

(3.13)

Thus, using the LTE approximation, both the emissivity and opacity of the plasma due to
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bremsstrahlung processes can be calculated from only the material type (A), density (ne, ρ),
ionization state (Zi ), and temperature (Te ).
Kirchhoff’s law (Eqn. 3.12) can be substituted into the radiation transfer equation
(Eqn. 3.9) to find the simplified form
1 ∂Iν
+ Ω · ∇Iν = ρκν′ (Iνp − Iν ),
c ∂t

(3.14)

where κν′ = κν [1−exp(−hν/kBT)], grouping the absorption and stimulated emission together
into this new term [1](pp. 201-203).

3.3.1.3 Applied Radiation Transfer
The radiation transfer equation (Eqn. 3.9) can now be applied to our experiments.
Generally, it is assumed that the hydrodynamic time scale over which the temperature
changes (and thus on which the local spectral intensities change and equilibrate) is much
slower than the speed of light and radiation propagation, so the temporal derivative on
the left side of the radiation transfer equation can be neglected. With our diagnostics, the
self-emission from a small target (∼1 mm) over a large distance to our diagnostics (∼50500 cm) was measured, resulting in an angle of travel through the target (relative to the
diagnostic plane) of ∼1◦ . The emission that reaches the measurement device has propagated
approximately linearly from its point of origin, through the corona and the vacuum of the
target chamber, to reach the diagnostic. This is represented in the transfer equation by
choosing a set Ω in which the radiation travels. Choosing a linear direction Ω = ŝ, Eqn. 3.9
becomes



c2
∂Iν
Iν − ρκν Iν .
= ρην 1 +
∂s
2hν 3

(3.15)
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Operating in the LTE approximation, this is

where
χν′

=

ρκν′

∂Iν
= ρκν′ (Iνp − Iν ) = χν′ (Iνp − Iν ),
∂s

(3.16)




Zi3 ρ2
hν
cm−1 .
1 − exp −
= 2.78 √
k BT
A2 Te (hν)3

(3.17)

This form (Eqn. 3.16) can be interpreted as the intensity of the radiation increasing due to
the local approximate blackbody radiation (given by Iνp and determined by the temperature)
and decreasing due to absorption (given by − χν′ Iν ) as it propagates. The solution of this
equation shows that the intensity measured at the diagnostic was roughly the line-integrated
emission (subtracted absorption) along the path through the target toward the diagnostic, as
depicted in Fig. 3.1.

3.3.1.4 Radiation Post-Processing
A radiation post-processor was written in MATLAB to generate synthetic x-ray selfemission images like those measured with XRFCs from the output of hydrodynamic simulations. Based on Ref. 89, the 3-D radiation code reads in 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D information
on the ion density, electron temperature, and material composition of an ICF implosion
calculated by a hydrodynamic simulation. It then interpolates this onto a 3-D Cartesian
grid, oriented with one face at the diagnostic plane as shown in Fig. 3.29. The simulated
hydrodynamic parameters were used to evaluate the x-ray opacity and emissivity at each
point of the calculation grid, assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium (Sec. 3.3.1.2) and
the applicability of Eqn. 3.16. Rather than calculating the opacity at each point, χν′ was
determined using tabulated LTE Planck-averaged opacities obtained from the Los Alamos
Astrophysical Library [90] (the tables also include any radiation contributions from mech-
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Figure 3.29: The geometry used for the simulation of self-emission images. A 2-D (x, y)
Cartesian grid of x rays are followed through the plasma along the orthogonal direction s.
The radiation transfer equation is solved along each ray path using opacity and emissivity
values interpolated from a hydrodynamic simulation.
anisms other than inverse bremsstrahlung, which were neglected in the LTE calculations in
Sec. 3.3.1.3). The emissivity was determined from the opacity and the source function as
χν′ Iνp (Te ) [10]. The ∼1◦ angle from the normal of the diagnostic at which the rays travel
was ignored in the post-processor, and the coronal x rays observed by the camera were
approximated as traveling straight through the target perpendicular to the diagnostic plane,
parallel to one of the axes of the new 3-D Cartesian grid (ŝ in Fig. 3.29) [10].
For each grid point in the image plane (representing the end point of a ray), the simplified
radiation transfer equation 3.16 was solved along s in the form
′

′

Iν (s + ∆s) = Iν (s) e− χν ∆s + Iνp (s) (1 − e− χν ∆s ),

(3.18)

where Iν is the specific intensity at a given frequency and ∆s is the path length along the
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propagation direction. Equation 3.18 was solved for several small frequency ranges that
match the frequency ranges of the tabulated opacities in what is known as a multi-group
method. At the image plane, the emission was spectrally filtered with the filter used in
the matching experiment (each frequency is multiplied by the average transmission for that
group), and the total intensity is summed over the different frequency groups [10]. Finally,
the synthetic image was convolved with the 2-D instrument function of the experimental
optical system to obtain an image that can be compared with XRFC measurements [78].
The complete code is presented in Appendix A.

3.3.1.4.1 Emissivity & Geometric Effects in ICF Experiments

An example and anal-

ysis of an image calculation for a typical ICF implosion is helpful in understanding the
applications described in this chapter (Sec. 3.2). Based on Eqn. 3.16, the emissivity in
LTE is ∼ χν′ ∝ ρ2T −1/2 . For the typical coronal hydrodynamic profile shown in Fig. 3.30(a),
starting far from the ablation front of the target, the density in the corona gradually increases
and the temperature remains about the same as the radius decreases (progressing toward the
center of the target). This leads to a gradual increase in emission as the density increases.
As the radius nears the ablation-front position, the density increases more quickly and the
temperature suddenly decreases to ∼0 eV. This results in an emissivity that increases quickly
with the density (with the ρ2 term overpowering the T −1/2 term) until the temperature drops
to zero and the emission cuts off [Fig. 3.30(b)].
The absorption in the plasma is negligible in the corona up to ∼5 µm from the ablation
surface, so that the intensity measured at the diagnostic plane, outside of the shadowed
region, is approximately the Abel transform of the emissivity of the plasma. The Abel
transform describes the projection of a cylindrically symmetric object with a 1-D or 2-D (r,
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Figure 3.30: (a) The density (blue) and temperature (black) of a CH shell and the surrounding
coronal plasma in a 1-D simulation of a direct-drive ICF implosion. The ablation front
of the target is marked by a sharp increase in density and decrease in temperature, and is
indicated by the red dashed line. The combination of density and temperature gives the
emissivity (black line) plotted in (b), which sharply peaks at the ablation front when filtered
for photons near 1.4 keV [15 µm Al filter shown in Fig. 3.3(b)]. The intensity measured at
the diagnostic plane is the Abel transform of the emissivity, but with the central intensity
halved due to absorption in the shell (blue lines—solid with absorption included, dashed
without).
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z) radial profile onto a 1-D profile or 2-D image and is given by

F(y) = 2

∫

∞

y

f (r) r dr
p
r 2 − y2

(3.19)

for radial function f (r), where r is the radial coordinate and y is the linear position
coordinate in the image plane with intensity F(y), in our case [91]. (Conversely, this
implies that the emissivity of optically thin regions of the target can be reconstructed from
an x-ray self-emission image via inverse Abel transform
1
f (r) = −
π

∫

r

∞

dF
dy
p
dy r 2 − y 2

(3.20)

provided f (r) goes to zero faster than 1/r.) The sudden changes in emissivity alone
generate a drop in intensity at the ablation front of the target, and the long line-integrated
distance through the brighter regions near the ablation front (increased intensity due to limb
brightening) and sudden change to integration through the non-emitting shell within a few
microns enhances this feature [Fig. 3.30(b)]. Thus, the 2-D image of the x-ray intensity
appears as a bright ring just outside the projected ablation front of the target.
The inclusion of absorption in the calculation further increases the intensity contrast at
the ablation front. Just inside the ablation front, the optical density increases such that all
of the emission from the back of the target is absorbed within a few microns of propagation
through the cold, dense shell material. This decreases the intensity in the center of the
image by a factor of two and increases the intensity gradient at the ablation-front edge of the
target [Fig. 3.30(b)]. The position of this gradient was used to identify the ablation-front
radius with an accuracy of ∼1 µm [7, 78]. This precision radius measurement, together
with ±4-ps timing accuracy (Sec. 3.1.3), allowed the ablation front velocity (∆R/∆t) to be
determined to 3%, significant because the total laser energy required to ignite a target is
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−6
predicted to scale as ∼vimp
, where vimp is the shell implosion velocity [92].

3.3.1.4.2 Material Dependence of Emissivity Images of targets with an outer layer of a
higher-Z material and a lower-Z inner layer were discussed in Sec. 3.2. To better understand
the physics behind the resulting images, the variation in emissivity based on material
properties will be explored. Consider a plasma composed of two materials, separated by
a planar interface. Assuming constant pressure P across the interface (so that there is no
force or acceleration) and thermodynamic equilibrium so that the materials are at the same
temperature T, the ideal gas law P = nkBT (where n = ni [1 + Z] is the total number density
of all particles, or the total number of ions and free electrons per unit volume determined
from the ion density ni and the ionization state Z) can be used to relate the densities of
the two materials. Assuming fully-ionized deuterated polystyrene on one side (CD, with
average atomic mass ACD = 6 and ZCD = 3) and fully-ionized, evenly mixed deuterium and
tritium on the other side (DT, with ADT = 2.4 and ZDT = 1), the relative ion density can be
found:

PCD = PDT
ni,CD(1 + ZCD )kBT = ni,DT (1 + ZDT )kBT
ni,DT =

1 + ZCD
ni,CD ≈ 2ni,CD .
1 + ZDT

(3.21)
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With the mass density ρ coming from the ion density as ρ = Am p ni (where m p is the mass
of a proton), the mass densities relations are

ρDT = ADT m p ni,DT = ADT m p




1 + ZCD
m p ni,CD ≈ 4.8m pni,CD,
1 + ZDT

ρCD =ACD m p ni,CD = 6m p ni,CD,


ρCD ACD 1 + ZDT
and
≈ 1.25.
=
ρDT ADT 1 + ZCD

(3.22)

Recalling the radiation transfer equation (Eqn. 3.16)
∂Iν
= χν′ (Iνp − Iν )
∂s
and the opacity that governs the emission in LTE conditions (Eqn. 3.17)
χν′




Zi3 ρ2
hν
cm−1,
= 2.78 √
1 − exp −
kBT
A2 Te (hν)3

the relative emissivities χν′ Iνp are found to be
3 ρ2
2
[ χν′ Iνp ]CD ZCD
CD ADT
=
3 ρ2
[ χν′ Iνp ]DT
A2CD ZDT
DT
3 
2 
2

ADT
ACD [1 + ZDT ]
ZCD
=
ZDT
ACD
ADT [1 + ZCD ]

3 
2 
α
ZCD
1 + ZDT
ZCD
=
≈
= 6.8
ZDT
1 + ZCD
ZDT

with 1 < α < 2. Thus, there is a strong theoretical dependence on Z and only Z given
reasonable constraints on the hydrodynamics and the assumption of only free-free contributions to the opacity. An example of the Abel-transformed emissivity (or the intensity
measured at the diagnostic plane) for a simulation with this CD-over-DT configuration and
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the added complications of a slowly-varying density is shown in Fig. 3.14.
3.3.1.4.3 Non-LTE Plasmas In some of the experiments described in this Thesis, selfemission must be considered that originates from regions where the plasma is not in local
thermodynamic equilibrium, because it is composed of higher-Z materials that may not
be fully ionized or because the density is too low to reach thermal equilibrium. In these
regions, interactions between electrons in different states (free-bound, bound-free, or boundbound interactions) and between electrons and the radiation field must be considered. The
emissivity and opacity must include these contributions, which can take the form of high
intensity peaks in emissivity and sharp edges in absorption profiles. The emissivity and
opacity in these cases are calculated using detailed atomic modeling and averaging over the
possible ionic states, together with the free-free interactions. Because these calculations
can be highly involved, they are normally performed offline, and tables of emissivities
and opacities as functions of density and temperature for each material are generated [1].
Radiation-hydrodynamics codes then "look up" necessary values as needed. In calculating
the self-emission from these plasmas, the tabulated emissivity and opacity values are used
in the more detailed radiation transfer Equation (3.9), rather than the simplified Equation
3.16.
Synthetic images for experiments heavily involving these non-LTE plasmas are generated using the professionally produced code Spect3D, which uses separately tabulated
emissivities and opacities [93]. This was particularly necessary for the calculations involving higher-Z materials (silicon) or in simulations of perturbed material interfaces that
generated mixing of different materials. The MATLAB code was used for the simpler
simulations involving lower-Z materials like CH and DT, and for simulations with smooth
interfaces, because of its speed, simplicity, and customizability. Comparison between the
two codes in the LTE configurations showed very good agreement, verifying the calculations
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of the in-house post-processor (Appendix A).

3.3.2 3-D Post-Processor Capability Applied to a NIF Experiment
One of the early projects in the course of this Thesis was to extend the self-emission
shadowgraphy technique to measure the 3-D shape of nonuniform imploding targets on the
NIF [10]. This analysis provided an opportunity to test the 3-D capabilities of the in-house
radiation post-processor, as there was no other tool available to post-process the ad hoc 3-D
simulations generated using the code SAGE [94].
In the direct-drive configuration [25, 26] where lasers are directly incident onto the
target, a major challenge is to control the size of variations in the shell density and velocity
that develop at the ablation front. These nonuniformities can disrupt the symmetry of the
implosion, reducing the target compression and fusion yield [1, 95, 96]. Accurate in-flight
measurements of the perturbations of the target are necessary to understand and potentially
mitigate them.
Previously, x-ray radiography was applied to observe nonuniformities in an imploding
target, both of low-mode deformations in the center-of-mass radius of the shell [97] and of
high-mode Rayleigh-Taylor growth in the shell wall [98, 99]. This technique, however, often
redirects driver beams to power a backlighter, which can limit the irradiation symmetry
and energy available to drive the implosion. Radiography cannot distinguish between
modulations of the shell density and shell thickness, so quantitative measurements of
nonuniformities must either be stated in terms of areal-density variations in the target
shell or make use of assumptions about the shell density and uniformity. Measurements
of nonuniformities in the target center-of-mass radius are often limited by low signal-tonoise ratios. Nonuniformities were also observed in the shape of x-ray self-emission from
the fusing-fuel core [100] and from angular variations in neutron scattering [101] and
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imaging [102], but these measurements are possible only late in the implosion and are
complicated because the asymmetry of the shell near stagnation and the asymmetry of the
core properties (density, temperature, and composition), though related, are not generally
the same.
This study shows that nonuniformities located in the plane perpendicular to the diagnostic axis can be measured through changes in the radius of the steepest intensity gradient
inside the bright ring of emission that surrounds the target, and through angular variations in
the peak x-ray intensity in the ring. The technique was applied to an implosion to measure
large 3-D nonuniformities resulting from two dropped laser beam quads at the National
Ignition Facility (NIF) [16, 26].

3.3.2.1 Comparison of Experiment & Simulation
Figure 3.31(a) shows a self-emission image obtained from a direct-drive experiment
at the NIF ∼1.5 ns after the laser pulse reached its peak power. The target was viewed
from (θ, φ)=(90◦ , 78◦ ), where θ is the polar angle measured from the top of the NIF target
chamber and φ is the azimuthal angle measured counterclockwise from the axis running
from the chamber center through the center of Switchyard #1 (pointing approximately
southeast) [103]. In the experiment, two groups of four laser beams (quads) were dropped.
The remaining 184 beams were incident on a 2-mm-diam CH shell in the polar-drive
geometry described in Refs. 104 and 38.
Figure 3.31(b) shows a synthetic image of the self-emission from this experiment, calculated by the MATLAB post-processor described in Section 3.3.1.4, using the experimental
diagnostic setup and viewing angle. The 3-D plasma parameters were generated by the hydrodynamics code SAGE [94]. The code simulated the 3-D distribution of deposited laser
energy using 3-D ray tracing, with each active laser beam modeled separately using the
experimental beam energies. By integrating radially, the deposited laser intensity Idep (θ, φ)
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Figure 3.31: A comparison of (a) a self-emission image measured at t = 6.0 ns with (b) the
corresponding calculated image. In both images, the contours of the radius of the steepest
gradient in the self-emission intensity are plotted as black curves. [In (a), an artificial
increase in the image intensity is seen at the top of the image (ψ ∼ 90◦ ) due to edge effects
on the framing-camera imaging strip.] The figure is taken from Ref. 10.
was calculated as a function of angular position at each time step. This intensity was scaled
into a time-varying ablation pressure Pabl (θ, φ) ∝ Idep (θ, φ)0.72 . The scale factor of 0.72 was
determined from the scaling of the imploding target radius with the average laser intensity in
1-D SAGE simulations [105] and is in good agreement with scaling factors determined from
laser-driven-shock experiments that used diamond ablators at lower laser intensities [106].
To a good approximation, the shell velocity is proportional to the integral of the pressure
with respect to time, allowing the angularly varying center-of-mass radius Rcm (θ, φ) of the
deformed target shell to be calculated. The 3-D hydrodynamic parameters were then generated by aligning the maximum-density radius of 1-D hydrodynamic profiles (obtained from
a simulation in which the hydrodynamics were modeled using the 4π-averaged deposited
laser energy) with the Rcm at each θ and φ.
In each of the images in Fig. 3.31, the radial location of the steepest intensity gradient
inside the bright ring of emission, which corresponds well to the outermost edge of the
ablation surface as seen by the diagnostic, is marked with a black contour. The steepest-
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gradient radius at each angle was determined from the radial intensity profile, averaged over
5◦ to match the point-spread function of the diagnostic [7]. Each intensity profile shows
a maximum just outside the ablation front of the target, resulting from a long integration
length tangent to the ablation surface through a high-emissivity region that is characterized
by a high density coinciding with a moderately high temperature (100 to 500 eV). Inside
this region, at the ablation surface, the temperature drops steeply to <100 eV and the plasma
becomes optically thick within a few microns. The rapid increase in absorption leads
to a steep gradient in the integrated emission intensity measured at the diagnostic plane.
The location of this gradient is determined from the mid-intensity point, as described
earlier [7, 78].
Figure 3.31 shows good agreement between the shapes of the measured and synthetic
steepest-gradient contours (and, therefore, ablation fronts). The contours show a target with
two large corner features (protrusions) on the left side at ψ ∼ 150◦ and 210◦ . These locations
coincide with the missing laser beam positions and, consequently, with lower incident laser
intensity and ablation pressure. The primary difference between the experimental and
simulated images is the larger target width compared to height in the measured image
compared with the synthetic image. This may be a result of cross-beam energy transfer
occurring in the experiment, which preferentially decreases the coupling of laser energy to
the target at the equator [9] and was not modeled in SAGE. More quantitative comparison
between the simulated and measured images can be found in Ref. 10.
Overall, the study demonstrates the usefulness of x-ray self-emission images of directly
driven implosions in measuring in-flight 3-D nonuniformities in the target, and of the inhouse radiation post-processor in generating relevant images from 3-D simulation data.
A synthetic image was calculated from a SAGE simulation of an implosion on the NIF
where two groups of four laser beams were dropped, generating 3-D structures in the target.
Comparison between the synthetic image and the simulated target showed that variations
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in the position of the steepest radial intensity gradient with angle followed variations in the
outermost ablation front position as viewed by the diagnostic. Synthetic and experimental
images showed similar protrusions at the locations of the missing laser beams and similar
variations in maximum radial intensity at these protrusions.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results
The methods described in Ch. 3 were implemented in series of experiments designed to
measure the energy coupling through the mass-ablation-rate and ablation-front trajectory.
These experimental results were used to study the electron-thermal-transport and crossbeam-energy-transfer models described in Ch. 2. The first section of this chapter will
detail a series of cryogenic (CD-over-DT-ice) and warm (Si-over-CH) target implosions
performed in a symmetric direct-drive configuration to quantify the hydrodynamic coupling
(the transfer of laser energy to the target shell through the rocket effect that was described in
Sec. 1.5). The coupling in these experiments was reproduced well by simulations performed
with models for nonlocal thermal transport and cross-beam energy transfer included. The
second section will describe experiments where the effect of CBET on hydrodynamic
coupling was isolated from the thermal transport physics. These experiments featured
a polar-direct-drive laser configuration, which generated high- and low-CBET regions in
different regions of a single implosion, as described in Sec. 3.2.3.1. Comparison of the
measured hydrodynamic coupling between these two regions allowed the effect of CBET to
be isolated and quantified. Comparison with simulations showed that the transfer of energy
out of the target was larger than that predicted with the current CBET model implemented
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in DRACO by a factor that varied with laser intensity. Further study into the source of this
factor with the 3-D wave-based EM code LPSE is ongoing (Sec. 2.3.2.3).

4.1 Measurements of the Hydrodynamic Coupling in Symmetric Implosions
The first experiments were performed with cryogenic CD-over-DT targets on the OMEGA
laser to measure the mass ablation rate, target trajectory, laser absorption, and length of
the conduction-zone in a symmetric implosion. All of these measured parameters were
well-modeled with the 1-D hydrodynamic code LILAC when nonlocal thermal transport
and CBET models were included, but not when a time-dependent flux-limited thermal
transport model was used to match the ablation-front trajectory. Similar experiments in
warm Si-over-CH targets measured the mass ablation rate and ablation-front trajectory in
a new material and a more accessible configuration. These experiments were reproduced
well by 2-D DRACO simulations that used similar nonlocal thermal transport and CBET
models. These measurements constrained the total energy coupling in the implosion and
provided good initial verification of the new electron-thermal-transport and CBET models
in the code, showing that these aspects of direct-drive ICF implosions were predictively
modeled with both codes. They also demonstrated the necessity of implementing nonlocal
thermal transport and CBET models in other hydrodynamics codes, as the longstanding
flux-limited thermal transport model proved to be insufficient.

4.1.1 Cryogenic Experiments
An initial cryogenic (CD-over-DT) implosion experiment was conducted to measure the
mass ablation rate, ablation-front and material-interface trajectories, scattered laser power,
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and conduction-zone length. The measurements of the mass ablation rate and ablation-front
trajectories constrained the energy coupled to the target, and the added measurements of the
laser absorption (incident laser power − scattered laser power) and conduction-zone length
constrained the electron thermal transport. Comparisons with simulations were used to
benchmark a time-dependent flux-limited thermal transport model and models for nonlocal
thermal transport and cross-beam energy transfer.

4.1.1.1 Experimental Setup
The experiment described here was performed on the OMEGA laser, with all 60 laser
beams (λ = 351 nm) symmetrically incident on the target generating a laser pulse with
the shape and power shown in Fig. 4.1. The beams were treated with polarization smoothing [71], smoothing by spectral dispersion [107], and distributed phase plates that shaped
the beam into a fourth-order super-Gaussian with 95% of the energy contained within the
initial target diameter [87]. The target had an outer diameter of 868 µm, with an outer-layer
CD thickness of 7.2 µm (for a total CD mass of 18.6 ± 0.6 µg) and an inner-layer DT-ice
thickness of 62.8 µm.
An x-ray framing camera (Sec. 3.1) was used in the OMEGA-6x Cryo configuration
(Tab. 3.1) to collect time-gated images of the self-emission from the target during the
implosion. The time-resolved spectrum and total energy of the light scattered out of
the implosion were measured with the FABS diagnostic and calorimeters described in
Sec. 3.2.2.4.

4.1.1.2 Energy-Coupling Measurements
The time that the measured ablation-front and CD/DT-interface trajectories initially
separated indicated the time when the CD outer layer fully ablated, t = 2.34 ± 0.05 ns.
From the initial CD mass, the time-averaged mass ablation rate of 7.95 ± 0.3 µg/ns was
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determined. At the time that the CD was ablated, the instantaneous mass of the target was
given by the DT-layer mass (28.3 ± 0.6 µg), subtracted by the amount of DT that ablated
from the shell into the target center as determined from simulations (∼0.4 µg) [11]. The
intensity profiles of the images measured with the XRFC (like those in Fig. 3.13) were used
to determine the trajectories of the ablation front of the target and the interface between
the CD and DT in the plasma [8] following the method described in Sec. 3.2.2. These are
shown in Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 4.2(a).
Fig. 4.1 shows the scattered laser power, which indicates the absorbed laser power when
considered with the incident laser power. The scattered power follows the temporal trends
of the incident laser power, with a peak power at 14 TW compared to the incident 25 TW.
A distinct increase in the maximum red-shift of the scattered rays was observed at
t = 2.87 ns, signifying that the CD/DT interface reached the critical density surface shortly
before this at t = 2.80 ± 0.05 ns based on corrections determined from simulations. The
length of the conduction zone bounded by the ablation surface and the critical surface
at this time was determined to be 110 ± 20 µm from the measured distance between the
ablation-front and CD/DT-interface positions (Fig. 3.19) [11]. The scattered-light spectrum
was analyzed as described in Sec. 3.2.2.4.

4.1.1.3 Validating & Comparing Between Coupling Models
Two 1-D (spherically symmetric) LILAC simulations of the results described in Sec. 4.1.1.2
were performed, each with a different model for the coupling physics. One used a timedependent flux-limited (TDFL) model for the thermal transport (described in Sec. 2.2),
where an upper bound on the Spitzer-Härm flux was manually varied in time so that
the simulated ablation-front trajectory matched that in the experiment [57]. The second
simulation used a nonlocal thermal transport model [55, 59], together with a cross-beamenergy-transfer model [4, 5] (NLCBET) (Sec. 2.3) that scattered energy out of the plasma
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Figure 4.1: The laser pulse (black) from the cryogenic CD-over-DT experiment, along with
the measured (green) and simulated scattered laser power. Two hydrodynamic simulations
of the implosion were performed which show similar scattered power: one with nonlocal
thermal transport and cross-beam-energy-transfer models (red curve), and one that used a
time-dependent flux-limited thermal transport model (blue curve).
before it was absorbed, resulting in a slightly higher scattered energy (Fig. 4.1) [11].
Figure 4.2(a) shows a comparison of the measured and calculated ablation-front trajectories. While the TDFL simulation was required to match the ablation-front trajectory,
the NLCBET simulation did so without the constantly varying corrective knob of the
flux-limiter [11]. Both simulations reproduced the ablation-front trajectory and velocity.
However, the simulations differed significantly in their calculations of the CD/DT-interface
trajectory, as shown in Figure 4.2(a). The NLCBET model reproduced the measured trajectory, while the flux-limited trajectory departed from the ablation front 250 ps later in
time. Since the time of separation of the interface and ablation-front trajectories indicated
the time that the outer layer of CD fully ablated, the later departure time suggests that the
average ablation rate with the TDFL model was lower than that in both the experiment and
the NLCBET simulation. Figure 4.2(b) shows a comparison of the calculated mass ablation
rates from the experiment and the two simulations. Good agreement was obtained between
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Figure 4.2: (a) The measured ablation front (squares) and CD-DT interface (circles) trajectories are compared with the ablation front (solid red curve) and the CD/DT interface (upper
dash-dotted red curve) calculated using a simulation that includes nonlocal thermal transport and cross-beam energy transfer models (NLCBET) and the CD/DT-interface trajectory
calculated using a simulation with a time-dependent flux-limited (TDFL or FL) thermal
transport model (lower dashed red curve). The flux limiter was adjusted as a function of
time to generate an ablation front radius that matched the measured ablation front. The laser
pulse (black curve) corresponds to the right axis. (b) Comparison of the averaged mass
ablation rate of the CD (solid squares) and the size of the conduction zone (open circles)
measured at t = 2.8 ns with simulations that use nonlocal thermal transport and cross-beam
energy transfer models and a time-dependent flux-limiter model. The figures are taken from
Ref. 11.
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the experimental and the NLCBET rates, but the mass ablation rate in the TDFL simulation
was lower by 10% [11].
Figure 4.2(b) also shows the length of the conduction zone in the experiment and the
two simulations at the time that the measured CD/DT interface reached the critical density
surface (2.8 ns), as determined from the scattered-light measurements (see Sec. 4.1.1.2).
Again, excellent agreement was obtained between the conduction-zone lengths in the experiment and in the NLCBET simulation. However, the conduction-zone in the TDFL
simulation was shorter by nearly a factor of 2 (58 µm, as opposed to ∼110 µm). The
simulated scattered power calculated with both models agreed well with the measured timehistory (Fig. 4.1), though it was slightly underestimated at peak power by the flux-limited
model.

4.1.2 Si-over-CH Warm Experiments
Experiments were performed to measure the energy coupling in a warm target configuration because of the greater scalability, target availability, and flexibility in the diagnostics available compared to cryogenic implosion experiments. The mass ablation rate
and ablation-front trajectory were measured in smaller Si-over-CH targets to constrain the
energy coupled to the shell. Simulations of the implosions showed good agreement with
these observables when similar models for nonlocal thermal transport and cross-beam energy transfer were used in the 2-D hydrodynamic DRACO. This verified that the coupling
models in the more complex 2-D code generated similar results to the 1-D code, and that
the coupling models operated independently of the target material and target size, providing
a good foundation for the experiments described in Sec. 4.2.
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4.1.2.1 Experimental Setup
Symmetric direct-drive experiments with Si-over-CH targets were performed on the
OMEGA laser with all 60 laser beams centered on the target. The beams were treated
with polarization smoothing [71], smoothing by spectral dispersion [107], and distributed
phase plates that shaped the beam into second-order super-Gaussian laser spots with 1/e
radius of 183 µm. The total energy on target was varied between 8.1±0.2 kJ (I ≈ 7 × 1014
W/cm2 , where I is the peak overlapped intensity defined as the maximum power during
the laser pulse divided by the initial surface area of the target), 11.8±0.1 kJ (I ≈ 10 × 1014
W/cm2 ), and 16.0±0.1 kJ (I ≈ 14 × 1014 W/cm2 ), with the ramped pulse shape shown in
Fig. 3.21. The targets consisted of 20.1±0.3-µm-thick CH shells with a variation between
targets of ±0.8 µm, with Si outer-layer thicknesses of 2.4±0.2, 1.4±0.2, and 0.7±0.2 µm.
The outer diameters had an average value of 637 µm, measured to ±2 µm and with variation
a between targets of ±11 µm. The density of the Si coating was reported as 2.1±0.2 g/cm3 ,
but had a significantly smaller variation (< 0.2 g/cm3 ) within a particular target batch. Each
experimental configuration discussed in this Thesis used targets from a single batch, so
the density variation for a particular configuration was negligible. The x-ray self-emission
from the target was imaged throughout the implosion by three x-ray framing cameras in the
configuration described in Sec. 3.2.3.1.

4.1.2.2 Mass-Ablation-Rate and Trajectory Measurements
Figure 4.3 shows the results from implosions that used Si-over-CH targets to measure the
ablation-front and Si/CH-interface trajectories. The expected trends in mass ablation rate
(burnthrough time) are seen, with increased laser intensity correlating with increased mass
ablation rate (shorter time to laser burnthrough) and increased Si thickness correlating with
later burnthrough time [9]. The images collected during the course of the implosion were
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analyzed as discussed in Sec. 3.2.2 to determine the trajectories of the ablation front and
Si/CH interface. The trajectories were measured to ±2 µm for the ablation-front location
and ±4 µm for the Si/CH-interface position. The time when the laser burned through the
Si was determined from the time the trajectories from each experiment separated.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the measured ablation-front (blue squares) and Si/CH interface
(blue circles) positions with simulated trajectories (red line) for I = 7 × 1014 W/cm2 (top
row), 10 × 1014 W/cm2 (middle row), and 14 × 1014 W/cm2 (bottom row) for targets with Si
thicknesses of 0.7 µm (left column), 1.6 µm (center column), and 2.6 µm (right column).
The Si burnthrough times are plotted in the figure (dashed red lines).

4.1.2.3 Validating NL+CBET Models
Two-dimensional DRACO [36] simulations were performed using the experimental parameters and models for nonlocal thermal transport [60] and cross-beam energy transfer [58]
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(Sec. 2.3). The measured Si/CH-interface and ablation-front trajectories were reproduced
well and consistently for all tested combinations of laser intensity and Si thickness [9].

4.1.3 Discussion & Conclusions
The experiments discussed in this section provide good validation of the nonlocal thermal transport and cross-beam energy transfer models implemented in the 1-D and 2-D
hydrodynamic codes. With increased confidence in the results of those models, deeper
comparison between the NLCBET and flux-limited simulation results becomes interesting
for understanding the limits of time-dependent flux-limiters. For example, the nonlocal
thermal transport model allowed propagation of higher-energy electrons over longer distances than the flux-limited model, which smooths the density and temperature profiles
at the critical surface, compared to the flux-limited transport, which generated a strong
absorption peak and sudden increase in density at the critical surface due to an unphysical
pile-up of energy [4]. The absorption in the flux-limited simulation was slightly higher,
resulting in more energy transferred to the target and higher final kinetic energy (by 10%,
due to the overestimated mass). The similar velocity achieved with lower mass ablation rate
can be understood through higher applied pressure (calculated from the higher density and
similar temperature [4]) near the ablation front that manifests as higher exhaust velocity of
the ablated material (to more-than-offset the lower ablation rate, based on Eqn. 1.7). The
decrease in total ablated mass results in a shorter conduction zone that enables more of
the absorbed energy to reach the target surface instead of being radiated back out of the
plasma [11].
The discrepancies between measurements from the described experiments and the simulation using the TDFL model have ramifications for other ICF studies. Flux-limited
Spitzer-Härm transport was the dominant thermal transport model implemented in hydro-
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dynamic codes for decades because of its simplicity. It is still widely used, particularly in
codes with higher dimensionality. These codes were used for many studies of the RayleighTaylor hydrodynamic instability, where the mass ablation rate and conduction-zone length
are critical parameters. The underestimation of the mass ablation rate with the TDFL model
results in an underestimated ablative smoothing of the instability. It also shortens the conduction zone in the simulation, which decreases the smoothing of the laser intensity profile
and increases the imprint of laser nonuniformities on the target shell. The combination of
these errors suggests that the negative effects of the instability on the implosion based on
prior simulations may have been overestimated [11].
For example, the flux-limited simulation described in Sec. 3.2.2.3 reproduced the ablation front trajectory, but calculated a CD burnthrough time of 1.91 ns compared with the
measured time of 1.72 ± 0.05 ns. The simulation that included perturbations estimated from
the experiment showed large nonuniformity growth, characterized by the smoothing out of
the CD/DT interface peak (Figs. 3.17 and 3.16). The nonuniformity growth typically affects
the peak intensity more as the interface propagates further into the plasma, as shown by the
eventual decoupling of the peak location found by the criterion and the location determined
from the simulated hydrodynamic profile (Fig. 3.15). In the simulation, the perturbations
grew to the point that the interface peak was no longer accurately measurable by the time
the interface propagates ∼75 µm from the ablation front. In the experimental intensity
profiles, the interface position was measured up to a separation of ∼250 µm (Fig. 3.18) [8].
While the instabilities in the target shell that caused the smoothing of the profiles and the
loss of the intensity feature did have 200 ps longer to grow in the simulation compared
to the experiment (because of the difference in when the CD layer ablated), this does not
fully explain the large difference observed in the total amount of mixing between the CD
and DT over the respective propagation distances through the plasma, as indicated by the
smoothing (and loss-of-measurement) of the CD/DT-interface intensity feature. This sug-
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gests that there was increased ablative damping (or lower initial nonuniformity seeds due to
imprint) in the experiment compared to the TDFL simulation. Similar simulations with the
NLCBET model have not been performed for this particular experiment, but are described
in Refs. [37] and [108].
These experiments demonstrated the limitations of the TDFL model and necessity for
something more accurate while validating the nonlocal thermal transport and cross-beam
energy transfer models implemented in both the 1-D and 2-D hydrodynamic codes. The
initial CD-over-DT experiments measured four different observables chosen to constrain
both the hydrodynamic coupling of energy to the target and the thermal transport process.
All of these were well-reproduced by the NLCBET simulation without a knob on the thermal
transport. The 2-D models performed similarly well for a very different configuration with
a higher-Z material (Si) and different target and beam sizes. These encouraging results
suggest that the nonlocal and CBET models work well independently of the laser pulseshape, intensity, or amount of Si present, and that the models in the 1-D and 2-D codes
operate similarly. The implementation of accurate models for the coupling physics in directdrive implosions brings ICF simulations much closer to the predictive capability needed to
explore the parameter space in which fusion ignition might be achieved.

4.2 Isolating the Effect of CBET on Hydrodynamic Coupling in Polar-Direct-Drive Experiments
While the simulation with nonlocal thermal transport and CBET models did reproduce
experimental observables and therefore the overall energy coupling well, small adjustments
in the modeling in both the 1-D and 2-D simulations were required. Rather than using a
constantly varying knob, like the time-dependent flux-limiter, the 1-D LILAC simulations
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used a limit on the maximum beam intensity near the turning points of rays that was reduced
by a factor of two from the theoretical limit. This reduced the effect of CBET, bringing
the simulations into better agreement with experimental observables (Sec. 2.3.2.1) [72].
In the 2-D DRACO simulations, a factor of two was included on the gain length in the
cross-beam-energy-transfer model (Ls−1 → fCBET Ls−1 for Ls−1 given by Eqn. 2.17 for use in
Eqn. 2.16). This reduced the absorbed energy and slowed the ablation-front trajectory and
mass ablation rate. To better understand the need for these adjustments and verify that it
was the CBET model and not the nonlocal thermal transport model that was overestimating
the energy coupling in DRACO simulations, a novel experiment was designed.
Experiments with Si-coated CH targets were performed to isolate the effect of crossbeam energy transfer on the coupling physics by comparing the mass ablation rate and
ablation-front trajectory between low- and high-CBET regions in the same implosion [9].
A polar-direct-drive laser configuration [12] was used, where a ring of beams encircling the
equator was dropped and the remaining beams were repointed toward the equator, which
reduces CBET at the poles while enhancing it at the equator [13, 14] (shown in Fig. 1.5
and described in more detail in Sec. 3.2.3.1). This combination of low- and high-CBET
conditions in the same target implosion allowed for the effects of CBET on the hydrodynamic
coupling to be determined. Simulations performed with a model for nonlocal thermal
transport and a CBET model with a multiplier on the gain showed excellent agreement
with measured ablation rates and shell trajectories at all angles. These measurements were
performed on OMEGA [15] and at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) [17] to access a
wide range of plasma conditions, laser intensities, and laser-beam geometries. The need for
the CBET multiplier in all the configurations tested suggests that additional physics effects,
such as diffraction, polarization effects, or shortcomings of extending the Randall model to
3-D, should be explored to explain the difference in observed and predicted drive [9].
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4.2.1 OMEGA Experiments
Initial experiments were performed in a polar-drive configuration on OMEGA with
Si-over-CH targets, with targets and average laser parameters designed to parallel the warm
symmetric experiments for which the coupling models were validated together. Massablation-rate and ablation-front-trajectory measurements were made for an implosion that
was designed to be round, when CBET was not taken into account, so that differences in the
energy coupling between high- and low-CBET regions could be attributed to CBET. The
gain factor in the 2-D simulations was then adjusted until the measured parameters were
reproduced.

4.2.1.1 Experimental Setup
Initial experiments were performed on the OMEGA Laser with the configuration
described in detail in Sec. 3.2.3.1 and shown in Fig. 1.5.

The total energy on tar-

get was chosen to match the values from the symmetric experiments, varying between
8.1±0.2 kJ (I ≈ 7 × 1014 W/cm2 ), 11.8±0.1 kJ (I ≈ 10 × 1014 W/cm2 ), and 16.0±0.1 kJ
(I ≈ 14 × 1014 W/cm2 ). The targets were spherical 19.6±0.3-µm-thick CH shells. They
were coated in 2.4±0.2 µm, 1.6±0.2 µm, and 0.6±0.2 µm of Si, with outer diameters of
639 µm, known to ±1 µm with a variation between experiments of ±4 µm. The density of
the Si coating was 2.1±0.2 g/cm3 , but had a significantly smaller variation (< 0.2 g/cm3 )
within a particular target batch. Each experimental configuration discussed here used targets
from a single batch, so the density variation for a particular configuration was negligible.
The x-ray self-emission from the target was measured with three x-ray framing cameras
in the OMEGA-6x configuration described in Sec. 3.2.3.1 and Tab. 3.1, with two viewing
from the equator and one from the pole.
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4.2.1.2 Angularly Resolved Measurements of the Mass Ablation Rate and Trajectory
The time that the laser burned through the Si outer layer at the pole and equator was
determined from the time that the trajectory pair measured at that location separated.
These burnthrough times were determined to be t = 0.59 ± 0.04 ns for the equator and
0.52 ± 0.04 ns for the pole, confirming the reduced mass ablation rate at the equator
discussed in Sec. 3.2.3.2. The measured ablation-front radii of 140±2 µm for the equator
and 111±2 µm for the pole at t = 1.5 ns indicate a lower average ablation pressure at the
equator compared to the pole, which leads to a slower velocity and less target compression.
This too serves as evidence of compromised laser coupling at the equator due to CBET.
These were measured from the images shown in Fig. 3.22, captured with the equatorial
cameras throughout the implosions. They were analyzed as described in Sec. 3.2.3 to
determine the ablation-front and Si/CH-interface trajectories at the pole and equator and
measure the time that the laser burned through the Si at each location. Trajectories from
the OMEGA implosions are shown in Figs. 3.23 and 4.4. As described in Sec. 3.2.3.1,
the laser configuration used in the polar-direct-drive implosions on OMEGA was designed
to generate a round implosion when nonlocal thermal transport but not CBET was taken
into consideration. Because of this, differences in energy coupling are interpreted as an
increased effect of CBET on the equator compared to the pole of the target.
These measurements were made for various combinations of laser intensity and Si-layer
thickness. Figure 4.4 shows measurements of the polar and equatorial trajectories for a Si
thickness of 2.4 µm in experiments with differing laser intensities. As the laser intensity
decreases, the final ablation-front radius increases and velocity decreases because of lower
average laser drive and ablation pressure. The mass ablation rate of the Si also slows,
leading to burnthrough times later in the implosion. The differences in the final radii (50,
25, and 15 µm) and in burnthrough times between the pole and the equator that indicate
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the measured ablation front (blue squares) and Si/CH interface
(blue circles) with simulated trajectories generated by DRACO with CBET using no multiplier (blue lines) and CBET with the best-fit multiplier (red lines). Included are trajectories
for the pole (top row) and equator (middle row) for I = 14 × 1014 W/cm2 (left column),
10 × 1014 W/cm2 (middle column), and 7 × 1014 W/cm2 (right column). The Si burnthrough times are plotted (dashed red lines). The χ2 minimization analyses are plotted for
(g) I = 14 × 1014 W/cm2 , (h) 10 × 1014 W/cm2 , and (i) 7 × 1014 W/cm2 to determine the
optimal multiplier and error bars. For the highest intensity, the χ2 values are shown for
the optimal timing (green circles), −10 ps (blue diamonds), and +10 ps (red squares). The
possible error in the CBET multiplier is determined from the shift in the location of the
minimum χ2 with the uncertainty in the timing.
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differences in drive also decrease as the intensity decreases, likely due to the decreased
energy transfer due to CBET at lower laser intensities (as seen in the Randall equation
2.16).
Figure 4.5 shows the mass-ablation-rate measurements at the pole and the equator for
the highest laser-intensity experiments, where CBET is predicted to have the largest effect
on the drive. The experiments were performed using three different thicknesses of the Si
outer layer (0.6, 1.6, and 2.4 µm) to evaluate the average mass ablation rate of the Si at
different times during the implosion. Higher mass ablation rates indicated by steeper slopes
between measured points were determined for all thicknesses at the pole compared to the
equator, with the difference in average mass ablation rate growing as a function of time.

4.2.1.3 Quantifying the CBET Factor with 2-D Simulations
To help quantify the effect of CBET on the implosions, a series of 2-D DRACO [36]
simulations was run. All of the simulations used the experimental laser beam energies and
precise target parameters to best reproduce the measured implosions. However, there was a
relatively large error bar (∼ 10%) on the initial Si density and thickness of the targets. The
Si/CH interface trajectory is sensitive to the initial Si mass calculated from these values, so
errors in this would affect the fidelity of the simulations.
To determine the mass in the experiments more precisely than originally measured,
details of the fabrication process and a series of simulations were used together. The
density variation within a particular target batch was negligible, so for all experiments in a
given target batch, the optimum density used in the simulations was determined by finding
the density that minimized the differences between the simulated and measured interface
trajectories at the pole. The density was varied within the measurement uncertainties (see
Sec. 4.2.1.1). Additional discrepancies between the polar trajectories in simulations and
experiments were occasionally observed for a given Si thickness within a batch (which
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Figure 4.5: Initial Si mass as a function of the measured burnthrough time at the pole (red
circles) and equator (blue squares) for a laser intensity of 14×1014 W/cm2 are compared with
simulations (dotted: 0.6 µm; dashed: 1.6 µm; solid: 2.4 µm) using the optimal multipliers.
The small shot-to-shot variations in simulated ablation rate result from minor variations
in the laser pulse and target size. The error bars shown for the Si mass were determined
from the estimated uncertainty in the batch density (±0.05 g/cm3 ) and Si-layer thicknesses
(±0.1 µm) after fitting the polar material-interface trajectory for all OMEGA polar-drive
implosions. The absolute uncertainty in mass determined from the measurements of the Si
density and thickness given by the target manufacturer is shown on the sample point in the
inset (for a 2.4-µm-thick Si layer).
should be constant because they were all coated at the same time and Si-deposition rate)
and adjusted for, as they occurred in simulations across a variety of laser intensities. The
absolute error in the mass without this calibration largely results from the uncertainty in
density for a given target batch. The cross-calibration of the density and thickness between
targets dramatically reduces the error, as shown in Fig. 4.5. However, the uncertainty in the
mass together with the method used to compensate for it could mask uncertainties in the
equation of state, opacity, and thermal-transport models that act at the pole, but tests show
that these effects primarily act symmetrically around the target. Any changes in these models
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that affect the trajectories symmetrically must be offset by changes in another symmetric
coupling model—not the CBET model—to maintain agreement with the measured polar
trajectories. Thus, the experiments still serve their primary purpose of benchmarking the
CBET model in DRACO.1
With the initial Si masses determined, a set of 2-D simulations was run with a model
for nonlocal thermal transport [60] but without the CBET model. Figure 3.23 shows
good agreement between the trajectory measurements at the pole and the polar trajectories
taken from the simulation for the 2.4-µm-Si, high-intensity example experiment described in
Sec. 3.2.3.2. This agreement at the pole suggests that the coupling physics was well modeled
when CBET effects were small. Calculated trajectories at the equator were very similar
to those calculated at the pole, which suggests that without CBET, the implosion would
be symmetric as expected based on the initial design. However, the measured equatorial
trajectories showed later burnthrough and a larger final radius than were calculated by the
simulation, indicating that CBET significantly reduced the drive at this location.
A 3-D ray-based model for CBET [58], adapted from the 1-D Randall plane-wave
equations [2], was implemented in DRACO (as described in Sec. 2.3) and used in the next
round of simulations. Figure 3.23 shows that simulations run with this model calculate
a preferential decrease in drive at the equator, bringing simulations into better agreement
with the measurements. The addition of this CBET model results in small changes in the
calculated polar trajectories at early times, verifying that CBET was negligible at the pole
until the target radius is .250 µm (∼0.9 ns). An increased effect of CBET at the pole is
observed at this point due to an increase in the SBS seeds from rays that were previously
1A similar process was used to determine the Si density and layer thickness in the Si-over-CH symmetric
experiments. Because all coupling physics are integrated and even over the entire target in these experiments,
it is difficult to separate differences in mass from differences in other coupling physics, so that there is a chance
that this method could cover up other physics there. This is not expected because the mass primarily affects
the Si/CH interface trajectory, while the CBET affects the ablation-front trajectory more strongly, offering
some differentiation between at least those two parameters.
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shadowed by the target and an increase in the incident laser power (Fig. 3.21). However,
even late in time, the ablation-front trajectories calculated without CBET at the pole are in
reasonable agreement with the measurements and those calculated with CBET.
The trajectories at the equator calculated with the CBET model are slowed to a greater
degree than on the pole, indicating that CBET has a stronger effect at this location. However,
the simulated Si burnthrough time was still too early, and the ablation-front trajectory still
too fast, to agree with the measurements. To estimate the CBET modification required to
bring simulations into agreement with measurements, a multiplier ( fCBET ) was incorporated
into the CBET gain length:
Ls−1

2
k0 n0 mvq
= fCBET
4 ǫnc Te

! 

3Ti
1+
ZTe



νi
ωs

 −1

P(η),

(4.1)

from Ref. [2] (described in Sec. 2.3 and given in its original form in Eqn. 2.17 for use in
Eqn. 2.16), where all other parameters are defined within the reference and earlier in this
Thesis.
Figure 3.23 shows that excellent agreement with the measured trajectories was obtained
when a multiplier of 2.6±0.3 was used. To determine the optimal multiplier, a χ2 analysis
was used to minimize the differences between measured and simulated trajectories [Fig. 4.4],
where
χ2 =

N
Õ
1 [ri − x(ti )]2
,
2
N
σ
ri
i=1

(4.2)

and ri is the measured position, x(ti ) is the simulated radius, σri is the uncertainty in the
experimental measurement (±2 µm for the ablation-front location and ±4 µm for the Si/CH
interface position), and N is the total number of points measured. The error bar on the
multiplier was determined from the uncertainty in absolute timing (±10 ps)—shifting the
experimental image timing relative to the simulation gives an error bar on the multiplier of
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±0.4 for high intensities to ±0.6 for each low-intensity experiment.
Figure 4.4 shows measurements of the polar and equatorial trajectories for the 2.4-µmSi-coating experiment at three intensities. For each intensity, simulations without CBET
agreed well with experimental measurements at the pole, showing that the simulations
reproduce the hydrodynamic coupling when CBET is negligible, but the ablation rate and
ablation-front velocity are overpredicted at the equator. With the introduction of the CBET
model using the optimized multiplier, excellent agreement at both the pole and equator were
found for each intensity. The optimized multiplier values of 2.8±0.5, 3.1±0.5, and 3.9±1.0
were determined for this configuration with overlap intensities of I = 14 × 1014 W/cm2 ,
10 × 1014 W/cm2 , and 7 × 1014 W/cm2 , respectively. As the intensity decreases, the χ2
curve broadens because of the smaller effect of CBET at lower intensities [20].
When the laser intensity was held constant and the Si thickness was varied, simulations
show very similar multipliers between configurations (Fig. 4.7). When the appropriate multiplier was used for each simulation, good agreement between simulated and experimental
burnthrough times verifies the simulated time-resolved mass ablation rates, as demonstrated
in Fig. 4.4.
All the simulations described in this section were performed using the code DRACO
with the iSNB nonlocal thermal-transport model [60], SESAME equation-of-state tables
[109], and collisional-radiative opacity tables [110]. The polar-angle dependence in the
laser energy deposition, hydrodynamic efficiency, and thermal conduction generated by the
polar-direct-drive configuration invoke lateral thermal transport as the other non-symmetric
coupling effect.
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Parameter
EL
Te
Ln
Iqc

OMEGA
24 kJ
2.7 keV
150 µm
5 × 1014 W/cm2

NIF
660 kJ
2.9 keV
350 µm
3 × 1014 W/cm2

129
Ignition
1500 kJ
4 keV
500 µm
1015 W/cm2

Table 4.1: Comparison of the laser energy (EL ), electron temperature at the quartercritical surface (Te ), density scale-length (Ln ), and overlap intensity at the quarter-critical
surface (Iqc ) near the end of the laser pulse on OMEGA and on the NIF polar-direct-drive
experiments.

4.2.2 Scaling to Ignition Conditions
Ultimately, all of the ICF experiments on the OMEGA laser system seek to understand
physics applicable to an ignition-scale implosion. This scalability is particularly of interest
for CBET as one of the main problems in direct-drive ICF. CBET is expected to depend
on the plasma parameters described in Sec. 2.17, which change as the target size and laser
energy change, as shown in Tab. 4.1. The models integrated into DRACO should take these
changes into account, but NIF-scale implosions in general are less well-understood because
of the limited data available from this system (as it is newer and has fewer shots per day).
To measure the hydrodynamic coupling at an ignition scale and verify the CBET model,
the Si-coated CH mass-ablation-rate experiments were performed on the NIF.

4.2.2.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments on the NIF used 192 laser beams (with one beam dropped on the 2.5µm Si experiment) incident from the poles of the target because of the indirect-drive beam
construction. The beams were pointed with the polar-direct-drive beam pointing design and
ring energies described in Ref. 104. This pointing design produced a round CH implosion
in simulations when CBET was considered without a gain multiplier. The total laser energy
was 660 kJ, giving a peak overlapped intensity on target of ∼ 8 × 1014 W/cm2 . The laser
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pulse was shaped similarly to the OMEGA pulse but extended over 8 ns (Fig. 3.21). Targets
were 90±2-µm-thick CH shells, with Si coatings of 2.5±0.1 µm and 5±0.1 µm and outer
diameters of 2314±2 µm. The density of the Si coating was reported as 2.1±0.2 g/cm3 .
On the NIF, images were collected with one framing camera at the pole and one on the
equator in the NIF-2x configuration (Tab. 3.1). The first three strips of the cameras were
filtered with either 25 µm of Be with 50 µm of Kapton or 25 µm of Be with 75 µm of
Kapton during the Si ablation and expansion to block x rays <2 keV [with transmission like
the 250-µm Be shown in Fig. 3.3(a)]. The fourth strip was filtered with 25 µm of Be to
measure the CH ablation-front position with its lower self-emission intensity, as described
in Sec. 3.2.3.1.

4.2.2.2 Angularly Resolved Ablation-Front Trajectory
Figure 4.6 shows the measured ablation front trajectories for both implosions. The
trajectories for both the 2.5- and 5-µm-Si targets appear similar between the pole and
equator, likely due to the initial design that took some level of CBET into account. Images
were taken over a longer period for the 5-µm-Si implosion because of the later expected
burnthrough time, given the greater amount of Si and similar expected ablation rate. Image
analysis was performed with the same averaging-over-angles described in Sec. 3.2.3.

4.2.2.3 Quantifying the CBET Factor in Ignition Conditions
Simulations that used a CBET multiplier of two agreed well with the measured ablationfront trajectories (Fig. 4.6), as has been shown previously for similar NIF experiments that
used CH shells [38]. To mitigate the effects of shell decompression due to RayleighTaylor growth on the ablation-front trajectories, the experiments were limited to early times
(large perturbations at the ablation front can expand the ablation-front surface away from
the shell’s center of mass, making comparison with simulation more complex [38]). In
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OMEGA experiments, the 2-D laser smoothing-by-spectral-dispersion limits the level of
imprint on the target, and perturbations in the surface were shown to have minimal impact
on the trajectories [8]. On the NIF, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth caused by high
levels of laser imprint (due to reduced laser smoothing) occurred in spite of the smoothing
effects of the radiation from the Si layer. The growth of the instability mixed the Si and CH
at the interface, reducing the contrast of the outer interface peak in the x-ray images. This
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Figure 4.6: The measured ablation-front positions (blue points) are compared with simulations (blue curves) for targets with (left) 2.5 µm and (right) 5 µm of Si at the (upper) pole
and (lower) equator.

4.2.3 Discussion & Conclusions
Simultaneous 2-D Si mass-ablation-rate and ablation-front-trajectory measurements
were used to analyze CBET physics in direct-drive implosions. These measurements were
performed in polar-direct-drive on both OMEGA and the NIF to access a wide range of
plasma conditions, laser intensities, and laser-beam geometries. Good agreement with
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2-D DRACO simulations was determined when a multiplier was included on the crossbeam energy transfer model. This multiplier was necessary for all conditions tested, and
the optimal multiplier for each configuration is shown in Fig. 4.7. The multiplier was
constant for symmetric OMEGA experiments (Sec. 4.1.2), and enhanced but decreasing
with increasing intensity in OMEGA polar-direct-drive experiments. The presence of the
CBET gain multiplier required to match the data in all the configurations tested suggests
that additional physics effects should be explored, such as intensity variations caused by
diffraction, polarization effects, or shortcomings of extending the 1-D Randall model to
3-D. Prolonged interactions between high-intensity beam speckles could generate more
CBET than interactions between the intensity-averaged simulated beams [Fig. 2.1(a) &
(b)]. Ray models have trouble calculating the maximum intensity at the turning point of
beams, which could overestimate or underestimate CBET interactions near these locations
[Fig. 2.1(c) & (d)]. The fact that the CBET multiplier was not a constant in the polar-drive
configuration, while it was constant in the symmetric configuration, suggests that additional
physics or geometric effects may be affecting the polar-drive implosions. For example, the
beams pointed toward the equator may experience increased CBET due to their increased
interaction length. This increased transfer may saturate at high laser intensities, resulting
in a decreasing CBET multiplier. If the primary discrepancies in the CBET modeling
occur at the turning points of the beams, the interactions between the higher-intensity
rays near the turning-point locations would dominate the overall transfer more in a lowintensity implosion than in a high-intensity implosion, where a larger number of significant
interactions are occurring over a more spread-out region of the plasma. Another candidate
for further exploration is the effect of lateral thermal transport on the plasma conditions,
since the polar-drive configuration experiences lateral temperature gradients that do not exist
in a symmetric configuration. Additional studies to determine the source of the multiplier
are underway with the wave-based laser-plasma-interaction code LPSE [18, 19] (shown in

CBET multiplier ( fCBET)
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Figure 4.7: CBET multipliers that minimize the χ2 difference between simulations and
measurements are shown as a function of peak laser intensity for the OMEGA symmetric
direct-drive (black circles) and polar-direct-drive (red squares) experiments and the NIF
experiments (blue triangle).
Fig. 2.1 and described in Sec. 2.3.2.3).
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
This Thesis describes a series of experiments performed to study the coupling of laser
energy to a target imploded in a directly driven configuration to perform inertial confinement
fusion. In the first study, images of the x-ray self-emission were used to simultaneously
measure the shell trajectory and the mass ablation rate of higher-Z over lower-Z two-layer
capsules. These were combined with other diagnostics that measured the time-resolved
spectrum and total energy of the light scattered out of the implosion to determine the
conduction-zone length and the scattered-light power. All of these observables provided
constraints to the energy coupling models used in the hydrodynamic codes. A 1-D LILAC
simulation of the implosions that used a time-dependent flux-limiter to reproduce the measured shell trajectory reproduced the scattered power well, but underestimated the mass
ablation rate by ∼10% and the conduction-zone length by nearly a factor of two. All of the
measured quantities were reproduced by simulations that used a nonlocal thermal transport
model coupled with a model for cross-beam energy transfer. These results are significant
because the default energy coupling model in most 2- and 3-D ICF-relevant simulations
remains a flux-limited model, which does not properly reproduce the energetics of the experiment. Thus, previous physics studies that have used this model and that depend on the
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mass ablation rate, in particular, may have been compromised. For example, simulations
performed to model the growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability would result in underestimated ablative smoothing of the instability if the mass-ablation-rate was underestimated.
The lower mass ablation rate also results in the shorter conduction zone, which decreases the
smoothing of the laser intensity profile and increases the imprint of laser nonuniformities
on the target shell, increasing seeds for the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The combination
of these errors suggests that the negative effects of the instability on the implosion based
on prior simulations may have been overestimated [11]. On the other hand, the recent implementation of nonlocal thermal transport and CBET models that do not require constant
manipulation to match observables paves the way for predictive modeling of implosion
performance in ICF simulations.
To reproduce the observables in the 1-D experiments, a constant gain factor on the CBET
model was required. The spherically symmetric experiments did not differentiate between
different parts of the energy coupling models, so to confirm that the gain factor was a result
of missing physics in the CBET model rather than the nonlocal thermal transport model,
additional experiments were performed. A polar-direct-drive laser configuration was used
to generate regions of high and low cross-beam energy transfer in the same implosion to
determine the effect of the transfer on energy coupling to the target. The measured ablationfront trajectories and mass-ablation-rates at the poles of the target where CBET was minimal
were reproduced by simulations that used a model for nonlocal thermal transport without a
model for CBET, validating the thermal transport model. The inclusion of CBET into later
simulations did not compromise the agreement, confirming that CBET had little effect at
the pole. Measurements at the equator of the target where CBET had a significant effect
were reproduced by simulations that included models for nonlocal thermal transport and
CBET, with an additional multiplier on the gain in the CBET model. This experimental
platform was scaled up to the 2-MJ National Ignition Facility to test the CBET model at
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ignition-relevant conditions, and a gain factor was needed to reproduce the ablation-front
trajectories. From the series of experiments on OMEGA and the NIF, the CBET factor
was found to be consistent across different Si thicknesses, but to vary with laser intensity
and beam configuration [9]. New simulation studies are now being performed to explore
CBET on a finer scale and determine the physical mechanism compensated for with the
multiplier [18].
Recently, new experiments were performed to study the plasma parameters near the
conduction zone of the plasma, in the regions where cross-beam energy transfer, laser
absorption, and thermal transport occur, to determine any errors resulting from or affecting
the modeling of the coupling physics. X-ray self-emission images were measured with
different filters at the same time to determine the emission spectrum as a function of target
radius. This will be used to measure the plasma temperature and density profiles in the
corona, in regions that are otherwise difficult to probe. Initial studies comparing synthetic
and measured x-ray self-emission profiles show good agreement for implosions driven
by low laser intensities, suggesting that the hydrodynamic profiles are well-modeled. At
higher laser intensities, discrepancies are seen for profiles measured in the lower- and higherfrequency filters, while the intermediate filter showed good agreement. This suggests that the
temperature at the ablation front may be underestimated in the implosion. An effort to fully
reconstruct the temperature and density profiles from the self-emission is underway [20].
This more-detailed benchmarking of ICF simulations will build on the previous results
discussed in this Thesis to help evaluate and develop predictive modeling of implosions.
This in turn will aid the design of future experiments with the goal of fusion ignition, a key
step in the quest for clean fusion power for the world.
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Appendix A
In-House Radiation Post-Processor:
Code & Verification
A.1 Motivation & Validation
The primary functions of the in-house radiation post-processor have been to facilitate
studies of 3-D nonuniformities using x-ray framing camera images, to rapidly generate
synthetic images for many time steps and for many simulations, and to provide versatility
and transparency to the self-emission physics to facilitate studies like the conduction-zone
hydrodynamic-parameter reconstruction described in Sec. 3.2.4. The variations in the code
that allow it to fulfill these roles and the validation that provides confidence in the code will
be described more in the coming sections, with two versions of the MATLAB post-processor
included in Secs. A.2.1 and A.3.1.

A.1.1 3-D Studies with SAGE
The first version of the post-processor was designed to study nonuniformities in selfemission images using the hydrodynamic code SAGE [94]. As described in Sec. 3.3.2,
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SAGE was used to determine the angularly varying [in both polar and azimuthal angles
(θ, φ)] center-of-mass radius of an imploding target by scaling the laser intensity incident
at each location (calculated with 3-D ray tracing) into an ablation pressure and integrating
this over the duration of the implosion [105]. To determine how well these laser-intensity
modulations explained nonuniformities observed in x-ray self-emission images, a postprocessor was needed that would accept the 3-D hydrodynamic parameters generated with
the code.
A recently developed (2010) code to calculate synthetic x-ray radiography images from
SAGE simulations using MATLAB was adapted to the task [89]. The basic structure was
optimized to run substantially faster and with higher resolution, and updated to calculate
self-emission over a wide range of frequencies with a filter applied at the end, rather than
calculating emission and absorption at a single backlighter frequency (effectively assuming
a pass-band filter at that frequency). The code is described in more detail in Sec. 3.3.2
and included in Sec. A.3.1. It was applied to a study of nonuniformities on the NIF that
was described in Sec. 3.3.2, with a synthetic image shown in Fig. 3.31 (with more detail in
Ref. 10).

A.1.2 Extension to LILAC & DRACO
To validate the code, versions were adapted to post-process 1-D LILAC and 2-D
DRACO hydrodynamic output that could also be post-processed with the production code
Spect3D [93]. One-dimensional self-emission profiles were calculated quickly and accurately with the ’One-Line Method’ described in Sec. A.2.1. Figure A.1 shows that excellent
agreement between the two post-processors is observed for synthetic intensity profiles generated from LILAC simulations of (a) a CH-shell implosion and (b) a cryogenic CD-over-DT
implosion, even across the changes in target material and filtration between the designs.
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Figure A.1: (a) The new post-processor (light dashed and dash-dotted curves) reproduces the
1-D self-emission intensity profiles calculated by Spect3D (dark, solid curves underneath)
very well for a CH implosion using a 1-ns square pulse at t = 0.31 ns (inner black & pink
curves) and t = 0.56 ns (outer blue & yellow curves). The 25-µm Be filter was used to
simulate the OMEGA-6x camera configuration (Tab. 1.3). (b) The post-processor (light
dashed and dash-dotted curves) agrees well with Spect3D calculations (dark, solid curves
underneath) of a cryogenic implosion. Profiles are calculated before (outer blue & yellow
curves) the laser burns through the CD outer-layer and after as the CD/DT-interface intensity
peak propagates away from the ablation-front inner peak (black & pink inner curves)
and for an OMEGA-6x Cryo configuration (using a 0.3-µm Al + 1.0-µm Polypropylene
filter)(Tab. 1.3). The same step sizes of 1 µm in the diagnostic-plane axis and equivalent
opacity tables are used in the two post-processors. The profiles are shown without the
instrument function for a more stringent comparison.
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Figure A.2: Synthetic images of (a quadrant of) a simulated CH-shell implosion on OMEGA
are compared between (a) the in-house post-processor and (b) Spect3D. Good agreement is
seen in the normalized images, with small variations due to slight differences in ray paths
and step sizes perpendicular to the diagnostic plane. The 25-µm Be filter was used for this
calculation.
A version of the code was adapted to generate synthetic 2-D images and 1-D intensity
profiles from 2-D DRACO simulations. Figure A.2 shows that good agreement was observed
between the two codes in synthetic images of a simulated CH-shell implosion. Small
variations in the calculated intensity result from the steep gradients in the most highly
emissive parts of the plasma that allow rays that have slightly different paths through the
target to encounter very different hydrodynamic parameters.

A.1.3 In-house vs. Spect3D
Spect3D and the in-house post-processor each have their own merits. The primary
benefit that the in-house post-processor offers over Spect3D when used with LILAC and
DRACO simulations is its speed. For the two profiles shown in Fig. A.1(a), which match
almost exactly, the MATLAB code took ∼15 seconds to calculate both profiles, while
Spect3D took over 8 minutes for the same diagnostic-plane resolution. The MATLAB code
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also automatically saves the profiles to text files so that they can be easily recalled or fed
into other programs, whereas each profile calculated with Spect3D must be manually saved.
Spect3D has a much broader range of capabilities: it can be used to calculate emission
spectra with in-program detailed-configuration-atomic modeling (without using tabulated
opacities) and can be used for a broader range of diagnostics. For calculations using opacity
tables, it is already configured to read in a wider range of tables with higher spectral
resolution (more frequency groups of smaller ∆ν) and to use tabulated opacities rather than
the Iνp approximation described in Sec. 3.3.1.4. It has rays step through all hydrodynamic
cells on their way through the target, for an effectively infinitesimal (on the simulation scale)
step size perpendicular to the diagnostic plane, so that it does not require interpolation like
the in-house code. These factors contribute to its more accurate calculations of emission
from higher-Z materials (like Si) and smoother calculated central emission in images like
those in Fig. A.2. It also automatically calculates emission intensity for several different
filters at the same time.
However, with these benefits come the limitations that it can only read in ’.exo’-formatted
hydrodynamic files, so that all LLE simulation files must be converted using netCDF
applications. It also only reads in ’.prp’-formatted opacity tables, so that many must either
be specially calculated for use in Spect3D or converted from a different file format. Since
the in-house post-processor is written in MATLAB, it is easily reconfigurable to read in
different file formats. Simple future improvements could consist of expanding to other
opacity table formats and having the option to use tabulated emissivities as well as opacities
to be generate more accurate calculations for higher-Z materials. A version has already
been written that allows calculations of intensity for several different filters without rerunning the post-processor each time (that is slightly slower than the original version but
still significantly faster than Spect3D). However, for the primary function of calculating
self-emission profiles from low-Z (approximately LTE) materials for images measured with
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a single filter, the simplicity and focus of this post-processor is optimal.

A.2 Quickly Post-Processing LILAC Simulations
To calculate 1-D intensity profiles from LILAC simulations, the ’One-Line’ method included here is used. First, the LILAC output file (’.lpf’) is read into a MATLAB structure using the ’ReadLPF’ function by D. H. Edgell. Then, the function ’XRFC_LilacOneLineNoCv’
(Sec. A.2.1) is called, with inputs of: the diagnostic plane step-size and radius, the step-size
perpendicular to the diagnostic plane (the distance from the diagnostic plane to the target
center is set equal to the diagnostic-plane radius), the structure of hydrodynamic data, the
filter files and filter thicknesses, the requested simulated image times, and the folder in
which to save the results. Once initialized, the program reads in the appropriate opacity
tables based on the materials used in the simulated target (code in Sec. A.2.1.1). From these,
it determines the frequency groups for the multi-group radiation method used (Sec. 2.3.1 &
3.3.1.4). The text files storing the transmission data are read in, and the total transmission
is averaged over the appropriate frequency groups. Calculations of the radiation are only
made for the groups for which there is filter data (usually for 10 eV < hν < 103 eV). The
program then chooses the simulation time-step indices nearest to the image times requested.
Now that the elements standard for all intensity calculations have been determined,
a loop to calculate the x-ray intensity profile for each requested time begins. The code
reads in the mass density, electron temperature, and material as a function of radius for the
appropriate simulation time-step. It then interpolates this data onto a more finely (∼ 0.25
µm for OMEGA simulations) and evenly spaced radial (1-D) axis. From the temperature,
density, and material in each spatial step, the opacity is determined from the appropriate
opacity table and the blackbody emissivity (Ivp , or Bv in the simulation) is calculated. The
opacity and emissivity are then interpolated onto a coarser 2-D spatial grid in (x, z), with
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∆x set by the step-size of the diagnostic plane referred to as the x axis, and ∆z set by
the "depth" spatial step-size (for 1 µm x 1 µm grid spacing for high accuracy in OMEGA
implosions). This is done for all frequency groups, so that the array carrying it has three
dimensions. The discretized radiation transfer equation (Eqn. 3.18) is then applied for ray
propagation parallel to the z axis, separately for each frequency group. At the diagnostic
plane, the intensity at each position is multiplied by the filter and integrated (Riemannsummed) over all frequency groups. The final intensity profile is saved to a text file and
added to a summary array of the intensity profiles for all time steps, and the loop repeats. At
the end, the summary array is also saved. The calculated intensity profiles can be convolved
with the instrument function of the XRFC after this process is complete. The function in
Sec. A.2.1.2 is used to read the file containing the summary array of the original filtered
intensity profiles and convolve them with the appropriate specified PSF (also stored in a
text file) to generate a new summary file.

A.2.1 Lilac One-Line XRFC Model (Function)
1
2

%X−Ray Framing Camera Imaging Calculations
%Amanda Davis, LLE, started 06/2012

3
4
5
6

%Original backlighting code: BLACKTHORN
%Thomas Mo, Laboratory for Laser Energetics, 2010
% HS student under Steve Craxton

7
8
9

10

%LILAC Input Version
%Calculates a single radial profile of intensity out from the
center of the diagnostic plane, with emission contributions
from all the way through the target
%Interpolates the density, temperature, emissivity, and opacity
first over the target radius $r$ (with small point spacing of
$\delta r$), and then interpolates the emissivity and opacity
onto the full 2−D grid ($r,z$) for integration into a 1−D
intensity profile (on the diagnostic plane $x$−axis, parallel
to the original $r$−axis of the target)
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%On−disc original file name:
XRFC_LilacLLPFMixNR_TL_FC22_MM_ATI_QFF_SpecT_OneL

12
13

%This version is optimized for speed, with minimal plotting; use
small step sizes because of the several steps of interpolation
(dR~1)

14
15

%Read in ’.lpf’ file with the function ’[Hydro]=AReadLPFwLP(’
LILACfilename.lpf’);’ (’ReadLPF’ by D. H. Edgell) before
beginning the code to create a MATLAB structure of
hydrodynamic simulation data (Hydro)

16
17

18

19

function [contrast,ctstnam,filter,rIsummary,FolderName]=
XRFC_LilacOneLineNoCv(dR,depth,dpRadius,Hydro,filterFile,
filtMult,filterFile2,filtMult2,tList,prefolder,endfolder)
%1,1,800,Hydro,’filterA1.0milBe.txt’,1,’filterAnone.txt’,0,tList
,’P:\OMEGAData\RandomForThesis\’,’try1’); % sample values for
OMEGA−6x
%1,1,800,Hydro,’filterA0.10umAl.txt’,3,’filterA0.10umPP.txt’,10,
tList,’P:\OMEGAData\RandomForThesis\’,’try1’); % sample values
for OMEGA−6x Cryo

20
21

%Simulates x−ray framing camera (XRFC) imaging of a direct−drive
ICF target by calculating x−ray self−emission propagating
through the target to the diagnostic plane.

22
23
24

25

26

27

28

29

%dR is radial step size for the diagnostic plane in microns
%depth is step size perpendicular to diagnostic plane (along $z$)
in microns
%dpRadius is the radius of diagnostic plane (no magnification is
included in this code − the image size is the same size as the
target because rays propagate straight through)
%cameraDistance is the distance between the camera and the target
center (set equal to dpRadius now)
%LilacFile is the LILAC output file (.lpf) containing the density
and temperature vs. radius for the target at various time
steps
%tList is the list of times (in picoseconds) for which intensity
profiles should be calculated
%opacityTableFile is an opacity table (with the opacity for a
grid of temperatures, densities, and frequency groups) in the
’aot_pl_48_50x50Dt_....txt’ format (opacities defined at 50
density points for each of 50 temperatures, Planck−averaged
over one of 48 frequency groups) provided for each material (
found on Sequoia under ’opacity_tables’; Planck−averaged
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33
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opacities are used (Dr. Reuben Epstein provided information on
the initial format of the files)
%filterFile is the transmission vs. frequency (in eV) for the
desired filter from http://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/
filter2.html (the program is designed to accept two filter
materials, with the second in filterFile2; both files should
have the same frequency−point spacing and number of frequency
points total) [usually input with ~10 eV increments from 10 eV
− 10000 eV (request 500 points, linear scale)]
%filtMult lets you adjust the thickness of the filter; if the
transmission given by filterFile is for 0.1 microns of Al and
you need to simulate 0.3 microns, filtMult should be =3 (this
will be an exponent on the filter before multiplying the
transmission for the two filter materials together together)
%prefolder is the folder where intensity profiles will be saved
%endfolder is the subfolder where profiles will be saved (within
prefolder and a file folder named based on Hydro.jobnam)

34
35

dR2=0.25; %$\delta r$ or step size for initial interpolation of
opacity, etc., onto radius

36
37
38
39
40
41
42

%Define constants
hPC=6.626068e−27; %Planck’s constant
eVc=1.602176e−12; %Electron Volt conversion factor
cl=29979245800; %Speed of light in cm/s
AvNum=6.02214e23;
%Define constants

43
44
45

46

47

%Pre−set consistently used filter/frequency−related values
filterSteps=500; %tell it how many frequency data points to
expect in the filter file; both files must have the same
frequency−point spacing and number of points
fDiv=5; %calculate the Planck emissivity for fDiv+1 evenly spaced
points in each frequency group and integrate over them to get
the emissivity for the frequency group; 5 works well with the
opacity tables used
filtFreqInt=1; %interpolate the filter transmission onto a grid
with this step size (in frequency in eV) before averaging over
the frequency groups to increase the accuracy of the average

48
49
50
51
52
53

%% Read in Filter Transmission Data from text file
fid=fopen(filterFile,’r’);
filterType=fgets(fid);
fgets(fid);
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filter1=fscanf(fid, ’%g’, [2,filterSteps+1]);
filter1=filter1’;
fclose(fid);

57
58
59
60
61

% Read in filter transmission data from second file
fid=fopen(filterFile2,’r’);
filterType2=fgets(fid);
fgets(fid);

62
63
64
65

filter2=fscanf(fid, ’%g’, [2,filterSteps+1]);
filter2=filter2’;
fclose(fid);

66
67
68
69

% Combine filters
filterSt(:,1)=filter1(:,1); %keep frequency axis
filterSt(:,2)=(filter1(:,2).^filtMult).*(filter2(:,2).^filtMult2)
; %combine transmissions

70
71

72

filter(:,1)=min(filterSt(:,1)):filtFreqInt:max(filterSt(:,1)); %
new frequency axis is generated with smaller frequency−point
spacing
filter(:,2)=interp1(filterSt(:,1),filterSt(:,2),filter(:,1)); %
transmission is interpolated onto this new axis

73
74

frToUse=filter;

75
76

77

78

freqLo=min(frToUse(:,1)); %set minimum frequency information to
use based on the minimum of the frequency axis for the filter
freqHi=max(frToUse(:,1)); %set maximum frequency information to
use based on the maximum of the frequency axis for the filter
numFilterPoints=length(frToUse(:,1));

79
80
81

82

83
84

85

86
87

%% Reads the Lilac structure (Hydro) that contains data on
material, Te, and Ni as function of r
mat=Hydro.mat; % read in list of target materials (one standard
3−digit numeric code for each material)
numEl=length(mat); % total number of elements (material codes)
atw=Hydro.atw_mat; % read in average atomic weight for each
material
times=Hydro.timer; % read in list of time steps for which there
is data
jobnam=Hydro.jobnam; % read in name of simulation
FolderName=[prefolder,’L’,num2str(jobnam),’_TL\’,endfolder]; %
make subfolder name based on the job name and pre−specified
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endfolder
88
89
90
91

if ~(exist(FolderName)==7) % if the folder doesn’t exist
mkdir(FolderName); % make the folder
end

92
93
94
95

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

%% Read in Opacity Table with available file format
for m=1:numEl % make sure material codes are compatible with
listing on opacity tables
if mat(m)<10
mstr(m,:)=[’00’,num2str(mat(m));];
elseif mat(m)<100
mstr(m,:)=[’0’,num2str(mat(m));];
else
mstr(m,:)=num2str(mat(m));
end
end

104
105

106
107

108

109

% Use external function to read in opacity files for each
material
for m=1:numEl
opacityTableFile{m}=[’aot_pl_48_50x50Dt_’,mstr(m,:),’.txt
’]; %set filename based on the material code
[ opacityTable{m},densList{m},tempList{m},freqList,
freqIndex,numOp ] = OpTRead_FrList2( opacityTableFile{
m}, freqLo, freqHi ); %read in density, temperature,
and opacity arrays from file
end

110
111
112

113

% Start freq integration section
freqLM=freqList(freqIndex); % get list of frequencies that form
the lower bound of groups
freqHM=freqList(freqIndex+1); % list of upper−bound frequencies

114
115
116

freqLM(1)=freqLo; %min in any group
freqHM(numOp)=freqHi; %max in any group

117
118
119

freqHzL=freqLM.*eVc./hPC; %convert eV to Hz
freqHzH=freqHM.*eVc./hPC; %convert eV to Hz

120
121

dfHz=(freqHzH−freqHzL)./fDiv; %subdivide groups evenly in units
of Hz

122
123

freqHz=freqHzL’*ones(1,fDiv+1); %calculate all frequencies that
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124
125
126
127
128

160

will be used
num=(0:fDiv);
intermediate=ones(numOp,1)*num;
dfHz=dfHz’*ones(1,fDiv+1);
change=intermediate.*dfHz;
freqHz=freqHz+change;

129
130

IvCst=2.*hPC.*(freqHz.^3)./((cl).^2); %calculate the first part
of the Planck function which depends just on frequency (
leaving the exponential term until later)

131
132
133
134

%% Choose closest to desired image times from hydro data
timeList=0;
numTimes=length(times);

135
136

137
138
139

tWant=tList*10^−12; %convert desired times to seconds to match
simulation times
tKeep=logical(tWant<=max(times));
tInterp=tWant(tKeep);
tItouse=interp1(times,1:numTimes,tInterp,’nearest’); %choose
nearest timesteps to those desired to calculate images (time
indices to use)

140
141
142

143
144
145
146

147
148
149
150
151
152

153

154
155
156

%% Find average filter over each frequency range
totalFilter=zeros(numOp,2); % prepare to group filter points by
frequency group
j=1;
k=1;
for i=1:numFilterPoints % go through the whole filter array
if frToUse(i,1) > freqHM(k) % if the frequency at this index
surpasses the largest frequency in this group, go to the
next group
while frToUse(i,1)>freqHM(k)
k=k+1;
end
j=1;
end
totalFilter(k,1)=totalFilter(k,1)+frToUse(i,2); % add the
transmission value to the appropriate group for averaging
later
totalFilter(k,2)=j; % keep count of the number of data points
in this group for averaging later
j=j+1;
end
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158
159

161

avgFvect=totalFilter(:,1)./totalFilter(:,2); % calculate average
transmission for each frequency group k
fixFilt=logical(~isfinite(avgFvect));
avgFvect(fixFilt)=0;

160
161

162

%% Start time loop − calculation of intensity profile for one
time step; loop through to calculate all desired time steps
for b=1:length(tItouse)

163
164
165
166
167

168

169

170
171

172

173
174
175

% Get necessary data from Hydro structure
tic; % start timer on calculation
timeIndex=tItouse(b);
listtime=Hydro.timer(timeIndex)*1E9; %time in simulation for
this calculation for printing/saving/naming (in ns)
Tlisttime=round(listtime*1000); %time for printing/saving/
naming (in ps)
rax=Hydro.ra{timeIndex}; % read in radial axis in simulation
(LILAC is a Lagrangian simulation, so each cell has equal
mass and the distance between cells is variable)
rax=rax.*10000; % convert to microns
rho=Hydro.rho{timeIndex}; % pull mass density vs. r for this
time step
TGrid=Hydro.te{timeIndex}; % pull electron temperature T_e vs
. r
jin=Hydro.js; % lower index bound for each material
jout=Hydro.jl; % upper index bound for each material
v_length=max(max(size(rax))); % get total number of points in
simulation radius

176
177

178
179
180
181
182
183

% There are extra zeros to pad the radius which mess up
interpolation later, so remove and adjust for those
rax=rax(2:v_length);
rho=rho(2:v_length);
TGrid=TGrid(2:v_length);
jin=jin−1;
jout=jout−1;
v_length=v_length−1;

184
185
186

TGrid=TGrid*8.6173324*10^−5; % convert from K to eV
DGrid=cell(numEl,1); % define cell array to split
calculations for different materials into separate pieces

187
188
189

for m=1:numEl % for each material
DGrid{m}=zeros(1,v_length); % total length of the array
in each cell unit is the same for all material
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DGrid{m}(jin(m):jout(m))=rho(jin(m):jout(m))*AvNum/atw(m)
; % calculate the ion density for one material and
save to a particular cell

190

191

162

end

192
193
194
195

196
197

%%
distance=rax;
maxd=max(max(distance)); % find max radius for which there is
hydro data
[ maxDens,IX ]=max(rho); % find max−density
maxDensRad=distance(IX); % find radius of max−density point

198
199

cameraDistance=dpRadius; % set the distance from the camera
to be the same as the radius of the diagnostic plane

200
201

202

203
204

205
206
207
208

209

if (maxd > dpRadius) % if data extends beyond the max radius
of the diagnostic plane
maxD=dpRadius; % set the maximum radius for calculation (
maxD) to be the diagnostic plane radius
else
maxD=maxd; % if data does not extend to the edge of the
given diagnostic plane radius, only calculate out to
the edge of the hydro data
end
minD=max(min(distance));
if (maxd < cameraDistance)
cameraDistance=maxd; % do the same for the camera
distance
end

210
211
212

213
214

215

%% Start x−ray computations
zSteps = −cameraDistance:depth:cameraDistance; % set z axis,
starting behind the target and going by step size ’depth’
to the diagnostic plane
z_length = length(zSteps);
radius=0:dR:maxD+dR; % defines x−axis on diagnostic plane for
which final intensity profile is calculated
r_length = length(radius);

216
217
218

219

% "Initialize" variables to correct sizes
spectralBrightness = zeros(r_length,numOp); % this will be
the accumulating intensity as the program steps from
behind the target to the diagnostic plane
BvData = zeros(r_length,numOp,z_length); % this will be the
$I_{vp}$ calculation based on the temperature and
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220

221

222

223
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frequency group (k from range numOp)
IvData = zeros(r_length,numOp,z_length); % this will store
the intensity calculation at each step
OpacityData = zeros(r_length,numOp,z_length); % opacity data
for all materials once re−combined
OpacityMData=cell(numEl,1); % opacity data for materials
separately (while interpolating, etc.)
DensityData=cell(numEl,1); % density data separated by cell

224
225
226
227

for m=1:numEl
OpacityMData{m} = zeros(r_length,numOp,z_length);
end

228
229
230

231

% Set 2−D grid on which to interpolate data
Xx=radius’*ones(1,z_length); % all x points are given by step
size on diagnostic plane
Zz=ones(r_length,1)*zSteps; % z axis expanded into array of
points

232
233

allRad=sqrt(Xx.*Xx+Zz.*Zz); % calculate the radial distance
from the target center for each of these points

234
235

236

237

TGridforOp=TGrid; % make a separate grid of temperatures for
use in interpolating the opacity
lowT=logical(TGridforOp<min(tempList{1})); % find all
temperatures below the minimum temperature for which
opacities are defined; might be a problem if tempList is
ever different
TGridforOp(lowT)=min(tempList{1}); % set temperatures that
are too low to be the minimum temperature for which
opacities are defined

238
239
240
241

242
243
244

%% For the One−Line calculation method:
maxR2=max(max(allRad)); % find maximum distance for which
calculations will be performed
if maxR2>max(distance)
maxR2=max(distance);
end

245
246

247

rad2=0:dR2:maxR2; % define new radial axis with smaller step
size and this maximum distance
r2_length=length(rad2);

248
249

% Initialize variables for use with this one line of radial
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251
252
253
254
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points
OpacityMLine=cell(numEl,1);
DNew=cell(numEl,1);
BvMat=zeros(r2_length,numOp,fDiv+1);
BvLine=zeros(r2_length,numOp);
groupv=cell(numEl,1);

255
256
257
258

for m=1:numEl
OpacityMLine{m}=zeros(r2_length,numOp);
end

259
260
261
262
263

for m=1:numEl
DNew{m}=zeros(1,r2_length);
groupv{m}=zeros(size(rad2));
end

264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274

% Split hydro data into groups based on the material
jin=cat(2,jin,jout(numEl));
for i=1:r2_length
for m=1:numEl
if (rad2(i)>=rax(jin(m)) && rad2(i)<rax(jin(m+1)))
groupv{m}(i)=1;
break
end
end
end

275
276
277
278
279

grouped=cell(numEl,1);
for m=1:numEl
grouped{m}=logical(groupv{m}>0);
end

280
281

282
283

% Interpolate temperature data from the hydro simulation onto
this new radial axis
TLine=interp1(rax,TGrid,rad2);
TLineforOp=interp1(rax,TGridforOp,rad2); % using the adjusted
min temperature

284
285

286
287

% Interpolate densities onto new axis, separated into cells
by material
for m=1:numEl
DNew{m}(grouped{m})=interp1(rax(jin(m):jout(m)),DGrid{m}(
jin(m):jout(m)),rad2(grouped{m}),’linear’,’extrap’); %
could go to jin(m+1) instead of jout(m), but it is a
problem for the outer material group
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289
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end
% toc;

290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297

%% Fix NaNs \& Infs from interpolation
fixTD=logical(rad2 < minD);
TLine(fixTD)=0;
TLineforOp(fixTD)=0;
for m=1:numEl
DNew{m}(fixTD)=0;
end

298
299
300
301
302
303
304

fixTD=logical(rad2 > maxd);
TLine(fixTD)=0;
TLineforOp(fixTD)=0;
for m=1:numEl
DNew{m}(fixTD)=0;
end

305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313

fix=logical(~isfinite(TLine));
TLine(fix)=0;
fix=logical(~isfinite(TLineforOp));
TLineforOp(fix)=0;
for m=1:numEl
fix=logical(~isfinite(DNew{m}));
DNew{m}(fix)=0;
end

314
315
316
317
318

319

320
321

% Determine opacities
for k=1:numOp % for each frequency group
for m=1:numEl % and each material
OpacityMLine{m}(:,k)=interp2(densList{m},tempList{m},
opacityTable{m}(:,:,k),DNew{m},TLineforOp); %look
up the opacity [stored as log10(op)] from density
and temperature data for radial axis with small $\
delta r$
OpacityMData{m}(:,k,:)=interp1(rad2,OpacityMLine{m
}(:,k),allRad); % interpolate from radial axis
with small $\delta r$ onto radial axis of
diagnostic plane (1−D interpolation over this many
points is much faster)
end
end

322
323
324

for m=1:numEl
OpacityMData{m}=10.^OpacityMData{m}; % convert from log10
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fix=logical(~isfinite(OpacityMData{m})); % find NaNs
OpacityMData{m}(fix)=0; % set NaNs to zero

325
326
327
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end

328
329
330

331

for i=1:r2_length % for small−$\delta r$ axis
BvMat(i,:,:)=IvCst./(exp(freqHz.*hPC./eVc./TLine(i))−1);
% calculate $I_{vp}$ for each frequency and
temperature
end

332
333
334

335

336
337

338
339

for k=1:numOp % for each frequency group
BvLine(:,k)=1./(freqHzH(k)−freqHzL(k)).*trapz(freqHz(k,:)
,BvMat(:,k,:),3); % integrate over frequency sub−
points (number determined by fDiv)
BvData(:,k,:)=interp1(rad2,BvLine(:,k),allRad); %
interpolate from small−$\delta r$ axis to all 2−D
points for intensity calculation
for m=1:numEl
OpacityData(:,k,:)=OpacityData(:,k,:)+OpacityMData{m
}(:,k,:); % recombine opacities into the same
array
end
end

340
341
342

BvData(~isfinite(BvData))=0; % fix NaNs
% toc;

343
344
345
346

347

348

%% Calculate transmission through target
for II=2:z_length % step through the target
spectralBrightness(:,:)=(spectralBrightness(:,:)−BvData
(:,:,II−1)).*exp(−1.*OpacityData(:,:,II−1).*depth
/10000)+BvData(:,:,II−1); % use discrete radiation
transfer equation
IvData(:,:,II)=spectralBrightness(:,:); % store data for
later analysis
end

349
350
351

352

353

% Multiply by filter
avgFilter=ones(r_length,1)*avgFvect’; % make filter into
array over frequency and radius points
spectralBrightness=spectralBrightness.*avgFilter; % multiply
total transmission for each frequency group by the average
transmission for that group
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355
356

357

weightSB=zeros(r_length,numOp);
for k=1:numOp
weightSB(:,k)=(freqHzH(k)−freqHzL(k)).*spectralBrightness
(:,k); % weight the contribution from each frequency
group by the spectral width of the group (for the
Riemann sum used intead of integrating over all groups
, each group is weighted by $\Delta \nu$)
end

358
359

360
361
362

totalSB=sum(weightSB,2); % Riemann sum/integration over all
frequency groups to get total intensity at diagnostic
plane
sbMax=max(totalSB);
transmission=totalSB./sbMax; % normalize to maximum
toc; %8

363
364

365
366

% Make arrays of relevant information for storage and later
analysis
contrast(b,:)=[dR,depth,filtMult,filtMult2,listtime,sbMax];
% store variables: (step size for intensity profile) (step
size in z through the target) (filtMult1) (filtMult2) (
time at this time step) (max intensity in profile)

367
368

369
370

% Make array of just the radius and convolved intensity to
save in individual file
saveRIc(:,1)=radius;
saveRIc(:,2)=totalSB;

371
372

373
374
375
376

% Make array of the diagnostic plane radius and calculated
intensites for all time steps
if b==1
rIsummary(:,1)=radius;
rIsummary(1:length(radius),1+b)=totalSB;
end

377
378

379
380
381
382
383
384
385
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if b>1 % use this to adjust the length of the array because
earlier times might be shorter than diagnostic plane
because hydro data has not filled the plane yet
compLength=length(radius)−length(rIsummary(:,1));
if compLength>0
rIsummary=cat(1,rIsummary,zeros(compLength,1+b−1));
rIsummary(:,1)=radius;
end
end
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387
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rIsummary(1:length(radius),1+b)=totalSB; % add convolved
intensity from this time step to array
timeList=cat(2,timeList,listtime); % make list of times for
which images were calculated

388
389
390

391
392
393

% Save files
TxtFile=fullfile(FolderName,[’If_dR’,num2str(dR),’_t’,num2str
(Tlisttime),’ps.txt’]);
if exist(TxtFile,’file’)==2
delete(TxtFile);
end

394
395
396

save(TxtFile,’saveRIc’,’−ascii’,’−double’);
clear saveRIc

397
398

end %end calculations for this time step and go to the next

399
400
401
402
403

%% After all calculations, save a few final summary files
laserPulse=cat(1,Hydro.timer,Hydro.ppow);
laserPulse=laserPulse’;

404
405
406

407
408
409

% Save laser pulse
TxtFile=fullfile(FolderName,[’laserpulse_’,num2str(jobnam),’.txt’
]);
if exist(TxtFile,’file’)==2
delete(TxtFile);
end

410
411

save(TxtFile,’laserPulse’,’−ascii’,’−double’);

412
413

414

415

% Save the ablation front as determined by LILAC and output in
the .lpf file
ablatFront=cat(1,Hydro.timer,Hydro.rablat); %read from the hydro−
data structure
ablatFront=ablatFront’;

416
417

418
419
420

TxtFile=fullfile(FolderName,[’ablatFront_’,num2str(jobnam),’.txt’
]);
if exist(TxtFile,’file’)==2
delete(TxtFile);
end

421
422
423

save(TxtFile,’ablatFront’,’−ascii’,’−double’);
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% Save the list of variables for each timestep created earlier
ctstnam=’dR depth fmult1 fmult2 time I_max’;

426
427

428
429
430

TxtFile=fullfile(FolderName,[’summary’,num2str(jobnam),’_k’,
num2str(length(tItouse)),’.txt’]);
if exist(TxtFile,’file’)==2
delete(TxtFile);
end

431
432
433

zero1=0;
IcList=cat(2,0,contrast(:,6)’);

434
435
436
437
438
439
440

441

442
443

444

% Save a summary file (for number of images bmax):
%
line [1−>bmax+1]: variables listed above for all time steps
%
line bmax+2: skip (insert zero and move to next line)
%
line bmax+3: the list of max intensities for each time step
%
line bmax+4: skip (insert zero and move to next line)
%
line bmax+5: list of times for which intensities were
calculated
%
line [bmax+6−>(bmax+6+number of spatial points in intensity
profile)]: save array with first column as x axis (diagnostic
plane axis), next columns as intensity profiles for each time
step in order of request (convolved lineouts)
%
skip line
%
line [next set of points]: save array with first column as x
axis (diagnostic plane axis), next columns as intensity
profiles for each time step in order of request (no
convolution)
save(TxtFile,’contrast’,’zero1’,’IcList’,’zero1’,’timeList’,’
rIsummary’,’−ascii’,’−double’);

445
446

end % end function

A.2.1.1 Read in opacity tables (function)
1

2

3

4

function [ opacityTable,densList,tempList,freqList,freqIndex,
numOp,atWt ] = OpTRead_FrList2( opacityTableFile, freqLo,
freqHi )
% Reads opacity table data−−creates matrix of opacity values for
the frequencies of x−rays simulated;
% Each opacity value is stored at opacityTable(Temp index, Dens
index)
% By Amanda K. Davis (2012−2017), based loosely on code by T. Mo
(2010 HS student under R. S. Craxton)
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5
6
7
8
9
10

fid=fopen(opacityTableFile,’r’); % open file
fgets(fid); % read first line and discard
[delete,mixtureName]=strtok(fgets(fid),’=’);
mixtureName=regexprep(mixtureName,’=’,’’);
mixtureName=regexprep(mixtureName,’ ’,’’); % read in mixture name

11
12
13
14

[delete,atWt]=strtok(fgets(fid),’=’);
atWt=regexprep(atWt,’=’,’’);
atWt=str2num(atWt); % read in atomic weight given in opacity
table

15
16
17
18

for i=1:10 % get rid of header
fgets(fid);
end

19
20
21
22
23
24

[delete,num]=strtok(fgets(fid));
[delete,num]=strtok(num);
[delete,num]=strtok(num);
[delete,num]=strtok(num);
numDens=str2num(strtok(num)); % read in the number of densities
in dens/temp grid

25
26
27
28
29
30

[delete,num]=strtok(fgets(fid));
[delete,num]=strtok(num);
[delete,num]=strtok(num);
[delete,num]=strtok(num);
numTemp=str2num(strtok(num)); % read in the number of
temperatures in dens/temp grid

31
32
33
34
35
36
37

fgets(fid);
[delete,num]=strtok(fgets(fid));
[delete,num]=strtok(num);
[delete,num]=strtok(num);
[delete,num]=strtok(num);
numFreq=str2num(strtok(num)); % read in the number of frequency
groups

38
39

40

densList
given
tempList
given

= fscanf(fid,’%g’, [1,numDens]); %list of densities,
as log10(n_i)
= fscanf(fid,’%g’, [1,numTemp]); %list of temperatures,
as log_10(kT) (eV)

41
42
43

delete = fscanf(fid, ’%g’, [5,1000]);
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freqList = fscanf(fid,’%g’, [1,(numFreq+1)]); %list of frequency
groups, given as hv in ergs

45
46
47
48
49
50

eVc=1.602176e−12; %Electron Volt conversion factor
%Convert all to preferred units
densList = 10.^densList; % convert to n_i
tempList = 10.^tempList; % convert to kT (eV)
freqList = freqList./(eVc); %/(1.6021772e−12); % convert to eV

51
52
53
54
55

56

57

58
59
60

61
62
63

j=1;
freqIndex=0;
IXlist=1:numFreq+1;
listfLo=interp1(freqList,IXlist,freqLo,’nearest’); % find the
index of the lowest frequency for which there is filter data (
find freq index closest to freqLo input) to serve as the lower
bound on frequency groups needed for the x−ray intensity
calculation
listfHi=interp1(freqList,IXlist,freqHi,’nearest’); % find the
index of the highest frequency for which there is filter data
(find freq index closest to freqHi input) to serve as the
upper bound
if (listfLo>1 && freqList(listfLo)>freqLo) % if there is filter
data below the lower bound of the lowest frequency group
chosen, keep the frequency group below that, too
listfLo=listfLo−1;
end
if (listfHi<numFreq+1 && freqList(listfHi)<freqHi) % if there is
filter data above the upper bound of the highest frequency
group chosen, keep the frequency group above that, too
listfHi=listfHi+1;
end
freqIndex=listfLo:listfHi−1; % keep desired frequency groups as
chosen above

64
65
66

numOp=length(freqIndex);
opacityTable = zeros(numTemp, numDens, numOp);

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

% Read in and organize opacity data by temperature and density
for i=1:numTemp
for j=1:numDens
fgets(fid);
fgets(fid);
fgets(fid);
all = fscanf(fid, ’%g’, [1,numFreq]);
for k=1:numOp
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opacityTable(i,j,k) = all(freqIndex(k)); %opacity is
given as log10[opacity (cm^−1)]

76

end

77

end

78
79
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end

80
81

fclose(fid); % close file

82
83

end

A.2.1.2 Convolve intensity profiles with PSF
1

2
3

function [] = ConvPFxn(FolderName,subfolder,jobnam,tL,PSFfile,
boxSide)
%Example input values for formatting:
%(’P:\OMEGAData\RandomForThesis\L70805_qfsN_TL\try1’,’’,’70805
_qfsN’,1,’PSF2DPSFOmegadR1.txt’,35);

4
5
6

% Script to read in PSF and intensity profile, convolve, and save
% Based on code by A. K. Davis and D. T. Michel

7
8
9

10

11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

% Variable descriptions:
%FolderName − solder that contains the summary file with the
original profiles, generated with ’XRFC_LilacOneLineNoCv’ or
another function
%subfolder − subfolder within FolderName with the convolved
profile data; useful if multiple PSFs will be tested as in the
case when calculations have been performed for multiple
filters
%jobname − Hydro.jobnam from the original simulation file (also
in name of
%original summary file after ’summary’ and before ’_k...’
%tL − number of intensity profiles (time steps) in summary file
%PSFfile − text file with first column as radial values (dR=1
micron, starting with R=0 at the central maximum or
corresponding point) and second column as the PSF data
%boxSide − max index for which PSF>0.001
dR=1; % standard for this code
maxdpR=2000; % should be big enough for most simulations (OMEGA
or NIF)

19
20
21

%% Other PSF Options
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% i=1;
% subfolder=’Al\’;
% PSFfile=’PSFxMCD4x25_1300eV.txt’;

25
26
27
28

% i=2;
% subfolder=’Ti\’;
% PSFfile=’PSFxMCD4x25_3300eV.txt’;

29
30
31
32

% i=3;
% subfolder=’Fe\’;
% PSFfile=’PSFxMCD4x25_4500eV.txt’;

33
34
35
36
37
38

%% PSF cst
fid=fopen(PSFfile,’r’); % open specified PSF file
PSFnew=fscanf(fid, ’%g’, [2,200]);
PSF=PSFnew’;
fclose(fid);

39
40
41
42

bSrad=0:dR:boxSide+dR;
maxbSr=max(bSrad);
bAx=−maxbSr:dR:maxbSr;

43
44

45
46

47

48
49
50
51
52
53

[bxgrid,bygrid]=meshgrid(bAx,bAx); % make 2−D box with boxSide
from ~(−boxSide) to boxSide
rxgrid=sqrt(bxgrid.^2+bygrid.^2); % find r values of box grid
PSFfull=interp1(PSF(:,1),PSF(:,2),rxgrid); % interp PSF onto new
grid
PSF2Int=interp1(PSF(:,1),PSF(:,2),[maxbSr:−dR:dR, 0:dR:maxbSr]);
% interp onto bAx
r2Int=bAx;
% r2Int=[−maxbSr:dR:−dR, 0:dR:maxbSr];
PSFnorm1=trapz(PSF2Int);
PSFnorm=sum(PSFnorm1);
PSFuse=PSFfull./(PSFnorm.^2); % normalize the PSF
MainFolder=FolderName;

54
55

% for q=1:length(fileList) % use this to loop through different
files in fileList

56
57
58

FolderName=[MainFolder,subfolder];
fid=fopen([FolderName,’\summary’,num2str(jobnam),’_k’,num2str((tL
)),’.txt’],’r’); % open summary file generated by LilacOneLine

59
60
61

for j=1:(tL+4)
fgets(fid);
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end

63
64
65

rIsummary=fscanf(fid, ’%g’, [tL+1,maxdpR]);
rIsummary=rIsummary’; % re−make summary array

66
67
68
69

if rIsummary(2,1)==0
rIsummary(:,1)=0:dR:((length(rIsummary(:,1))−1)*dR);
end

70
71
72
73
74
75

% Make new grid to interpolate intensity profile onto 2−D image
maxR=max(rIsummary(:,1));
imgSide=−maxR:dR:maxR;
[uAxis,vAxis]=meshgrid(imgSide,imgSide);
rGrid=sqrt(uAxis.^2+vAxis.^2);

76
77

rIc=zeros(size(rIsummary));

78
79
80

81

for k=1:(length(rIsummary(1,:))−1)
transmission=interp1(rIsummary(:,1),rIsummary(:,k+1),rGrid,’
linear’,0); % interpolate into 2−D image
cvtransSame=conv2(transmission,PSFuse,’same’); % convolve with 2−
D normalized PSF

82
83

[Lineout]=TwoDImage2LineoutAD(uAxis,vAxis,cvtransSame,rIsummary
(:,1)); % convert back to 1−D profile (lineout)

84
85

86

% figure; imagesc(cvtransSame); axis square; colormap(JetNew);
colorbar;
% figure; plot(rIsummary(:,1),Lineout);

87
88
89

rIc(:,1)=rIsummary(:,1);
rIc(:,k+1)=Lineout; % save convolved profile to summary array

90
91

end

92
93

94
95
96

TxtFile=fullfile(FolderName,[’Csummary’,jobnam,’_k’,num2str(k),’
_PSFMCD.txt’]);
if exist(TxtFile,’file’)==2
delete(TxtFile);
end

97
98
99

% Save a file with the convolved intensity profiles
save(TxtFile,’rIc’,’−ascii’,’−double’);

100
101

% end
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102
103

1
2

end
function [Lineout]=TwoDImage2LineoutAD(XNew,YNew,Image,R)
% by D. T. Michel, edited by A. K. Davis

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

RImage=(XNew.^2+YNew.^2).^0.5; % find radial values of all new 2−
D image points
[RNew,isort]=sort(RImage(:)); %
LineoutIni=Image(:);
LineoutIniSort=LineoutIni(isort);
[RNew2,iunique]=unique(RNew);
LineoutIniSort2=LineoutIniSort(iunique);
Lineout=interp1(RNew2,LineoutIniSort2,R);
Lineout(isnan(Lineout))=0;

12
13

end

A.3 3-D Studies with SAGE
The SAGE post-processor is configured similarly to the LILAC post-processor. It is
called as a function (’XRFC_SageSquarePub’ in Sec. A.3.1), with inputs defining the
camera position relative to the original target/target chamber, step sizes in the diagnostic
plane (for square pixels) and perpendicular to the diagnostic plane, the size of the diagnostic
plane, and the names of text files containing the hydrodynamic data and appropriate opacity
tables and filter information. The hydrodynamic data consists of a file with the center-ofmass radius Rcm as a function of (θ, φ) (stored on the faces of a cube for clearly defined
data-point spacing) and a file with a 1-D hydrodynamic profile consisting of the density and
temperature as a function of radius for an implosion with the spherically averaged incident
intensity with flux-limited thermal transport and no cross-beam energy transfer [94] (each
time-step is saved in a separate file). As described in Sec. 3.3.2, these files were combined
to generate 3-D hydrodynamic parameters by aligning the maximum-density radius of 1-D
hydrodynamic profiles with the Rcm at each θ and φ. The density and temperature data
is interpolated onto a 3-D Cartesian grid with step sizes defined in the input, with the
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diagnostic-plane face at the position specified by the function inputs. From these, the
opacity and blackbody emissivity are calculated at each point, and the radiation transfer
equation is used to calculate the intensity at the diagnostic plane for each frequency group.
The groups are then multiplied by the filter, weighted, and summed to give the final 2-D
synthetic image of the x-ray self-emission, which can be convolved with the PSF of the
system by an outside function.

A.3.1 SAGE Post-Processing
1
2

%X−Ray Framing Camera Imaging Calculations
%Amanda Davis, LLE, 2012

3
4
5

%Original backlighting code: BLACKTHORN
%Thomas Mo, Laboratory for Laser Energetics, 2010

6
7
8
9

%SAGE Rcm and SAGE Line−out Input Version
%Full diagnostic plane calculation

10
11

%Originally XRFC_SageSquareCorFF_1605

12
13

14

function [ uAxis,vAxis,transmission ]=XRFC_SageSquarePub(theta,
phi,dR,depth,dpRadius,SageRunFile,TeNeRFile,opacityTableFile,
filterFile,filtMult,filterFile2,filtMult2)
%90,78,10,15,675,’ad.6343_3d_ng0.72.txt’,’ad.6343_1d.txt’,’
aot_pl_48_50x50Dt_110.txt’,’filterA1.0milBe.txt’,1,’
filterAnone.txt’,0); % NIF Missing−Quad Study

15
16

17

%Simulates x−ray framing camera (XRFC) imaging of a direct−drive
ICF target by calculating x−ray self−emission propagating
through the target to the diagnostic plane.
%Calculates results for diagnostic plane with a square grid.

18
19

20

%theta is the polar angle (in degrees) corresponding to the
camera location;
%phi is the azimuthal angle (in degrees) corresponding to the
camera location, counterclockwise from the positive x−axis in
the x−y plane;
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22

23
24

25

26

27

28

29
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%dpRadius is the length of 1/2 the side of the diagnostic plane
and equal to the camera distance from the target center
%dR is step size for diagnostic plane in microns (for square
pixels)
%depth is step size perpendicular to diagnostic plane in microns
%sageRunFile is the SAGE output file containing the grid of
center−of−mass radius values for the target at a specified
time
%TeNeRFile is the SAGE output file containing the radius vs.
density & temperature data
%opacityTableFile is an opacity table (with the opacity for a
grid of temperatures, densities, and frequency groups) in the
’aot_pl_48_50x50Dt_....txt’ format (opacities defined at 50
density points for each of 50 temperatures, Planck−averaged
over one of 48 frequency groups) provided for each material (
found on Sequoia under ’opacity_tables’; Planck−averaged
opacities are used (Dr. Reuben Epstein provided information on
the initial format of the files) (material code 110 is CH)
%filterFile is the transmission vs. frequency (in eV) for the
desired filter from http://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/
filter2.html (the program is designed to accept two filter
materials, with the second in filterFile2; both files should
have the same frequency−point spacing and number of frequency
points total) [usually input with ~10 eV increments from 10 eV
− 10000 eV (request 500 points, linear scale)]
%filtMult lets you adjust the thickness of the filter; if the
transmission given by filterFile is for 0.1 microns of Al and
you need to simulate 0.3 microns, filtMult should be =3 (this
will be an exponent on the filter before multiplying the
transmission for the two filter materials together together)
tic;

30
31
32
33
34
35

%Camera information:
cameraDistance=dpRadius;
theta=theta*pi/180;
phi=phi*pi/180;
%Camera information

36
37
38

39

%Pre−set consistently used filter/frequency−related values
filterSteps=500; %tell it how many frequency data points to
expect in the filter file; both files must have the same
frequency−point spacing and number of points
fDiv=5; %calculate the Planck emissivity for fDiv+1 evenly spaced
points in each frequency group and integrate over them to get
the emissivity for the frequency group; 5 works well with the
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opacity tables used
filtFreqInt=1; %interpolate the filter transmission onto a grid
with this step size (in frequency in eV) before averaging over
the frequency groups to increase the accuracy of the average

41
42
43
44
45
46
47

%Define constants
hPC=6.626068e−27; %Planck’s constant
eVc=1.602176e−12; %Electron Volt conversion factor
cl=29979245800; %Speed of light in cm/s
AvNum=6.02214e23; %Avogadro’s number
%Define constants

48
49
50
51
52

%% Read in Filter Transmission Data from text file
fid=fopen(filterFile,’r’);
filterType=fgets(fid);
fgets(fid);

53
54
55

filter1=fscanf(fid, ’%g’, [2,filterSteps+1]);
filter1=filter1’;

56
57

fclose(fid);

58
59
60
61
62

% Read in filter transmission data from second file
fid=fopen(filterFile2,’r’);
filterType2=fgets(fid);
fgets(fid);

63
64
65

filter2=fscanf(fid, ’%g’, [2,filterSteps+1]);
filter2=filter2’;

66
67

fclose(fid);

68
69
70
71

% Combine filters
filterSt(:,1)=filter1(:,1); %keep frequency axis
filterSt(:,2)=(filter1(:,2).^filtMult).*(filter2(:,2).^filtMult2)
; %combine transmissions

72
73

74

filter(:,1)=min(filterSt(:,1)):filtFreqInt:max(filterSt(:,1)); %
new frequency axis is generated with smaller frequency−point
spacing
filter(:,2)=interp1(filterSt(:,1),filterSt(:,2),filter(:,1)); %
transmission is interpolated onto this new axis

75
76
77

frToUse=filter;
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freqLo=min(frToUse(:,1)); %set minimum frequency information to
use based on the minimum of the frequency axis for the filter
freqHi=max(frToUse(:,1)); %set maximum frequency information to
use based on the maximum of the frequency axis for the filter
numFilterPoints=length(frToUse(:,1));

81
82

83

%% Read in TeNeRFile data in order to find the values of the
radius vs. the density and temperature
IMax=410; %number of r values in r vs. Te (& r vs. Ne) data sets

84
85
86
87
88
89

fid=fopen(TeNeRFile,’r’);
for i=1:15
fgets(fid); %delete header lines for r, Ne section
end
RDens=fscanf(fid, ’%g’, [5,IMax]); %read in all numerical data
from section

90
91
92
93
94

95

for i=1:10
fgets(fid); %delete header lines for r, Te section
end
RTemp=fscanf(fid, ’%g’, [5,IMax]); %read in all numerical data
from section
fclose(fid);

96
97
98
99
100

% Set a=[r,Ne,Te]
a(:,1)=RDens(4,:); %r is in microns
a(:,2)=RDens(5,:); %density in N_e/cm^3 (electron density)
a(:,3)=RTemp(5,:); %temp is in eV

101
102

103
104

% Find the minimum and maximum radii for which we have Te & Ne
data
minA1 = min(a(:,1));
maxA1 = max(a(:,1));

105
106
107
108
109

% Find radius at which density is a maximum:
[maxDens,ImaxDens]=max(a(:,2));
maxDensRad=a(ImaxDens,1);
maxR=maxDensRad;

110
111

112

113

if (maxA1 > dpRadius) % if the n_e vs. r data extends past the
diagnostic plane radius
maxD=dpRadius; % the maximum distance for calculating
intensity is the originally input dpRadius
else
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114

115

180

end

116
117
118

119

if (maxA1 < cameraDistance)
cameraDistance=maxA1; % put the same limit on the camera
distance
end

120
121
122

%% Use external function to read in the opacity−table file
[ opacityTable,densList,tempList,freqList,freqIndex,numOp ] =
OpTRead_FrList2( opacityTableFile, freqLo, freqHi );

123
124
125

126

% Start freq integration section
freqLM=freqList(freqIndex); % get list of frequencies that form
the lower bound of groups
freqHM=freqList(freqIndex+1); % list of upper−bound frequencies

127
128
129

freqLM(1)=freqLo; %min in any group
freqHM(numOp)=freqHi; %max in any group

130
131
132

freqHzL=freqLM.*eVc./hPC; %convert eV to Hz
freqHzH=freqHM.*eVc./hPC; %convert eV to Hz

133
134

dfHz=(freqHzH−freqHzL)./fDiv; %subdivide groups evenly in units
of Hz

135
136

137
138
139
140
141

freqHz=freqHzL’*ones(1,fDiv+1); %calculate all frequencies that
will be used
num=(0:fDiv);
intermediate=ones(numOp,1)*num;
dfHz=dfHz’*ones(1,fDiv+1);
change=intermediate.*dfHz;
freqHz=freqHz+change;

142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

%% Start x−ray computations
side=−(maxD+dR):dR:(maxD+dR); %defines range of radii from the
%center of the diagnostic plane for which x−ray emission and
%transmission should be calculated
s_length = length(side);
zSteps = −cameraDistance:depth:cameraDistance;
z_length = length(zSteps);
TotalSteps=z_length;

151
152

% "Initialize" variables to the correct size
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154
155
156

181

spectralBrightness = zeros(s_length,s_length,numOp);
BvData = zeros(s_length,s_length,numOp,TotalSteps);
IvData = zeros(s_length,s_length,numOp,TotalSteps);
OpacityData = zeros(s_length,s_length,numOp,TotalSteps);

157
158

159
160

161

% A separate function is defind to read in the R_{cm} data to
save on memory (to easily delete extra data once it is no
longer necessary)
tic;
[ rEffAll,Xx,Yy,Zz,allRad ] = SageProcessO( SageRunFile,
cameraDistance,theta,phi,dR,depth,side,zSteps,maxDensRad );
toc;

162
163
164

165

tic;
TData=interp1(a(:,1),a(:,3),rEffAll); % interpolate the r vs. Te
data onto every 3−D grid point based on the effective radius
DensityData=interp1(a(:,1),a(:,2),rEffAll); % same for n_e

166
167

168
169

rTFOLog=double(TData<min(tempList)); % if the temperature some
places is below the lowest temperature for which there is
opacity data
rTempForOpacity=TData−rTFOLog.*TData;
rTempForOpacity=rTempForOpacity+rTFOLog.*min(tempList); % set the
temperature to the lowest temp for which there is opacity
data

170
171

172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181

radIn=logical(rEffAll<min(a(:,1))); % if any effective radii are
inside the minimum radius for which there is hydro data, set
the parameters to be those at the innermost radius for which
there is data
Tin=a(1,3);
Din=a(1,2);
if Tin<min(tempList)
mTin=min(tempList);
else
mTin=Tin;
end
rTempForOpacity(radIn)=mTin;
TData(radIn)=Tin;
DensityData(radIn)=Din;

182
183

184

% Adjust the density, because n_{ion} is needed and n_e is given
(divide by Z, the average ionization state for fully ionized
CH)
DensityData=DensityData/3.128;
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185
186
187

188
189

190

for k=1:numOp
OpacityData(:,:,k,:)=interp2(densList,tempList,opacityTable
(:,:,k),DensityData,rTempForOpacity); %look up opacity for
each location and frequency group (in log10)
end
OpacityData=10.^OpacityData; %converted out of log10 to use (in
cm^−1)
toc;

191
192
193
194

tic;
BvArray=zeros(s_length,s_length,numOp,fDiv+1,TotalSteps);
IvCst=2.*hPC.*(freqHz.^3)./((cl).^2); %calculate the first part
of the Planck function which depends just on frequency (
leaving the exponential term until later)

195
196
197
198
199

200
201
202
203

for i=1:s_length
for j=1:s_length
for II=1:TotalSteps
BvArray(i,j,:,:,II)=IvCst./(exp(freqHz.*hPC./eVc./
TData(i,j,II))−1); % calculate blackbody emission
($I_{vp}$) for each frequency and temperature
end
end
end
toc;

204
205
206
207

208
209

tic;
for k=1:numOp % for each frequency group
BvData(:,:,k,1)=1./(freqHzH(k)−freqHzL(k)).*trapz(freqHz(k,:)
,BvArray(:,:,k,:,1),4); % integrate over frequency sub−
points (number determined by fDiv) for the first spatial
step (in z)
end
toc;

210
211
212
213

214

tic;
for II=2:TotalSteps
spectralBrightness(:,:,:)=(spectralBrightness(:,:,:)−BvData
(:,:,:,II−1)).*exp(−1.*OpacityData(:,:,:,II−1).*depth
/10000)+BvData(:,:,:,II−1); % use discrete radiation
transfer equation to calculate intensity at this spatial
step
for k=1:numOp
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BvData(:,:,k,II)=1./(freqHzH(k)−freqHzL(k)).*trapz(freqHz
(k,:),BvArray(:,:,k,:,II),4); % integrate over
frequency sub−points (number determined by fDiv) for
the next spatial step

215

216
217

218
219

183

end
IvData(:,:,:,II)=spectralBrightness(:,:,:); % store data for
later analysis
end
toc;

220
221
222
223
224

225
226
227
228
229

230
231
232
233

234

235
236

%% Multiply by filter
% Find the average over each frequency range
tic;
totalFilter=zeros(numOp,2); % prepare to group filter points by
frequency group
avgFilter=zeros(s_length,s_length,numOp);
j=1;
k=1;
for i=1:numFilterPoints % go through the whole filter array
if frToUse(i,1) > freqHM(k) % if the frequency at this index
surpasses the largest frequency in this group, go to the
next group
k=k+1;
j=1;
end
totalFilter(k,1)=totalFilter(k,1)+frToUse(i,2); % add the
transmission value to the appropriate group for averaging
later
totalFilter(k,2)=j; % keep count of the number of data points
in this group for averaging later
j=j+1;
end

237
238
239
240

241
242

for i=1:s_length
for j=1:s_length
avgFilter(i,j,:)=totalFilter(:,1)./totalFilter(:,2); %
calculate average transmission for each frequency
group k and make into 2−D array for each group for use
with spectralBrightness
end
end

243
244
245
246

% Multiply total transmission for each range by this average
spectralBrightness(:,:,:)=spectralBrightness(:,:,:).*avgFilter;
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184

for k=1:numOp
weightSB(:,:,k)=(freqHzH(k)−freqHzL(k)).*spectralBrightness
(:,:,k); % weight the contribution from each frequency
group by the spectral width of the group (for the Riemann
sum used intead of integrating over all groups, each group
is weighted by $\Delta \nu$)
end

250
251

252
253
254

totalSB=sum(weightSB,3); % Riemann sum/integration over all
frequency groups to get total intensity at diagnostic plane
sbMax=max(max(totalSB(:,:)));
transmission=totalSB(:,:)./sbMax; % normalize to maximum
toc;

255
256
257
258
259
260
261

262
263

264

1

2

% setjet; % set color scale
[uAxis,vAxis]=meshgrid(side,side);
thetaDegree=theta*180/pi;
phiDegree=phi*180/pi;
figure;
contourf(uAxis,vAxis,transmission); % plot intensity at
diagnostic plane
colorbar(’location’,’eastoutside’); colormap(JetNew);
grid on, axis square, title([’normalized intensity at diagnostic
plane at position phi=’,num2str(phiDegree),’ degrees and theta
=’,num2str(thetaDegree),’ degrees’]),xlabel(’radius (um)’),
ylabel(’radius (um)’);
end
function [ rEffAll,Xx,Yy,Zz,allRad,rDiff,rcmMean ] = SageProcessO
( SageRunFile,cameraDistance,theta,phi,dR,depth,side,zSteps,
rAbl )
% Read Sage file and return effective radii for 3−D Cartesian
grid with no rescaling

3
4
5

z_length = length(zSteps);
s_length = length(side);

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

fid=fopen(SageRunFile,’r’);
for i=1:6
deleteLine=fgets(fid); %delete lines 1−6
end
runID=fgets(fid); %save data as ’runID’ for simulation
deleteLine=fgets(fid);
timeText=fgets(fid); %read simulation time
timeWanted=str2num(strtok(timeText)); %save time
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16

17
18

185

[delete,rcmMeanText]=strtok(fgets(fid));
[delete,rcmMeanText]=strtok(rcmMeanText); %save average Radius_{
center−of−mass} (rcm)
rcmMeanText=regexprep(rcmMeanText,’ ’,’’);
rcmMean=str2num(regexprep(rcmMeanText,’CM’,’’)); % it’s given in
cm

19
20
21
22
23

[delete,stDevText]=strtok(fgets(fid));
[delete,stDevText]=strtok(stDevText);
stDevText=regexprep(stDevText,’ ’,’’);
stDev=str2num(regexprep(stDevText,’CM’,’’)); %save standard
deviation in rcm as given in hydro file

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

for i=1:4
deleteLine=fgets(fid); %12−15
end
[rest,rad]=strtok(fgets(fid),’=’); %16
[n,rest]=strtok(fgets(fid)); %17
n=str2num(n);
deleteLine=fgets(fid); %18
deleteLine=fgets(fid); %19
index=1;
gridValues=zeros((n^2)*6); %read in rcm data points, stored on
the faces of a cube; the position on the cube of (theta,phi)
gives rcm at that (theta,phi)
for i=1:6
deleteLine=fgets(fid);
deleteLine=fgets(fid);
deleteLine=fgets(fid);
face=fscanf(fid,’%g’, [10,(n^2)/10]);
for j=1:(n^2)/10
for k=1:10
gridValues(index)=face(k,j);
index=index+1;
end
end
end
fclose(fid);

48
49

50
51
52
53

% Assign the array of gridvalues to the 6 corresponding faces and
form a 3−D array with the faces
startIndex=1;
n=round(sqrt(length(gridValues)/6));
%x face
for i=1:n
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55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

for j=1:n
face1(i,j)=gridValues(startIndex);
startIndex=startIndex+1;
end
end
%−x face
for i=1:n
for j=1:n
face2(i,j)=gridValues(startIndex);
startIndex=startIndex+1;
end
end
%y
for i=1:n
for j=1:n
face3(i,j)=gridValues(startIndex);
startIndex=startIndex+1;
end
end
%−y
for i=1:n
for j=1:n
face4(i,j)=gridValues(startIndex);
startIndex=startIndex+1;
end
end
%z
for i=1:n
for j=1:n
face5(i,j)=gridValues(startIndex);
startIndex=startIndex+1;
end
end
%−z
for i=1:n
for j=1:n
face6(i,j)=gridValues(startIndex);
startIndex=startIndex+1;
end
end
values=cat(3,face1,face2,face3,face4,face5,face6);

95
96

97

%% Starting at (xStart,yStart,zStart) (opposite the diagnostic
plane):
% Calculate the effective radius (rEff) at each point in a 3−D

186
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cubic grid that has the diagnostic plane as one cube face and
a parallel plane equidistant from the target center as another
(the starting plane for the image calculation).
98
99

100
101
102

% Calculate the center of the starting plane for the image
calculation
xStart=−cameraDistance*sin(theta).*cos(phi);
yStart=−cameraDistance*sin(theta).*sin(phi);
zStart=−cameraDistance*cos(theta);

103
104

105

106

107

108

% Calculate the (x,y,z) values of all points in the starting
plane (relative to the target chamber geometry used to define
the faces of the rcm cube)
[u2,v2]=meshgrid(side,side); % calculate square grid of points
the size of the diagnostic plane, centered on (0,0)
X2=xStart+v2.*(−cos(theta).*cos(phi))+u2.*(−sin(phi)); % position
the center of this plane at (xStart,yStart,zStart) and
calculate the x−values (from the target frame of reference)
for all points on the plane
Y2=yStart+v2.*(−cos(theta).*sin(phi))+u2.*cos(phi); % calculate y
−values of points in this plane
Z2=zStart+v2.*sin(theta)+u2.*0; % calculate y−values of points in
this plane

109
110
111
112
113

% Initialize variables to the correct sizes
Xx=zeros(s_length,s_length,z_length);
Yy=zeros(s_length,s_length,z_length);
Zz=zeros(s_length,s_length,z_length);

114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

face1=zeros(s_length,s_length,z_length);
face2=zeros(s_length,s_length,z_length);
face3=zeros(s_length,s_length,z_length);
face4=zeros(s_length,s_length,z_length);
face5=zeros(s_length,s_length,z_length);
face6=zeros(s_length,s_length,z_length);
storeA=zeros(s_length,s_length,z_length);
storeB=zeros(s_length,s_length,z_length);

123
124
125

126

127

II = 1;
for rIndex=0:depth:2*cameraDistance % step from the starting
plane for the calculation to the diagnostic plane
Xx(:,:,II)=X2+rIndex.*sin(theta).*cos(phi); % calculate all x
values of points in the new plane defined by the added
rIndex
Yy(:,:,II)=Y2+rIndex.*sin(theta).*sin(phi); % and y values
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188

Zz(:,:,II)=Z2+rIndex.*cos(theta); % and z values

129
130

131

132

133

134

135

136

% Decide which face the new points are closest to [to
determine which face holds the correct rcm value for the (
theta, phi) position of this point]
face12=double(max(abs(Xx(:,:,II)),abs(Yy(:,:,II)))==abs(Xx
(:,:,II))); % =1 if the point is closer to an x face than
a y face
face12=double(max((abs(Xx(:,:,II)).*face12),abs(Zz(:,:,II)))
==abs(Xx(:,:,II))); % =1 if it’s closest to an x face
face1(:,:,II)=double((face12.*Xx(:,:,II))>0); % =1 if it’s
the +x face
face2(:,:,II)=double((face12.*Xx(:,:,II))<0); % =1 if it’s
the −x face
storeA(:,:,II)=storeA(:,:,II)+(face12.*Yy(:,:,II))./abs(Xx
(:,:,II)); % store ~azimuthal angle = approximate location
on that face along y axis (as a fraction of the width of
the face)
storeB(:,:,II)=storeB(:,:,II)+(face12.*Zz(:,:,II))./abs(Xx
(:,:,II)); % store ~polar angle = approximate location on
that face along z axis

137
138
139
140
141

fix=logical(~isfinite(storeA));
storeA(fix)=0;
fix=logical(~isfinite(storeB));
storeB(fix)=0;

142
143
144

145

146
147
148

149

% Repeat for points closer to y faces
face34=double(max(abs(Xx(:,:,II)),abs(Yy(:,:,II)))==abs(Yy
(:,:,II)));
face34=double(max((abs(Yy(:,:,II)).*face34),abs(Zz(:,:,II)))
==abs(Yy(:,:,II)));
face3(:,:,II)=double((face34.*Yy(:,:,II))>0);
face4(:,:,II)=double((face34.*Yy(:,:,II))<0);
storeA(:,:,II)=storeA(:,:,II)+(face34.*Zz(:,:,II))./abs(Yy
(:,:,II));
storeB(:,:,II)=storeB(:,:,II)+(face34.*Xx(:,:,II))./abs(Yy
(:,:,II));

150
151
152
153
154

fix=logical(~isfinite(storeA));
storeA(fix)=0;
fix=logical(~isfinite(storeB));
storeB(fix)=0;

155
156

% Repeat for points closer to z faces
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face56=double(max(abs(Xx(:,:,II)),abs(Zz(:,:,II)))==abs(Zz
(:,:,II)));
face56=double(max((abs(Zz(:,:,II)).*face56),abs(Yy(:,:,II)))
==abs(Zz(:,:,II)));
face5(:,:,II)=double((face56.*Zz(:,:,II))>0);
face6(:,:,II)=double((face56.*Zz(:,:,II))<0);
storeA(:,:,II)=storeA(:,:,II)+(face56.*Xx(:,:,II))./abs(Zz
(:,:,II));
storeB(:,:,II)=storeB(:,:,II)+(face56.*Yy(:,:,II))./abs(Zz
(:,:,II));

157

158

159
160
161

162

163

fix=logical(~isfinite(storeA));
storeA(fix)=0;
fix=logical(~isfinite(storeB));
storeB(fix)=0;

164
165
166
167
168

II=II+1;

169
170

end

171
172

173
174

storeALog=double(storeA>(1−1/n)); % if a position is just outside
the edge of a face, assign it to the point on the edge of the
face
storeA=storeA−storeA.*storeALog;
storeA=storeA+storeALog.*(1−1/n);

175
176
177
178

storeALog=double(storeA<(−1+1/n));
storeA=storeA−storeA.*storeALog;
storeA=storeA+storeALog.*(−1+1/n);

179
180
181
182

storeBLog=double(storeB>(1−1/n));
storeB=storeB−storeB.*storeBLog;
storeB=storeB+storeBLog.*(1−1/n);

183
184
185
186

storeBLog=double(storeB<(−1+1/n));
storeB=storeB−storeB.*storeBLog;
storeB=storeB+storeBLog.*(−1+1/n);

187
188

allRad=sqrt(Xx.*Xx+Yy.*Yy+Zz.*Zz); % calculate actual radial
position of all points

189
190

191
192
193

storeA1=face1.*storeA; % store values for the different faces in
different variables
storeB1=face1.*storeB;
storeA2=face2.*storeA;
storeB2=face2.*storeB;
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195
196
197
198
199
200
201

190

storeA3=face3.*storeA;
storeB3=face3.*storeB;
storeA4=face4.*storeA;
storeB4=face4.*storeB;
storeA5=face5.*storeA;
storeB5=face5.*storeB;
storeA6=face6.*storeA;
storeB6=face6.*storeB;

202
203

204

205

206

207

208

209

% Interpolate rcm values from approximate 2−D locations of data
points on the faces and the rcm value each data point on a
face [for a particular (theta,phi)] represents
rcm1=interp2(−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,values(:,:,1),
storeA1,storeB1);
rcm2=interp2(−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,values(:,:,2),
storeA2,storeB2);
rcm3=interp2(−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,values(:,:,3),
storeA3,storeB3);
rcm4=interp2(−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,values(:,:,4),
storeA4,storeB4);
rcm5=interp2(−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,values(:,:,5),
storeA5,storeB5);
rcm6=interp2(−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,−1+1/n:2/n:1−1/n,values(:,:,6),
storeA6,storeB6);

210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217

% Clear out any extraneous points
rcm1=rcm1.*face1;
rcm2=rcm2.*face2;
rcm3=rcm3.*face3;
rcm4=rcm4.*face4;
rcm5=rcm5.*face5;
rcm6=rcm6.*face6;

218
219

220
221

222

rcm=rcm1+rcm2+rcm3+rcm4+rcm5+rcm6; % combine into one array of
all rcm values
rcm=rcm.*10000; % convert cm to microns
rDiff = allRad − rcm; % for each point [at a particular (theta,
phi)], find the distance between the rcm for the angle and the
position of the data point relative to the target chamber/
center
rEffAll = rAbl*ones(s_length,s_length,z_length)+rDiff; % define
an effective radius for each point: align the (r,n,t) profile
so that the ablation front or maximum density point is at the
rcm point; then rDiff gives the position of each point
relative to the ablation front [defines an r from the (r,n,t)
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hydro data so that (n,t) can be interpolated onto to 3−D
Cartesian grid]
toc;

224
225

end

191

